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ABSTRACT

, This repi5i.t.review6 theoretical and empirical studies of
decision making. The purpose of the 'review -was to identify results
th&t.would be applicable to the problem of training decision makers.

4 .
The literature on decision making is extensive. However,

relatively few studies haNie dealt explicit]' with the problem of
' training in decision-making skills. The task, therefore, was to
gather from the general: literature on decision making any impli-
cations that Could be found fdr training.

Dessionqiaking is conceptualized here as a type of problein
o'solving, and the review is organized in termdrof the f011owing ,

'component tasks: information gathering, data evaluation, problem
structuring, hypothesis generation, hypothesis evaluation, pref-
erence specification, action selection, and decis4on eValuation.
Implications of research findingaafoi training ar&discussed in
the context 'of descriptions of each of these,tasks.

IA general conclusion drawn from the study is that'decision
makingis probably not sufficiently well understood to Permit the
design of,an effective general-purpose training system for decision
makers. Systems-and programs could be developed, however, to
facilitate training with,respect to kpecikic decision-making skills.'
The- ',development of more generally applicable training techniques
or systems should proceed-in an evolutionary fashion.

4
Training is one way tq improve decision-making perfprmance;

another it to provide the decision maker with aidsfor various
aspects of his task. .Because training and the provision of decision
aids are viewed as domplementary approaches to the same problem,

j the report ends with a discussion of several decition-aiding tech-
niques that are in one or another-stage of study or development.
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,Center has been involved in decision-making research with theae
.

Objebtive of developing an approach to decision-making trainiAk
which Will iMprdve the decision-making and tactical performance
capabilities of Navy. commanders. This report is the,result of an '

\analytical review of decision-making research which wa performed
is

to identify information pertinent to the training of deisipn-
making skills. .

4
The outcome, of ''his effort corroborated an ippression that

very little of the great amount of decision=ffiaking fesearch.has
directly addressed the problem of training indecision making.
The review has identified-implications fir ,the training of decision
makeks and areas for research which could provide insight for the .

development of effective training procedures and programs. . .
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

%

'Much,has been written about the importance of
4

decision making
for industry, for government, for the military and for rational--or

at least reasonablepeople in general. Moreover, a.great deal of
reseakchshis been conducted on decision-making behavior. In spite
of these factsor perhaps because of them --there `is not general
agreement concerning what dec4ion making. is, how it should be done,

how it is done, how to tell.whether it is .done well' or poorly, and

how to train people to lo it better.

The.. term "decision making" has'been 'applied to a very broad

range of behaviors., The detedtion oT weak sensory stimuli has been

-viewed, in part, as a decision process (Green & SWets, 1966), as

has perception} by huans more. generally (Bruner, 1957).. Pattern

classi4cation by machines (Sebestyng 1962)/ the retriseval, of

information from memory (Egan, 1958), the performance of skilled

tasks such as automobile driving ',(Algea, 1964) and airplane pilot-

ing (Szafran, 1970), the production'of speech (Rochester ,& Gill,

197 ), educational counseling (Stewart & Winborn,,l9)73), the pur- A

cha ing of industrial prodi3cts (Reingep, 1973), the evaluation of

the erformance of salesmen .(Sheridan,& Carlson, 1972),-and the

. con ucting of 'a laboratory experiment ,(Edwards,. 19,56) -are'also

.
representative allthe types of processes that have been discussed

under.the rubric of decision making. Probably when the term is used

in industrial, governmental and military contexts, however, what

the user has in mind '.s something close -to,what SChrenk (1969) 4

.describes',,as "situationscharacteriZed by fairly well- defined

objectives, significant action alternatives, relatively high

stakes, inconclusive informatioh and limited time for decisio

(p. 544). We hasten to add that to-limit one's attention-to
situations that-Have all of these characteristics would preclude

consideration of the large majority of,enDerimental'±nvestigations

'of decision,making;.in particular, in very few laboratoy studies

of decision making have the stakes been,high; and one may question

in many--if not most--cases the sigpificahce of the action alter-

natives to the experimental subjeeEs. It does not necessarily

follow that the results.of laboratory studies have no relevance to

real-life decision'making, of course. The dggree to which one is

willing to extrapoldte from the one situation. to the other depends

4 incOnsequentidl decision-proble s are-solved--at least in principle
on the extent to which one subscribes to the view that simple and

--in the same ways as are'those that are complex and consequential.

. As Schrenk(1g0) has pointed p ut, there are three ways to

improve the performance of the human decision element in a system:

`(1) selection (insui'e'that decisions are made only by individuals

who are competent to make them), (2) training (attempt to improve

the decision-related skills,of people in decision-making positrons)1

'

14
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and (3) decisi4 aidiiisq (provide decision makers with procedural
and technical adds to'compensate for their own limiiations). To
the extent that performance of a decision - making system is of in-
terest, as opposed to that of a human being, another possibility
that deserves consideration is that of automation (have Machines

,perform those decision tasks that they can perform better than
'Fieople). ".

The nUmber.of -asks that are now performed by machines that
A were once thought to require humin skills is growing and will

continue to do so. Many tasks that involve decision making by
some definition should.be--indeed, many have been--automated.
There' is little justification for wasting a good,human brain to
make what Soelberg (1967) calls "programmed decisions," decisions
that are made with suffidient frequency and unddr sufficiently
specifiable conditions to permit the detailed description of pro-
cedures for making them. Thermostats, governors, regulators,
stabilizers, Complite.r algorithms, and such things, are the pre-
ferred "depision makers",for these types of situations. The
situations with which we are priMarily concerned are not of this
straightforward programmed type. They are situations that are
novel, unstructured or unplanned fob, or,they involve human pref-
erenpes that are, not easily ,specified, or potential action con-
sequences that are not .known with certainty. Clearly, these
types of situations arse the more interesting objects of study,
and are probably more representative of what people view as bona
fide decision making. .

.. It is imPortant to recognize that: the objectives of much
decision- making research are to make novel situations less novel

4
by pro.O.ding prototypes in terms of which the novel situations

. can be perceived, to facilitate the imposition of structure on
situations when apparent structure is lacking, and to provide
techniques for qecreasing the probability of surprises and for

,coping with unplanned-for situations as though they had been
anticipated all along. But the reader who might think that such
objectives could, if realized, take the chatm out of decision
making Maydrest easy'. There seems little danger of success to
the point of reducing all decision making to an algorithmic
process in the near future. Indeed, there are some aspects of
decision making that men may never feel comfortable turning over
to machines. Hence, the needs for selection, training and de,-
cision aiding are still real, and are likely to continue to be
for some time to come, Moreover, as more and more of the pro-
cedurizable tasks that were once performed by men do become auto-
mated, the tasks that are' left to be performed by men--or perhaps
by men and machines in collaboration--take on added interest and
significance by virtue of their very ipsistande to automation.
Should not those tasks which seem to require the attention of
human brains be the tasks that hold a unique fascination for us
as human beings?

a 2
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The general question that motivates this study As the question
of whether individuals can.be trained to be effective decision

- makers in unprogrammed situations. And if the answer to that
question appears to be yes, the next question that presents itself
is that of how that training canbe accomplished most'-geffectively.
Immediately, one is 1paito,more specific questions. Does it make
sense toithink of decision making as a skill, or as a collection
of skills, that -can be developed in a sufficiently general, way that
they can be applied in a variety of specific contexts? What is it
that the decision maker -needs to be taught? Concepts? Facts?
Principles? Attitudes? Procddures? Heuristics?

The literature on decision-making research is volumious, but
despite numerous references to the importance of the training of
.decision makers (e.g.., Edwards, 1962; Evans & Cody, 1969; Fleming,
197-07 -Hammell & Mara, 1970; Kanarick, 1969; Kepner & Tregoe, 1965;

Scalzi, 1970; Sidorsky & Simpneau; 1970), the number of studies

that have explicitly addressed the uestion of exactly what should

by taught an& how the teaching can best be accomplished is remark-

ably small. The central interest in the area continues to be

with. parameterization of the decision maker and his environment,_,/

and with generation of specific aids to'the decision prbcqss.

This review is not limited, therefore, to studies that have

focused specifically on the issue oftdecision training. We have

attempted instead to look at a rather broad cross section of the

.general decision-making research literature with a view to finding,

wherever we could, implications For the training of, ,decision 'makers'

and clues concerning "what further research might lead to more
effective.training procedures or programs.

J
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SECTION ZI

SOME COMMENTS ON IECISIdN THEORY

One can distinguish two rather diferent approaches that
have been taken to the study of decision making. 'One is analyti-

cal; the other is basically empirical. A common goal of both
approaches, however, is .the development' of formal models of
decision processes. .In the firsoase-, one tries to analyze
d/Acision situations--often hypothetical situatiOns--abstracting,
from them their common elements. One then attempts to produce
e%model of the decision,.making process, using the Constructs that
have been identified in the process of an4ysis. In tile empirical
approach, one begins by observing individuals making decisions in
realrlife situations, and attempts, on the basis of these obser-
vations, to develop parsimonious descriptions of decision-making
behavior.

Each approachhas its Strengths andits weaknesies.- The
modgl,s generated by analysis are likely to be more abstract than
thbse developed through observation. AS a consequence, they' are
typically more general. Howelier, there may be considerable dif-'
fioulty in applying such models in specific cases. TN.'S is true
becausesreal-life decision situations frequently are not easily.
describable in terms that an application of a model would require.

In contrast, a model of a decision-making process that is developed
by observing decision makers in action is likely to be applicable,
at least to situations highly similar to that front which the model

is derived. Such models may,lack generality, howevery and prove
to be inapplicable outside the Context/in which they are developed.

2.1-. Prescriptive versus Descriptive Models

A prescriptive model indicates what one should do in a given'
idecision situation; a descriptive model is intended to describe

what one actually-does. Typically, prescriptive models are the
outcomes of analytical approaches to the study of decision making,
whereas empirical approaches generally lead to descriptive models,
In theory at least, a prescriptive model may be used either as a
guide for decision makers or as a standard against which to assess
the extent to which,.. decision-making performance approaches opti-

mality. Descriptive-models differ from prescriptive mbdels inso-
far as human decision makers perform in a lessnthan optimal fash-

ions. ,Were a dedision maker to behave in an optimal fashion, a
description of his behavior would.constitute a prescrip4ve model.
Comparisons between .prescriptive and descriptive models can be
instructive in suggesting the reasons why human behavior is some-

times not optimal.

Prescriptive models are generally associated with economists
and mathematical statisticians. Among the ddveloper and expositors

19
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of prescriptiVe decision theory are, Bernoulli (1738), Neyman and
Pearson (1933), Samuelson (1947),' vonNeumann and Morgenstern
(1947), Wald. (1947, 1950) Good (1952), Blackwell and Girshick
(1954), Savage (1954),.. Luce and RaiOa (1957), and SChlaifer (1959) .
Such models typically postulate^an"economic, or at least a

0 "rational," man who behaves in a way that is 'entirely consistent
with his decision objectives and who does not have some of the
limitations of-teal people.,

Descriptive models wer introduced primarily by psychologists
and other students Qf human 'behavior, notably Edwards,(1954, 1961);
PetersOn, Birdsall, and Fox (1954).; Thrall, Coombs, and Davis
(1954); Simon (1954, 1955); Tanner (1956); Davidgon, .Suppes, and
Siegel (1957); Festinger (1957); Luce (1959); Siegel.(1959);
Rapoport (1960); Estes (1961); and Edwards, Lindman, and Savage
(1963): The objective in this case has been to discover by
experiment And observation how human beings, given their limita-
tions,'perform in decision-making situations. It is important
to no'e that descriptive models have been viewed' as descriptive
only of the behavior of the decision maker, and not necessarily -

of the\thinking that leads to that behavior. ,For example, the
finding that an individual's choice between two gamble 'can be
predicted on the basis of which has thezost favorable "expected,
outcome" is not taken as evidence that in making the choice the
,individual actually goes through the process of calculating
expected values and picking the alternative with the largest one
(Edwards, 1955; Ellsberg, -1961).

The two lines of development--prescriPtiveland descripgive-
model§,--have not proceeded,independently of each other. Several
of the investigators mentioned above have made significant con-
tributions of both prescriptive and descriptive types. Moreover,
one approach that has been taken to the -study of human, limitations
is that of attempting to modify prescriptive models sb that they
are'in fact more dessriptive.. Typically, what this involves is
the imposition of constraints on the model that represent specific
limitations of the human. For example, a prescriptiVe model that.
assumes an infallible memory unlimited capaCity is unlikely
to be very descriptive of WM behavior; to modify such a model
for the purpose of increasing its descriptiveness would necessi-

rtatb at least the a ition.of some constraints that represent
such factorsAs a mitation on memory capacity and degradation
of stored inifoxitation over time.

i

'

The distinction betweenprescripitive and descriptive models
is sometImes blurred in the literature and one cannot always be
sure in which way a proponent of a model intends for it to be
taken. On the other hand, many writers have observed that the
models deriving from theories of economics do, in fact, fail to
describe behaVior,'or at least to d6 so very accurately. Miller

r-5 18
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and Starr (1967) poigt out, for example, that in the economist's
view of decision.making, the objective of the decision ffiaker is to
maximize the "'utility" that he can achieve within the limitations
,of his resources. They ,note', however', that the lssumption that
individuhls to act so as to maximize utility has been cftalienged
by many investigators of decision making. If rationality is
defined in terms of the extent to which behavior is appropriate
to the, maximization of utility, theysnote, then when people do

/

not maximize utility,' they, by definition, are acti,pg irrationally. ?".

Miller and Starr list several factOrs that have been suggested as
possible reasons for the failure of'decision makers to behave in
an optimal way: "the iiability of the individual to duplicate the
rather. recondite'mathematics which economists have used to solve
the problem of maximization of utility; the existence of other
values which, though apt readily quantifiable, do cause divergences
from the maximization of utility in the marketplace; the effect of
habit; the iifluence of social ertiulation; the. effect of social
institutions" (. 25).

,/,,, ) k \

"While interest in prescriptive models stems at least in
part from the 'assumption that they can provide guidance for
decision makers in real-life situations, their application often
proves to be less than straightforward. Haythorn (1961) notes
the difficulty that operations analysts and operations researchers
often encounter in trying to analyze decision situations-in .com-

applied. He ascribes the difficulty to sever 1 factors: "First

.com-
plex organizations to the point that prescriW49 models can be

is the fact that organizations are constructed by men with some
'purposes in mind, although these are not usually stated very
explicitly. Analytic solutions must assume that the decision
maker is rational, that the parameters relevant to the decision
are quantifiable, and, that the information necessary to make an
optimum decision is available. A careful look at the view of
the world held by critical decision makers reveals that they are
by no means completely rational; that some of their objectives
are not easily quantifiable, and perhaps even incompatible with
other objectives; that they do not have all of the information
needed in many cases; and that frequently the informatiOn they
have is inaccurate",(p. 23). 5

Schrenk (1969) has argued that progre\ss on the development
of 'technique's for aiding decision makers w 11 be impeded until
a model of "optimum" decisibp processes th t makeS realisti.c
assumptions about human capabilities is fo thcoming. Such a
model, Schrenk suggests, should reflect the behavior of " "reasoning
man," 1 concept that 1.i4 istinguishes from the rational man of

ILeconomic decision theory. "The idea is not to specify an 'ideal'
decision procedure which '11 prodube perfect choices in abstract
or laboratory situations, but rather to develop a process that
will yield better decisions in real situations" (p. 548). Schrenk

6
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sees foga: p urposes that such a model might serve: (1) it could
proVidea framework for the classification and integration of the
resdlts of decision-making research; (.2) it comad provide guidance
for further research; (3) it. could help syTia/designers to
,'structure depisign tasks and to allocate de ision functions to
men Nand machiAbs; and (4) it could.help guide the development of
deci.gion-aiding concepts.

. %

'2.2 worth, . Prbbability and Expectation

Sometimes a Acision mAker klas the tesk of choosing one from
arming several alternative courseS of acti n, knowing what the
effect of any choice would be. (This situation, which is referred -

to.as decision making under certainty, is ditcuss'ed in Section IX.)
Often, however, one must make a choice when t consequences of
that choice cannot be anticipated with.aertai y. In the latter
situation, the decision maker is said to be m ing a decision .

"under risk." The most common,way of dealing th risky dtcisions
quantitatively has been with models ' that make use of the Concept
oft mathematical expectation..- )

. a

The "expectation" associated with a choice is calculated by
c obtaining the product,9ffisome measure of worthtof. each outcome''

and a measure of the probability of that outcome, and summing over
all outcomes that could result from the, choice of interest. It.
has sometimes been assumed that the decision maker attempts to
make a chOice "ghat maximizes his "expected" gain. More precisely,
it is assumed that the decision maker behaves as though he calcu-

. lated for each action alternative, the sum of the products of the
worths and probabilities of the possible outcomes associated with
that alternative, and picked the alternati e for which this sum'
was greatest. The "as though" in the preceding statement is,
important. No one contends that decision makers, as a rule, really
perform the arithmetic necessarf to compute expectation;` it is
only suggested that choices are made as though they were based on
such ca culations.

. .

, Each ok'the factors in the expectation equatiOn,-worth and
probabilityvariable.

The four posSibie combinations of objective and sub-.
can be treated as either an objective or a subjective

jeative indicants of worth combined with objective and subjective.
measures of probability define four classes of-expectation models
tht have been studied. Table 1 gives expressions, in the nota-
tion used by Coombs, Bezembinder, and Goode (1967), for expecta-
tions representing each of these models. Much Ofe,- fie research on
decision making under risk has been concerned with determining
which.of these models is most descriptive of human behaNiior, and
with developing techniques for measuring subjective yorths.and
probabilities. t
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TABLE 1. FOUR BASICATYPES OF EXPECTATIONMODELB.

Model
Type of°
worth
measure

L

;`

4 Expatation
Type of associated
probability with jtk
measure possible

outcome

A.

Expectation
associated
with kth e,
choice (which
hal n possible
"utcomes) r,

Expected
value

Expected
utility

Subjectively
expected
value ,

Subjectively
".expected

utility

objective

subjective

objeCtive

subjective

objective pj vj

)

objective pi uj

subjective tPj vj

%

1

subjective .

J
d
)

Pi

tPi

vi

uj

ti

an objective probability

a subjective piobaidlity

an objective measure of value (e.g. amount of

measure of worth (or utility)a subjective

I

1'

uj

-n

E ),Av
j=i

n
E tV u
=-1
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The first of the models listed in Table 1, the Expected Value
model, is to least complex conceptually, and the most easily ap-
plied, inasmuch as.both of 'its parameters are objectively defined.
Although-bhis model has some appeal as a prescriptive model, it
has proved not to be generally descriptive of how real declion
makers behave (s s, for example, Coombs, Dawes, Tversky, 1970;
Edwards, 1961;' ichtenstein & Slovic, 1971; iiichtenstein, Slovic,
-& Zink; 1969). 4

The inadequacy of the Expected Value Model'as a descriptive
Todel'is.clearly illustrated"by the well-known St. Petersburg
paradox. Suppose one were offered an opportunity to purchase the
following gamble. A fair coin is to be tossed until it comes up
tails, at which time the coin tossing is terminated and the winnings
are collected. If the coin conies up heads on the first toss, the-
purchaser will receive $2.00; if it comes up heads on both the
first and second toss, he will receive $6.00 (or $2.00 for the
first toss and $4.003 for the sepond). More generally., if 'it comes
up heads*fot n consecutive tosses`, he will receive $2.00 for the,

°first toss, $4.0C'for the second, $8.00 for the'third"... and $2
for the kth, for 'a total of

n
4 1 E Ik ddllars.

!II ta,-,

k=1
.

Since, by definition, the successive tosses'are independent, the
expected value of this gamble in'dollars is siven by,

EV =
1 1

' 2 + 4 + ... + 1 2
n

+'... = 1 * 1 -12 1 4- ...4
211

which is to say, it is infinite. If one were attempting to maximize
expected value, therefore, one should be willing to pay a large ,

amount of money indeed to play thiS game. It would be surprising,
however, if many people could be found who would be willing to
risk'their life savings, say, which would be small by comparison
with the expected gain, to purchase this gamble. In general, it
is clear that the attractiveness of a gamble depends not only on
the expected value of the outcome but on such factors as the amount
that one coul possibly lose, and the nature of the distribution
of probabiliti s over, the possible outcomes. In the gaMble de-
scribed above, or example, the probability is .5'that the, purchaser
will win nothing, and .75 that he will win at most $2.Qb. -..

1

1 _spite of thd inadequacy of the Expected Value model sia
enera 1 valid description of behavibr, it Should be noted tat

the model does a creditably good job of describing behavior, at
least grosply, in many ddcision situations. Evep in the case of
gambling behavior, it does not-invariapAy fail; "about 88% of the
job" of,explaining the behavior of the\Las Vegas gamblers studied
by Edwards, for example, could...be done on the basis of a knowledge

,) of the expeCted valUe of each bet (Rapoport & 111,allsten, 1972).

r
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Implicit to the Expected Value model is,tIe assumption that
the monetary value of a decision outcome represents its real worth
to the decision maker, and tilat,..thig, worth is the same for all.
individuals. Recognition that such an assumption is undoubtedly
false led to the formulation of the Expected Utility model in

,monetary value is repldbed by a measure of the "utility" of :.

an utcbme for the particular decision maker involved. According
to this formulation the. same tlecition outcome may appeal to dif-
ferent individuals to different devees, and, consequently, prefer-
enc'es.among decision alternaties with uncertain outcomes may
differ from one decision maker to ano ther. The Expected Utility
model was first proposed by Bernoulli (4738) 'and aiven its modetn
axiomatic form by von Neumann. and Morgellstern (1947).

Given that the worth
factot,

r in the expectation equation is
defined as a subjective variable, the question arises concerning
how probability shouldAbe defined. Although a review o2 the con-,
troversy would take us,Itoo far afield, it should be noted that the
question of what'the concept of probability "really means" has
been the subject of'endless philosophical debate. It is suffid.j:ent.
for our'purposes to recognize that statements of the type "the
probability of the occurrence of event X is equal to It" have, been
used in a variety of ways. Such a sEatement is sometimes used to
refer to the relative frequency with which X has been_observed
over the course of many similar situations. Or it,can have refer-
enco to, a ratio in which the numerator represents the tcttal number
6f-ways in which the outcome of an hypothetical experimentkcan
satisfy some criterion and the denominator representsthe total
number oftdifferent outcomes (as when one says the proba-
bility of rolling a 2 oriless on a fair die is 2/6).*" Sometimes
a probability statement is uses to refer to the strefigth of one's
confidence, or the degree of one's belief, that an event X, as
opposed to the other events that are considered possibilities,
will occur. It is this connotation thht we here refer to as
"'subjective probability."

MN/

In some Situations it;makes 2ittle if any pra ticaldifference
which of these connotations one gives to the concept of probability,

*Related to this usage of the term is the so-called "Principle of
Insufficient Reason," whichclirects the decision maker to consider
all possible outcomes tq be of equal likelihood in the absence of
information which indicates such a consideration to be inappro-
priate. See Rapoport (1964) for an'interesting discussion of the
limitations of this prescription in defense of an assertion that
the six faces of a die'are equally likely When one has no reason
to assert otherwise.

10 0
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inasra4ch as they will all yield the .bame,numii,erS. Most people
woul perhaps agree, for example, that the probability of tossing

1 headd on a fair coin Is .5,'irrespeCtive of their philosophibal
,

position concerning how probability should be defined. Many
G "probabilistic" situations of interest to invesbigaters of ddci4

sion making do At easily admit of an analysis in terms of rela-..
tive frequencies, dr even of theoretiAl ratios, however, and it
is perhaps for this re4son that many decision theorists subscribe
to the notion thatfprobability is best defined" in terms of-degree
of belief. Rapoport (1964) defends this positionithe following way.
"We are told'that decisions involving the probability of the but -
break, of a nuclear war'are based on 'calculated risks,' by which

ilities. Since of an Oent such
term those who recommend or makeeciions must imply c#1culationg

4 involving probab
as the outbreak of a nuclRar war can have nothing to do with the
frequenc such events 'tsinc at this writing none has occurred,
and, i 11 likelihodd; no mor than very few can occur), either'
the rase the probability of a nuclear war has no meaning at

1011

. all, in.which case the notion of the 'calculated risk' iS only
eyewash, or else 'probability' has another meaning, having nothing.
whatsoever to do with frequency" (p. 25.

The argument that-probability often'cannot be defined mean-

411
ingfully in terms of relative frequencies or ratios' is a strong
one for, resorting ito a definition in terms of subjective uncer-_
tainty. Even when an objective definition is easy to comeoy,
however, one may question, whether it should be used by any,theory
that purports to be djcriptive of the behavior of real decision
makers. It i the decision maker's own expectation that pre-

." sumably important in determining his behavior and his expectation
must be calculated in terms of the,probabilities as he perceives
them. Moreover, it is required of a rational man that his behavior
befconsistent with the information at his disposal, but not that
he have perfectly accurate informatiori. Thus, two'decision makers
could behave optimally.,..,but quite differently, in the same situa-
tion if their perceptions_of the situation differed, a fact that
is easy to accommodate wheriprobability is detailed as degree of
belief but nbt when it is defined strictly in terms of the ob-
jective details of the situation.

In the foregoing discussion of Expected Valup and Expected
. Utility models, it was tacitly assumed that the probability factor
in the. expectation equation was objectively defined. As suggested
by Table 1, two additional types of expectation models might be
realized by combining subjective probabilities with both objedtivo
and subjective measures of worth. 'The resulting models might be
referred to, respectively, as SUbjectively Expiected Value and Sub-
jectively Expected Utility models: Although both of these types of c>
models have been considered, the latter is by far the more widely ac-

11/-
cepted,and.used. This model has been presented by Savage (1954) and
by Edwards (1955). Among the four models liSted in Table 1 which

11
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o as singie-stge algebraic decision models--
reatest amount of empirical support, and
as the most influential (Rapoport & Wallsten,

V Savages (1954) formulation of decision theory iderAPies a
nuMbet of "seemingly agreeable" (Tversky, 1969) rules that
should be satisfied b?foge it is appiopriate to assign a single
fixed number denotingworth to each possible decision outcome and
a single fed number denoting judged4aikelihood,of occurrence
and then to'select maximum products. These rules (set Becker.&
McClintock, 1967)" 4,re\as follows:

I-
4 Ru 0 1: Transitivity. If, in 'a choice situation, the de-

cision aker prefers Outcome A to Outcome B and Outcome B to
Outco C he should prefer, Outcome 4 to Outcome C.

4

Rule 2: Comparability. The decision maker should b' willing
to compare two possible outcomes and decide either that he prefers
one to the other or that he has ho preference between them.

Rule 3: Dominance. If thedecision make determines that,
under every possible Condition, a' choice of 'on of flis alternative

t agtions resultsin an outcome at leasta8 de irable as that which
would result from the,choice of a second alt rnative action, and,
results in'a more detirable outcqme'undqr at least one possible
condition than would ,the second pCitiori, the second action should
not be preferred tb the first.'

.

Rule 4: Irrelevance of-nonaffected outcomes. If the de-
cision maker determines, that, for a phrticular state of the world,
two or more of the actions open to him result in the same outcome.,
his preferences among such actions should'not be affe6ted by the
'outcome associated with that stater

Rule 5L Independence of be liefs and rewards. The decision
maker's statement concerning the likelihood of occurrence of.a
given outcome shouldinot be affected by wha he hopes will occur.

Some of these rules seem to'be honored as much in the breach
as in the bbservance4(see, for example, MacCrimmon, 1968). Vio-
lations of Rule 1. are of maj signifibance. This is so because
the assumption of transitiv y of preferences is a necessary
requirement for the-cons ction 6f a consistent ordinal utility

. function. (For a discussion of the problem of generating utility
functions from preference j'udgments, seeRoberts, 1970.) Tversky
11969) refers to transitity,as "the corperstqne" ofirdecision
theory and points out that it underlies measurement models of
sensation And .value As well., He also notes that decision'makers
often do violate the transitivity rule in specific situations.

,e)
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Another rule which seems difficult to satisfy is that_re-
quiring independence of beliefs, and rewards (Rale 5). MacCrimmon
(19.68) has found a strong dependency between an individual's
estimates of. the likelihoods of events and his fitastes"--the
worths he assigns to those events. AS might be anticipated, such
an association may pose difficdlt analytic problems, since, for
a given set of choices, one cannot assume that a distribution of
(stated) preferences arises simply opt of differences associated
with bPt one of the two parameters,in the expectation equation.
In principle, this problem is similar to the so-called "Conjoint
measurements problem" which has received major attention in the
context of Subjectively Expectdd Utility theOry.

--A-variant of the dominance principle (Rule 3) has been stated
by MacCrimmon so as to apply ,to the problem of comparing alter
natives that'differ with respect to several attributes.when
preferences can be stated with resp.tct to single attributes
individually: . "When 'comparing all alternatives, if some alter-
native has higher attribute values for all attributed, we say
that this alternative 'dominates' the others. We can weaken this
notj.on somewhat and pay that if one alternative is at least s

good as the other alternatives on all attributes, and is act lly

better on at east one of them, then this can still be considered

the dominant 'a ernative. Conversely, `if one alternative is
worse than some ther alternative for at least one attribute, and

is no better than equivalent tsor `a.11 other attributes, then we

can say the former alternative is dominated by the latter0 (p. 18).

Schewriters have noted that the dominance criterion is inconsis-
tent with the makimin Criterion of game theory (Marschak, 1959)
Luce & Raiffa, 1957). Ellsberg (1961) has discussed additional

S

s f

I

problems with this rule.

Some other assumptions that have usually been considered
necessary to the use of expectation models are the following: D.)
that the act of gambling has no utility iteelf;0(2) that the sub-
jective probabilities associated with the alternative decision
outcomes sum to nity; (3)..that preferences are independent of the

method by which they are'meadsured. It has not been possible'to
demonstrate that the first two of these.assumptions are simulta-

neously valid. Moreover, SloVic (1966) and others (Lichtenstein
& Slovic, 1971; Lindman, 197.0) have shown that' preferences among
gambles may indded depend in part on-the method by which they

are obtained (e.g., rating, procedure versus a bidding procedure).
In spite of these limitations, expectation models, and in par-

. ticular the Subjectively Expected Utility model, have proven to
be reasonably predictive of at least certain types of choice
behavior (Coombs; Bezembinder, & Goode, 1967). They clearly do
not, however, tell the whole story of how to account for human

chOice behavior.

r - 13
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The demonstration that expectation models such as those de-
scribed are unable to account for choice behavior'.donsistently
and completely has led some theorists to seek to modify (which has
invariably meant to'complicate) the) models to make tIem more de-
scriptive. Other-theorists have simply rejected them out of hand.
Payne (1973`) points out that Models1such as those we have con-
sidered involve the representation of risky alternatiVes as proba-
bility distributioA over sets of decision outcomes, and attribute
the choice among the decision alternatives to some function of each
distribution's central tendency. In the hope of developing models
with greater predictive power, some theorists have looked not only )

to central tendency measures, such as expected or mean values,
bl4t to variances and higher moments of these distributions as well
(Becker & McClintock, 1967). Still others have made modifications
that relax the requirement *that the decision maker's choice be .0'

N_invariably dictated by which of his alternatives representS the
greatett expectation; ."random utility" models have been proposed,
for example, which assume that the utility of a given outcome'is
a random variable and that variations in this variable produce
variations in choice (Becker, DeGroot, & Marschak, 1963).

S

Shackle's (1967) assessment of 'expectation models is represen-
tative of the opinions of theorists who reject such model.s out of
hand. He argues that the concept of mathematical expectation,
and, indeed, the concept.of probability as well, are irrelevant
to' the assessment of one-of-a-kind decition situations. Further-
more,',he contends, most real -life decision situations of interest
are, to those who face them, unique events; never before has the
individual beemcalled upon to.make exactly the choice that he
faces And never again will he have to select from among the same
set of action alternatives under precipely the same circumstances.
In such cases, Shackle argues, the decision maker is concerned
with what can happen as aresult of his choice, not with what
would happen if the experjment were repeated a large number of
times "he is concerned with possibility'and not probability"
ip. 40). We sho d note that the argument implies a relative-.
frequency conno ation of probability, a connotation that not all
decision'theori is accept.

'4

Miller and Starr (1969) suggest that one can always find a
way :s View a dedision problem as maximization problem if one
wants to do so: the quantity at, the decision maker wishes to
maximize is the degiee of at ainment of his objective. But this
is not Awry helpful as a definition: indeed, it comes close to
keinq tautological. Millet and Sta22 apparently do not intend
to assert as an empirical fact that decision makers 4o attempt to
maximize anything. More generally,* whether decision makers attempt A
to find optimum solutions to their decision problems Miller and
Starr consider be questionable. Simon (1955) has taken the
position that they usually do not. According to his "principle
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of lounded rationality" what they do instead is to define a -

, limited,set of acceptable, or "good enough," decision' outcomes
and then select a strategy that they consider to be likely to
achieve one of these.

The current status of expectation models among investigators
of decision making is, reasonably well summarized by three obser-
vations. (1) The models that are seriously advocated as descrig-
tive,of human behavior are rather more complex than the straight-
forward Expected Value model that was origihally proposed:. ,The
history of the development of expectation models may be fairly
characterized as a progression from the simple'to the more complex:
objectively defined yariables have been replaced with variables
defined in subjective terms, and the, number of_model parameters
has been increased. (2)- Even the most complicated models have
not proven to be totally descriptive of behavior and some theorists
have challenged the validity of the basic, assumption of this class
of modelA, na,nely that the decision maker is motivated to maximize
.an expectation, no matter how the,factors from which expectation
is computed are defined_ (3) Their limitations notwithstanding,
expectation mGdels--even the least sophisticated*Expectea-Value
Model--do a reasonably good job of predicting choice behavior in
many situations. The challenge is to come up with models that

*"can handle the situations for which these models fail, as well
as those for which they succeed. Meanwhile, when'the maximization
of expectation is recognized as the decision objective, then
expectation models can be used prescriptively to guide the
decision process. -

2.3 GA-me Theory

The theory of games was developed to deal with situations
in which the outcomes of an individual's decisions depend not only
upon his own actions but also upon those of one or more "opponents"
--decision makers whose objectives con+flict to some degree with
his own. Of special,,interest is the so-called "zero-sum" situa-
tion -in which the worths of the outcomes to the opponents sum to
zero; one loses what another wins. ,A,commonly prescribed strategy
for each "player" of a zero-sum game is to make choices in such
a way as to minimize his maximum possible loss, the so-called
,minimax rule.

The assumptions,of game theory are open to a number of criti-
cisms. Shackle (1967), for example, characterizes the theory df
games, as developed by vonNeumann and Morgenstern, as "essentiall
a study of the logic of hoW to present as impregnable a front
as possible to an infallibly, wise and rational opponent" (p. 61).
The assumption that one is in a confij.ct and that one's opponent
is rational and infallibly wise leads directly to the minimax
doctrine. Shackle questions to what extent this conceptualization

3g8
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can be taken as a reasonable approximation to reality. Is the
impersonal world of nature or even that of business actively con-
cerned to defeat us? Is the human opponent reasonably assumed
to be infallible? Is there no essential and inerae.icable uncer-
tainty in the outcomes of such few big experiments, large in time
scale in comparison with the human life-span, that any of us has
time to make? Rather than minimax our lOsses, is it not more
reasonable to fix for them some maximum tolerable numerical size,
to avoid any action-schethe which would bring losses larger than .

this within the range of possible or,ftoo-possible' outcomes, and
subject to this, constraint to choose that action-scheme which
brings within the range of,possible br 'sufficiently possible'
outcomes, as high a positive success as we can find?" (p. 65).

In a similar vein, Beckr. and McClintock (1967) question
what they refer to as game theory's "principle psychological assump-
tions." They point out that the theory assumes, on the one hand,
that both decision makers will attempt to maximize their awn
utility and, on the other hand, will attempt to minimize their
maximum losses. These assumptions are, inconsistent unless the
decision makers lock at the game from each Other's points of
view--a requirement which Morin (1960) finds unsupportable on
empirical ground - -and unless the utilities of each decision maker
are known to the other and sum to zero for each possible outcome.

Despite its limitations, game theory has provided a valuable
framework within which to view decision making.in suclAr-fields as
economics, political science, social psychology and military
strategy. The theory has been.extended to cover non-zero-sum
situations, situations permitting cooperation or collaboration

, among subsets of players of multi person games. In addition to
minimax, other strategies have been identified as either prescrip-
tively appropriate, or descriptive of behavior, in particular
situations:

A short and very readable exposition of, the basic concepts
of game theory may be found in Edwards (1954). A comprehensive
tutorial treatment' is provided by Luce and Raiffa (1957).

2.4 Decision Theory and Training

It is a reasonable question to rase whether one may hope to
be an effective decision maker in a variety of situations without'
some intellectual appreciation for the decision-making process,
as it is, represented by theoretical treatments of decision making.
One would guess that there would be some advantage to being famil-
iar, at'least with certain of the key concepts that decision
theorists employ. In practice, this would mean providing would-be

c "4ecision makers with a basic introduction to probability theory
,a.twell as a working familiarity with notions of rationality,'
value, utility, mathematical expectation, risk, risk preferences,
and so on.

16
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In fact, one could make the case that failure to provide an
adequate grounding in theory might deprive the decision maker of
the sorts of insights that would lead to productive use of avail-
able decision-aiding techniques. The demonstration by MacCrimmon
(1968) that decision aids developed in quite disparate contexts
can be effectively brought together in the solution of problems
involving multi-attribute alternatives, suggests the utility of
broad acquaintance with basic concepts and principles.

In reporting one effort,to develop a system to assist cor-
porate decision makers by enabling, them to manj.pulate parameters'
(entered as distribution functions) on preprogrammed tree mOdtls,
Beville, Wagner, and ,Zanatbs (1970) made some observations that
are relevant to this point. They noted that the use of subjective
probability distributions as inputs to models is novel even to
experienced decision makers, and must be carefully, taught. More
generally, they concluded that a black-box approach to utilization'
of'the system would have been markedly inferior to one in which
the workings of the system were explained to the user.

The teaching of decision theory should, of course, distin-
guish what is intended to be prescriptive from what is considered
descriptive of the behavior of huthan decision makers. It should
also clearly identify the limitations of the models that are
considered. Tutorial treatments of decision theory and same
theory are readily available sources of training material (Edwards,
1954;'Edwards & Tversky, 1967; Howard, 1968; Lee, 1971; Luce
& Raiffa, 1957; Miller & Starr, '1967; North, 1968; Rapoport, 1960;
Schleifer, 1969). A comprehensive bibliography of research reports
has been prepared by Edwards (1969).

Whether familitization with theoretical treatments of de-
cision making will In fact improve decision-making behavior is a
question for empirical research. Our guess is that the answer
will be a qualified yes. Such training will be efficacious for
some people performing certain types of decision tasks but perhaps
not for all people or all tasks. One objective of training research
should be to identify those conditions under which such training
would be effective and those under which it would by a waste of
time:

4.4
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SECTION III

CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF DECISION SITUATIONS AND TASKS"

Numerous ways of conceptualizing decision processes have been
proposed by different investigators: Some conceptualizations
emphasize differences among decision situations; others focus on
the tasks that decision makers are required to perform. All of
them have the same purpose, namely that of simplifying the problem
of thinking about decision making by identifying a'few "types,"
each of whichsis representative, in terms of some critical aspects,
of a variety of specific situations or tasks. We review briefly in
this section a numberof proposed simplifying conceptualizations.
The,re ist,x10 attempt to be exhaustive. The intent is simply to
illustrate by means of a few examples some of the ways,, in which
investigators of decision making have characterized or categorized
the object of their S 1study. -

3.1 Classifications of Decision Situations or Decision Types

3.1.1 Edwards

Edwards (1967) makes'a distinction between static and siElais_
decision situations. In the former case, a one-time decision is
required, whereas in the latter, sequences of decisions are made,
earlier decisions and their outcomes having implications for sub-
sequent ones. Six types of dynamic decision situations are
distinguished on the basis of such factors .as whether the environ-
ment is stationary or nonstationary, whether or not the environment
is affected ley the decisions that are made, and whether or not the
information about the environment is affected or controlled by
those decisions. Edwards further classifies psychological research
relating to decision making under four topics: information
seeking, intuitive statistics, sequential prediction, and Bayesian
processing.

3.1.2 Howard

Howard (1968) characterizes decision situations in terms of
three orthogonal dimensions: degree of uncertainty, degree of
complexity (number of relevant variables), and degree of time
dependence. The various combinations of the extreme values on
these dimensions are taken as representative'of eight prototypical
situations, for each of which there'is an appropriate set of
analytidal tools. An example of a deterministic (no uncertainty),
single variable, static (time=independent) problem would be to
determine the largest rectangular area that can be enclosed with
a fixed amount of fencing. The appropriate mathematical tool would
be the calculus. Decision problems like assigning customers to
warehouses or jobs to men would, in Howard's taxonomy, be in the
category defined as deterministic, complex (many variables), and
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static. Matrix algebra and-linear optimization are appropriate
mathematical techniques.

3.1.3 Sidorsky

Sidorsky and,,his,colleagues have proposed a taxonomy of types
of decisions encountered in military situations (Sidorsky,
Houseman, & Ferguson; 1964; Sidorsky & Simoneau, 1970; Hammell &
Mara, 1970). The acronym ACADIA is used as a mnemonic for the six
types of "situational demands" identified by the taxonomy:
Acceptance, Change, Anticipation, Designation, Implementation, and
Adaptation.

An acceptance-type decision has to do with applying data to
the acceptance or rejection of a hypothesis concerning some char-
acteristic of the enemy. Detection, classification and localiza-
tion are associated operations or objectives. The acceptance-
decision idea seems to be close to what some other investigators
halm referred to as situation diagnosis. A change-type decision
inv4iies the decision. maker in a choice between initiating a new
tactical operation or continuing the course of action on which he
is already launched. An anticipation-type decision is required
when a decision maker must predict what the state or intention of
an enemy force will be sometime in the future.

A designation-type deCision involves the choice of one from
among a seeof possible action alternatiVes. An implementdtion-
type decision has to do, not with the _selection of an action
altqrnative, but with the determinatioh of the proper time to
'execute it. An adaptation -type decision is called for when the
decision maker is faced suddenly with unexpected and perhaps
potentially disastrous circumstances.

3.2 Classifications of Decision:Tasks

3.2.1 Howard

Howard conceives of the decision process as ing composed
of threelphases: (1) the deterministic phase, (2) the proba-
bilistic phase, and (3) the information phase. In the deterministib
phase, the decision analyst identifies the state and decision
variables and constructs a model of the decision problem. In the
probabilistic phase, he assigns.probability distributions on the
state variables. In the information phase, he det6rmines what
additional information should be gathered to reduce uncertainty
further. Howard estimates that the first phase represents about
60% of the total effort of the decisiort maker, while the second
and third phases represent about 25% and 15%, respectively.

r - 19
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A taxonomof decision tasks that are carried'out in modern
military command-and-control systems is proposed by Adelson (1961).
Four, types of tasks are distinguished: (1) characterization of the
state of the world, (2) determination of the available action
alternatives', (3) outcome prediction and (4) choice rationalization.
The first task type refers to the need of the decision maker to
characterize the current state of the world in a way .that is
relevant to his decision problem. The definition of the variables
in terms of which the characterization should he made, and the
assessment of the relative stability of the world that is being
observed are seen as significant problems. The second task type
acknowledges the need to make explicit the courses of action that
are open to the qecision maker. The difficulty -6f thiS.-task may
depend somewhat on how rapidly the situation is changinei and on the
cost of obtaining information. Outcome prediction refers to the
process of attempting to anticipate what the consequences would be
if specific.action alternatives were selected. ehe final task type
involves the need to justify one's choice of action in terms of the
objectives of the command - and - control system.

3.2.3 Drucker

Drucker (1967) has identified six steps.that he considers to
be involved in the, process of making the types of decisions that
confront business executives: (1).the classification of the problem,
(2) the definition of the problem, (3) the specifications which the
answer to the problem must satisfy, (4) the decision as to what is
"right (as distinguished from what is acceptable in order to meet
the boundary conditions), (5) the building into the decision of-the

1

action/ to carry it out, .and (6) the feedback hich tests the
validity arid effectiveness of the decision ag inst the actual course
of events.

3.2.4 Soelberg

Soelberq's (1966) taxonomy, like Dnucker's identifies six
aspects of the decision making process: (1) problem recognition,
-(2) problem definition, (3) planning, (4) search,. (5), confirmation
and (6) implementation.

3.2.5 Hill and Martin

A model proposed by Hill andtMartin (1971) also recognizes
six different categories of activities in the decision-making
process: (1) identification of concern, (2) diagnosis of situation,
(3) formulation of action alternatives, (4) test of feasibility of
selected alternatives, (5) adoption of alternative,, and (6) assess-
ment of consequences of adopted alternative. The model assumes that

20
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the decision maker's behavior at each of these steps is influenced
by what he knows Of the theory and practice,of decision taking as
well as by what he knows about the setting in which the decision
problem exists. Hill'and Martin identify nineteen skills that
they consider to be implict in these six generic activity
categorieA:

"1. Asking for and receiving feedback

2. Assembling the facts (including past experience as itbears
on the decision)

3.-Identifying the courses,of action available

4. Identifying forces for and against the alternatives

5. Ranking and rating alternativeg (includes.putting a value
on applicable risk factors)

6. Assessing the people-task ratio

7. Identifying the latest and expected consequences of the
alternative courses of.action

8. Determining the advantages and disadvantages of each action
,.alternative

t,

. Testing the validity and effectiveness of the consequenceg
of the decision against the actual course of events to
.evaluate the decision maker's judgffient and to modify his
subsequent deciSion-making behavior

10. Brainstorming action alternatiVes

-11. Classifying and defining thpproblem requiring a decision

12. Analyzing and evaluating stimuli and decisions coming in

4 from the outside

13. Defining the goal at which the decision is directed

14. Communicating the decision in written or verbal composition

1!5.. Identifying resources belring on the making of the deCision

16. Recognizing the need for a detision

17. Utilizing minor, relatively simple decisions to contribute
to making the more complex one (includes determining the
hierarchy of order in which minor decisions will-be dealt
with and coping with timing as alternatives come into focus
and seemingly demand attention at 'the sameltime)

18. Obtaining informAion

19. Specifying the boundary conditions the decision must
satisfy" (p. 433) .
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3:2.6 Edwards

Edwards (1965b) lists the following thirteen steps that must'
be carried out by any Bayesian decision system:

"1. Recognize the- existence of a decision problem

2. 'Identify available acts

3. Identify relevant states that 'determine payoff
for acts

4. Identify the value dimensions to be aggregated
0 into the payoff matrix

Y

'5. Judge the vayle,pf each outcome o n each dimension

6.. Aggregate value judgments into a composite
payoff matrix'

7. Identify information'tgourcegrelevant to
discrimination among states

Col lect'data frOm information sources

:9. Filter data, put.intO s- tandard format,
and display to likelihood estimators

10: Estimate likelihood ratios (or somp.other
quantity, indidating the impact of the datum
on the hypotheses)

11. Aggregate impact estimates into posterior
distributions

12. Decide among acts by using' pFinciple of
maximizing expected value .

13. Implement the decision" (p. 142, Table 1).

Steps 1 through 5, and 7 and 10, Edwards suggests, are best per-
formed by men, Steps 6, 11 and 12 by maChinesp,and Steps 8, 9 and
13 by both men and machines. Steps 1 through 7 may be .done in

.

advance of the decision time; Steps 8 through.l3 must be done at
the time that'the decision is to be made. ,(See Section VIIi,for
a discussion of Bayesian information pi.ocessing.)
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3.2.7 Schrenk

' A conceptualization ofrthe decision-process that we f d
particularly interesting is one proposed by Schrenk (1969). The
motivation for developing this qonceptualization was to prdvide a
representation of the decision-making process that is prescriptive
in the sense that it can be used 'as a guide for the structuring
of decision-making tasks of man-machine systems,/but which does not
make unrealistic assumptions about human capabilities. The pn-
ceptualiZation is viewed by Schrenk as tentative, and in need of
further development; however, even as it stands it provides the
system designer with a great deal of food for thought concerning
how to allocate decision functions among men andmachined..

Three major categories of decision tasks, or phases'ol the
decision process are distinguished: (1) problem recognition,
(2) problem diagnosis, and (3) action selection. EaCh of these
phases is further broken down into several components, and flow-

. diagrams are given which show, where the components appear in the'"
overall process. The following is a paraphr.isihg of Schrenk's
description of each of these components.

.

Problem ReCognition: :Determination that a problem
requiring a decision eXists.

- Acquire information: Receipt of iniormation indicating
that actual situation differs from the desired situation.

- Recognize objectives: 'The decision.makerls purpose or
mission.

Perceive decision need: Perception of difference between
objectives and current situation; may result from change
in situation or in objectives.

- Assess problem urgency and importance: Establishment of
priority. of-problem, relative to other.problems demanding
attention, and allocation of resources for Isolving it.

Problem Dia nosis: Determination of the situation that is
causang prob em.

- Define Eossible situations: Generation of hypotheses
regarding situation.

- Evaluate situation likeliboods: Assignment of a priori
probabilities to alterhatiTie hypothesed-

,
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- Determine whether more information;iS needed: AssessMent
of adequacy of information in hand; a continu.ng process.

- Identify possible data_sources: If more inforMation is
desired.

Judge value versus cost: To determine whether, or how,
desired information should be acquired.

- Seek more information: Assuming value judged to be greater
than cdst.

P

- Re-evaluate situation likelihoods: Iterate.

- Determine whether alternatives under consideration account
for all the data: Recognition cifpossible' need to modify,
set of hypotheses, being considered.

-'Make diagnostic decision: Selection of favored hypothesis,
or possibly of small set of weighted alternatives.

Action Selection: Choice of course of action.
-4--

- Define action goals: Specification of explicit goals,
including interim or suArdinate objectives.

fEecifyvalue and time criteria: IdentificatiOn of
relevant dimensions of multidim nsional goals and
specification of time constrai s within which decision
must be made.

-1Weight decision criteria: Establishment of relative
importance' of various decision criteria.

- Specify risk EhilosoEla: Specification of strategy of
action selection insofa6 as it is dictated by considerations
of balancing risks against pdtential gains.

- input 222Iating_doctrine: 'Consideation of any rules or
dodtrine by which the decision maker's behavior should be
guided.

Geperate\action alternatives: Explicit listing of reasonable
set or courses &F actian-agEn to decision maker.

- Predict possible outcomes: Specification of the possible
outcome associated with each of the potential action
alternatives.

- Estimate outcome gains and losses: Determination of value
of pgble decision outcomes.

- Estimate outcome likelihoods: Estimation of probabilities
of occurrence of possiEre outcomes for each action
alternative.

24
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- Evaluate expected values df actions versus their costs:
Derivation, from preceding two EEeps,,Of expected value of
each possible action, and estimatioxi of associated 'cost.

- Evaluate actions }a ristahilosophz: Assessment of each
action alternative in terms of itsmiklEgis.Jo_r_the-----
risk philosophy that the decisiorirTaker has adopted./

- Determine whether1 more information is needed: As under
Diagnosis; a continaig question; newIiiTaiiitiOn might be
useful either for identifying additional action possibili-
ties, or to improve predictions concerning possible
decision outcomes.

1

- Seek information: I f desired, and worth cost of acquisition.

Re-evaluate action alternatives: Iterate

,-. Determine whether best action is acceptable: Review of most
desirable action alternative to assure its acceptability,
in terms of the decision goals and oriteria, the expected
gains from the choice and the cost of making it.

.

- Choose course of action: ThendeciaRion."

- Implement action: Initiation 6Pwiltever steps are
necessary assure that the selected action is carried out.

t

? The main fault that we have to ifind with Schrenk's model is
that it may be overly elaborate.. It is doubtful that many
individuals go through anything approaching this multistep pro-
cedure in the process of making a decision. This is perhaps an
unjustified criticism, inasmuch as Scbrenk intended the model to
be more prescriptive than descriptive. And whether such a model
can serve as a proitotype 'procedure for decision makers to folloa
remains to be seenk. fIn any case, the representation does serve the
useful function of making explicit many of the asgls Of decision
making and it stands asa-reminder that decision m king may be
viewed.as a complex and multifaceted process indeed.

'\
3.3 Decision Making as a Collection of Problem - Solving Tasks

We take the puition that decision making is best conceived'
as a form of probldffi solving; or, more specifically, that it
involves a variety of aspects each of which may be viewed as a
problem-solving task in its own right. In the most, general terms,
the decision maker's problem is to.behave in a rational, or at
least a reasonable, manner. To be sure, the distinctive character-
istic of'the specific problems"with which the decision maker deals*
is the element of choice; he must at some point decide upon one
from among two or more alternative courses of action. While the
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act of choosing among alterngtives is central to decision making,
--it is by no means the only problem--or even necessar the most
difficult

,
oneL-that the decision maker must solv . We wish to

emphasize the,importance of,making explicit the ther things that
must be donecif one is;motivated to make the bes pbssibleor
at least a satisfactory---,decisiont,given th6 res urces at one's
disposal. In many real-life situations, the pro lem of choosing
among possible courses.of action is far simpler than that of
discovering what one's options are in'the first place, or of
assigning preferences to possible decision outcomes in a con-
sistent way.. 'Also, the decision maker may find it necessary to
make many preliminary decisionb simply by 'WaS7 of setting the stage
for making the decision'mhich is his primary doncern. For example,
he will want to reduce his uncertainty about the decision situa-

:. tion or about 141e consequences of the various choices .hat are
open to him.* However, the acduisitiOn of information takes time,

' and may be costly in other ways, so he will continually be faced
with the problem of deciding whether any additional information
that he may wish to get is worth the cost of getting it.

It is clear from the foregoing that there are many ways to
classify the various tasks that tIle decision maker may be required
to perform. The scheme that we flhd most satisfactory recognizes
eight aspects of'decision making: rinformati gathering, data
evaluation, hypothesis generatiOn, problems cturing, hypothesis
evaluation, preference specification, action s lection, and decision
evaluation.

This cdnceptualization has an element of arbitrariness about
litas does any other. There are four points that we would like
to make in this regard. First, the decision to dOnceptualize the
process in terms of eight type's of tasks,. as opposed to some other
number, is itself somewhat arbitrary, and reflects our own biases
concerning what constitutes a useful level of Organization. One
might _conceptualize the decision process at a much coarser level
and distinguish two major types of task's-- diagnosis and action
selection- -that would encompass all of those that we wish to
distinguish. This app;oach has been taken by several investigators

i (Bowen, Nickerson, Spooner & Triggs, 1970), Kanarick, 1969;
Williams & Hopkins, 1958)." Bowen et al. (1970) point out that in
the military, diagnosis is, the proper function of intelligence, and

.o.
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action selection that of command. t the other extreme, one
might attempt a much finer ,grained representation and identify a
much larger number of activities that a decision maker may be

. called upon-to perform. In this case, each of the tasks we have
identified might be replaced with several more detailed tasks.
These are not mutually exclusive approaches, of course, and we will
have occasion to consider how some of the tasks we have identified
may be further broken down: However, this level of analysis
appears to..us to be the most useful one for our present purpose,
and possibly for serving'as a'general framework in terms of which
to think abOut decision making as a whole.

Second, 'our taxonomy is not orthogonal. to other conc.Iptuali-
zations such .as, those discussed in the precedng section. it has
elements in common, with most of them. Indeed', the intent is not
to' take issue with other taxonomies, but to propose one that rep-
resents what, in our view, are the best aspects of all of them.

.

Third, we ,do not mean to suggest that whenever an individualgfinds himself performing,the role of a decision mak,he explicitly
'runs through this set of tasks in serial fashion, or even that he%
performs each of these tasks explicitly at all,-Mordover, when
he does perform these tasks it is not necessgfily the case that he
is fully aware of doing so. it is characteristic of human beings
that they often can solve problems quite effectiVely4without having
any C;ear idea how they do it. This characteristic has been a
frustration to researchers in artificial intelligence, who have
found it exceedingly difficult to program computers to perform some
tasks that human beings seem to be able to perform with ease.
What we do mean to suggest by the proposed taxonomy is that pll of
these types of activities are implicated in decision making and
that any attempt at a thorough discussibn of the decision-making
process must take account of them..

Finally, viewing decision making as a problem - solving proCess
that is composed of several Phases or subrirocessesifemphasizes the
fact that in any given decision situation, different decision tasks
could be performed by different individuals or groups (or machines)."
An implication for training is that it ma' be less appropriate to,
think of training decision makers per.se than of training individuals
to play specific roles in the decision-making prOcess. On the other
.hand, there will undoubtedly always,be some situations in which all
the various aspects of a decision problem will be handled by the
same .individual. But whatever the case, there is perhaps something
to be gained by making decision makers--or specialist members of
decision-making groups7-aware of the Many facets of the general task.

""
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In the next few sections of this report, we consider each of,
the compohents of our task taxonomy in turn. The order in which
the tasks are discussed represents a nAura1 progression; however,
in real life decision situations, an individual, in a decision-
making system, may "perform several of these tasks more or less
simultaneously. Or he may skig from one to another in a variety
of,orders, and may perform any given type of task many times in
the course of attempting to solve a single decision problem.

.^
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SECTION IV

INFORMATION GATHERING

From the point of view of the decision, maker, most decision
situations are characterized by some degree of uncertainty. This
uncertainty may involve the current "state of the world," the
decision alternatives that are,available, the possible consequences
of selecting any given one of them, and even the decision maker's
preferences with respect to the possible decision outcomes. One
of the major problems facing the decision maker,rtherefpre, is
that of acquiring information in order to seduce his uncertainty
6oncerning such factors, thereby increasing his chancespf making
a decision that will have a desirable outcome.

What makes the problem interstingt and nontrivial,,is the
fact that information acquisition can be costly, both in terms of

. time and money. Therefore, the decision maker must determine
whether the value of the information that could be obtained through
any given data-collection effort is likely to be greater than the
cost of obtaining it. And therein lies a decision problem in its
own right.

In theory, one can see an infinite regress here. In order to
decide whether to initiate any information-collecting effort, one
must determine the worth of the information to be collected and
the cost of collecting if. But in order to determine that, one
may have to collect some information--at some.cost, and so on. In
practice, of course, infinite regresses never occur; and in this
case, one very quickly gets to a point at which the decision maker
relies on information n hand, or appealsito his own intuitions.

4.1 Information Seeking versus Information Purchasing

Information gathering, may be thought of as involving two quite
different activities: (1) information seeking (locating the infor-
mation that ope needs or wants), and (2) informat}on purchasing
(deciding whether information, the location of which is known,. is
worth what it will cost to acquire it). This distinction is some-
thing of an oversimplification, inasmuch as the act of seeking
itself typically involves some cost, and one often Must Aecide
whether to incur that cpst without any assurance that the search
will yield the information that is desired. .The aspect of "seek-
ing" that we wish to emphasize, however, is the need for identi-
fying and actively searching' ollt information sources, of finding
opt where the desired information is and going after it. The term
"purchasing" is used to connote a more passive role on the part of
the decision maker, the opportunity to acquire information is pre-
sented to him and he need only indicate whether or not he wants
to avail himself--at some cost--of the information that isoffered.

29r kt
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The distinction between information seeking and information
purchasing is a useful one because it highlights the fact that
experimental studies have focused almost exclusively on the latter
process; although investigators often have not made the distinction
and have frequently discussed their results as though they had to
do with the former. Typicallx, the decision maker is presented
With all the information that he needs--although he may have to
decide how much of it to purchabe--and the process of seeking in-
formation is not studied. The world outside the laboratory is,
not nearly so accommodating, however, and one must either seek
out the information one wants, or go without.it. Moreover, studies
Of information purchasing, while they tell us something*about how
effectively people can judge the worth of information that is made
available to them, shed little light, on information-seeking behavior.

Perhaps the main reason why information-seeking behavior has
not been widely studied is the difficulty of manufacturing situa-
tions in the iaboratory that are representative of those faced by
decision makers in the real world. In any case, whatever the
seasons, information seeking per se has not received the attention
from investigators of decision making_that it deserves. The ex-
peiiments that we have reviewed that purport to deal with this .

topic invariably have actually studied information purchasing as
we have defined that term.

III
4.2 Optional-Stopping Experiments

An experimental pa f adigm that has often been usedto study
information-purchasing behavior is one in which the decision maker
is provided with the opportunity on each trial either of purchasing
more data that are relevant to the decision that he is required
to make, or of making the decision. The terms "deferred decision"
"optional stopping" and "optimal stopping" have all been used to

I% refer-to this paradigm. "Deferred decision" and "optional stop-
ping" connote the fact that the subject in lsuch an experiment has
the option on each trial of making a terminal decision or deferring
it in,order to obtain more data. 4"Optimal stopping" refers to
the fact that when the situation is sufficiently well-structured
so that the costs and payoffs associated With possible decision
cutcoMes, the cost and informativeness of data, and the decision
maker's objectives are all known, the point can be determined at
which information purchasing. should be stopped and the decision

' made. The "optional-stopping" paradigni is to be contrasted both
with the more familiar paradigm in which the, experimenter deter-
mines how much information'the decision maker will be given, and
what is usually called the "fixed-stopping" paradigm in which the
decision maker specifies how much infOrmation he wishes to urchasep
in advance of receiving any.

..
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/

. /
/

Often, in optional-stopping experiments, the required de-
cisioncision concerns the parametexs of the distribution tom which

'4the observational data are being drawn. For examp , one may
have to decide whether a sequence of red and black poker chips
that one observes is drawn 4om a population in which the propor-
tion of reds to blacks is, say, 60-40 or 30-70./ The question of
interest in such experimentsis whether the su,ject's information-
purchasing behavior deviates from optimality,/ and if so, in what
way? ,

I

/ ,..

/
What constitutes optimal performance. has been worked out for

a variety of specific situations (Birdsall & Roberts, 1965;
Blackwell & Girshick, 19544 Raiffa & Schiaifer, 1961Y. For our
purposes it suffices to tecognize that, in general, the amount of
information (number of observations) that should be purchased,
will vary directly with, the magnitude of the costs and values
associated with the dedision outcomes, and inversely, with the
cost and "diagnostiltly" of the data that are purchased. Diag-
nosticity refers to the degree to which the data should reduce
the decision maker's uncertainty gout which of the terminal de-
ci on alternatives should be selected. The diagnostic' value of
a datum depends on several factors (some of which are discussed
in Section VIII), and typically decreases as the number of data
that have already been collected increases. A factor that usually

410
is not taken into consideration in optional-stopping experiments
but'can be critical in real-life situations is the importance of
time itself. In some situations the potential consequences of a
decision are highly time-dependent. Thi/s fact can be incorporated
in an optimal-stopping rule by making the cost of an observation,
or the stopping criterion, a function of time.

Typically, performance in optional-stOpping experiments has
been found not to be optimal. Moreover, as illustrated by a
study by Green, Halbert, and Minas (1964), the deviation from
optimality may be in either direction. In one experiment, Green,
et al. found that the number of observations purchased increased
with the a priori uncertainty concerning the correct decision--
as would be expected of an efficient Bayesian pkodessor--howeven,
subjects tended to purchase too many observations when the a priori
uncertainty was maximized by providing no prior information con-
derning'the likelihoods of the correctness of the possible 4e-
'cisions. In combination, the results of these experiments suggest
that decision makers may sometimes purchase too much information,
and sometimes too little. In particular, it would Appear that .

they may purchase too much information if the a priori uncertainty
is small, and too little if the a priori uncertainty is large.

Many investigators have used the optional-stopping paradigm
(Becker,' 1958; Edwards, 1967; EdOards & Slovic, 1965; Fried &

110

Peterson, 1969; Howell, 196,i 6; Irwin & Smith, 1957; Pitz, 1968, 1969;
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Pruitt, 1961; Schrenk, 1964; Snapper & Peterson, 1971; Swets &
Birdsall, 1967). The results of most of these studies suggest
that althouyh information seeking may approach optimal levels
(Becker, 1958; Howell, 1966; Pruitt, 1961), there are reasonably
systematic departures from perfect performance. The general
finding seems to be that too little.information is sought when
(theoretically) muc-Iiiis required, and that too much is sought
when little is required. The latteD finding fits well with the
conservatism or inertia effect often noted in studies of Bayesian
inference, but the 'former clearly does not.

A few descriptive models of optional-stopping behavior have
been developed. (see, for examples, EdwardS, 1965a; Pitz, 1968;
Pitz, Reinhold, & Geller, 1969). These models have been developed
In a Bayesian context (Rapoport K Wallsten, 1972) and tend to be
situation specific (see, for example, the "World Series Model"
of Pitz, Reinhold, & Geller, 1969).

Noting that most optimal-stopping experiments had been con-
cerned only with the question of when to stop acquiring information
from a single source, Kanarick, Huntington, and Petersen (1969)
suggested that a more valid simulation of some decision-making
situations, e.g., tactical situations, would recognize that the
decision maker must deal with information from more than one source.
In keeping with this observation, Kanarick et ai. did an optional-
stopping study in which the decision maker had the option on each
trial of acquiring data from his choiceofthtee sources, or of
making a terminal decision. The terminal decision that was re-
quired involved the presence or absence of an enemy submarine in
the vicinity. The information sources differed, both with respect
to the cost of obtaining information from them and with respect to
the reliability of the information obtained. (The topic of reli-
ability of information will be discussed more fully in Sections
V and VIII.) Costs associated with incorrect decisions were also
manipulated. Although the behavior of the subjects was consistent
with the rational model in many ways--they were willing to pay more
for more reliable information; how much information they collected
before making a particular decision depended on how bad the con-
sequences would be if that decision proved to be incorrect- -
performance was less than optimal in several respects. The sub-
jects tended, for example, to consult the most reliable (and most
costly) sources less frequently and the less reliable (and less
costly) sources more frequently than they should have. Kanarick
et al. characterized this behavior as a form of conservatism, "a
reluctance to expend the resources necessary to obtain the best
information in a choice situation" (p. 382). The subjects also
tended to pdrchase less data in general than they should have, and,
consequently, made more incorrect decisions and won fewer points
than did a Bayesian model that was used to represent optimal be-
havior.
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Levine and Samet (1973) have also studied information gather-
, ing--information purchasing in our terms--in a simulated tactical

situation. The scenario was a military action and the subjects'
task was to decide which of, eight locations was the target of a
hypothetical enqmy. advance. On each trial, a subject could either
make a terminal decision or request additional information from
each of three intelligence sources concerning the present where-
aboutt of the advancing force. A sequence of reports from a given
source represented the path that the advancing force had taken
over a period of time, According to that source. Among the vari-

.
ables,that were manipalated were the reliability of the intel,li-
gence sources, the degree of conflict among ieports from different
sources, and the probability that a request for information would
yield an updated report (as opposed to a repetition of the preced.-

ng report). Performance was sensitive to each of the'variables.
In particular, fewer reports were 'requested and'decisions were
more often correct when all tht sources were reliable, and the
quality of performance,tended to decline as the percentage of the

sources that were unreliable was increased. Increasing the degree

to which the sources were in conflict also had the effect of de-
creasing the number of reports requested. (This counterintuitive;
result may be due in part to the fact that as conflict increased
in this experiment, so did the probability that the correct target
Vas indicated by at least one of the sources on a given trial.)
The number of requests for reports decreased as the probability that
a given report would yield new information increased; the relation-
ship was'such, however, that the amount of information (number of
updates) received increased with this variable.

In a subsequent experiment, j_11 which the same decision problem

was used, Levine, Samet, and Brahlek (1974) varied the rate at
which-new reports were given to the subject, whether the reports

were delivered automatically or in response to the subject's
requdst, the possibility of revising an initial decision and the

payoff scheme. In this case, performance was/better for the faster
rates of information acquisition, but was not highly sensitive to
whether the rate was self- or force-paced. Increasing the,oppor-
tunity for revising a decision had the effect of decreasing the
accuracy of first decisions and the subjects' confidence in them.

4.3 Decision'Revision and Effect of Commitment on
Information Gathering

The results of a few studies suggest that one's information-
gathering behavior may be different after making a decision than
before, particularly if the making of the decision involves some
-sort of public acknowledgment or commitment (Geller & Pitz, 1968;
Gibson & Nichol, 1964; Pruitt, 1961; Soelberg, 1967). People may
require more information, for example, to change a decision than
was required to arrive at a decisioh in the first place (Gibson &
Nichol, 1964; Pruitt, 1961). This observation is in keeping with
the results of several studies that suggest that evidence that tends

to confirm a favored hypothesis is often given more credence than
evidence that tends to disconfirm it (Brody, 1965; Geller, & Pitz,
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1968; Pitz, Downing, & Reinhold, 1967). And sometimes disconfirm-
ing evidence may even be misinterpreted as supportive of a decision
that has already been made (Grabitz & Jochen, 1972).

The !motivation for acquiring infprmation may change, following
a decislon, from that of trying to increase the probability of
making a good decision tothat of justifying or rationalizing-a
decision that has'already been made. Soelberg (1967) has concluded
from a study of the job-seeking behavior of graduates of the Sloane
School that people frequently make an implicit selection from among
the existing opportunities, following which "a great deal of per-
ceptual and interpretational distortion takes place in favor of
the choice canc4date" (p. 29). In,a somewhat similar vein, Morgan
and Morton (1944) have asserted that people oftentaccept conc1,usions
that are consistent with their convictions without regard for the
validity of the inferences on which those conclusions are based,
and that "the only circumstance under which we can be zalatively
sure thatIthe inferences of a person will be logical is wen they :
lead to a, conclusion which he hqs already accepted" (p. 39). We
will return-to the question of the logicality of thought in
Section 8.3).

One suspects that in real-world situations the information-
seekina behavior that follows the making of a decision may often
differ considerably from that that precedes it. In particular,
one would guess that to the degree that the motive of the informa-
tion seeker is the rationalization of a decision already made, the
process would become highly selective as to the sources consulted.

4.4 Quantity of Information and, QualiLy. of Decision

It is quite natural to assume that the more data one has that
are relevant to a choice that he must make, the better his choice
will be. The assumption, without qualification, is not valid'
(Ackoff, 1967; Fleming, 1970; Hayes, 19641 Hoepfl & Huber, 1970;
Sidorsky & Houseman, 1966). Ithis posdible, indeed easy, to provide
an individual with more information than he can assimilate and use- -
especially if he is.operating under some time pressure. The point
is illustrated nicely by an experiment by Hayes.

Hayes had naval enlisted men make decisions concerning which of
several airplanes to displatch to investigate a reported submarine
sighting in a simulated tactical situation. The available airplanes
differed with respect to such characteristic-6 as speed, distance of
its base from the target, delay before it could take off, quality
of its pilot, quality of its radar, and so on. Each characteristic
'could take on any of eight (not necessarily numerical) "values,"
which could be ranked unequivocally from best to worst. The number
of available airplanes from which a subjeqit had to choose was varied
(4 or 8) as*was'the number of characteristics (2, 4, 6 or 8) on
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which he was to base his choice. The effect of the latter variable'

is of particular interest. Decision time increased markedly with

this variable; however, the decision quality--which was defined ob-

jectively in two ways--did not. Hayes hypothesized that, o-Oher,

things equal, one's sensitivity to the way two alternatives differ

with respect to individual characteristics decreases as the number

of characteristics that must.be considered increases. Of particular

relevance to this review is the fact that Hayes trained a second set
of subjects for several days to see if they would learn to make
better decisions with the larger amounts of information. Although

the quality,of decisions was generally somewhat higher after training

than before, the relationship between decision quality and number of

characteristics on which a decision, was based did not change:

We should not conclude from this study that one should never,

under any circumstances, be provided with more than a very few items

of information that are relevant ta any choide that one may have to

make. One mightconclude)-however; (1) that decision makers should

be trained to recognize their limitations for assimilating informa-

tion, and to avoid attempting to operate beyond them, and (2) that

to the extent that the functional relationship between the desira-

bility of the various choice alternatives that are open to the de-

cision maker and the values of the factors that determine it is known,

the implidation of particular sets of factor values should probably

be computed, and not estimated by men. The problem of determining,

or discovering, such functional relationships is a nontrivial one.

(See Section IX.)
0

4.5 A Conceptualization or Information Gathering in the Real World

What makes the real-world decision maker's task particularly

difficult is the fact that the information that he would like to

have typically is distributed among a variety of sources. One'way

of characteriling these sources is in terms of the two properties:
degree of passivity an'd degree of cooperativeness. According to

this conceptualization, a source is either active, or passive, land

either cooperative or uncooperative.

An actively. cooperative sourcethe/preferred type--volunteers
informatON, and seeks ways to get it to the decision maker. In

the military context, an intelligence offider would be an actively
cooperative source for a commander.

A passively cooperative source is one that would. provide in-

formation if solicited, but does not volunteer it. A possible

reason for not volunteering information in this case is.a'failure
of the source to recognize itself as such. An example, again 'from

a military context, would be friendly inhabitants of an area of

operations who have infortation that would be valuable to a
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military commnder, but are unaware of the fact. The problem that
the decision maker has vis-a-vis passively cooperative sources is
to identify and find them.

An actively uncooeerative source has information that would
be of use to the decision maker, but being motivated to thwart.
the decision maker's objectives if possible, volunteers information
that is misleading. A propagandist is an example of such a source.
The decision make'r's problem with respect to actively uncooperative
sources is to recognize them as such and to assess the information
obtained from them accordingly.

A passive uncooperative source is one that withholds in-
formatiO7Wom the decision maker, and further will not prol)ide
it if.asked. Hostile noncombatants in an area of military operations
might it this description, as might espionage agents. The decision
maker's problem with espect to passively uncooperative sources is
to persuade them to change their status and become actively
cooperative. History, both real and fictitious, is replete with
accounts of the unsavory methods that have been employed to this\ end. ,s

To the extent that. laboratory studies of decision making have
been concerned with ipformation gathering, they have involved
actively cooperative sources almost exclnsively. The problem of
finding sources that are nonobvious and that of coping with those
that are noncooperative have received very little attention from
experimenters. In part this is undoubtedly due to the fact that
capturing the essence of these aspects of information gathering in
laboratory situations is a very difficult thing to do. And the
alternative of studying these processes in situ is hardly less
difficult. Until such studies are performed, however, our under-.

standing of how ,decision makers go about gathering - especially
seeking - information so as to increase their chances of making
effective, decisions will remain very incomplete.

4.6 ormationlGathering and Trainia2

We stress again that laboratory studies of information
gathering have failed to capture the complexity of the problem
that often faces the information seeker outside the laboratory.
Consequently,very little.is known about information seeking
behavior as it occurs in the real world. This is unfortunate

,because information seeking constitutes a particularly critical
aspect of many real-life decision problems and so long as this
behavioris not well understood, our understanding of decision
making will be incomplete.
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The implications for training are obvious: training procedures
that are based on a solid foundation qf factual knowledge about
human capabilities and limitations cannot be developed if the foun-
dation does not exist. The need is fOr research that is designed
to answer some of the questions that labRratory, experiments here-
tofore have, failed to address effectively Such questions include
the following. How good are people at ide tifying sources of
information that is relevant to their decis on problems? How do
they go about discovering such sources? Ho \capable are they of
assessing the cost of acquiring information -Oat may be difficult
to get and the worth of the information that th4.ght be obtained?
To what extent can useful principles and procedures for information
seeking be made explicit and taught? It is probbly fair to say
that with respect to such questions there is insufficient basis for

. even an educated guess as to the answer. Clearly\there is need for
some imaginative research on this aspect of the deFision-making
process.

Laboratory studies such as those reviewed above do shed some
light on information purchasing behavior. In particular they tell
us something out human capabilities and limitations in assessiig
the worth of information .in Bell structured situations. Although
it would be risky to generalize many of the conclusions uncritically
to.nonlaboratory situations, the conclusions nonetheless are sug-
gestive of what should perhaps be done by way of training or train-
ing research.

)
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SECTION V

DATA EVALUATION'

In the preceding section we used the words data and informa-
tion more or less synonymously. It will be helpful at this point
to make a distinqtion. The t rm data is perhaps best used to
refer to what one coll'ects, a i d the term information to connote
whatever conclusions or infer. nces one draws from data. The data
and the information extracted therefrom can be identical, but,theY
need not be. For example, if a military commander receives data
to the effect that the troop strength of an opposing tactical
force is 15,000 men, and he considers the source to be _a reliable
one, he will undoubtedly accept the data as accurate and conclude
that the enemy troop strength is indeed 15,000 men. On the other
hand, if he has less than full confidence in the source of this
report, he may tentatively conclude that the troop strE.Agth is
somewhere between 5,000 and 25,000 men, and attempt to gel more
datafrom which he can derive a more precise estimate.

The point is that as part of the process of attempting to
reduce' his uncertainty about his depisiOn situation, the decision
maker must evaluate the data tgat he receives as to their per-
tinence and trustworthiness. In other words, the first decision
that the decision'maker must make..with respect to any'new datum
is how seriously he should take it. He may not explicitly do
this in all cases, but to fail to do so at least implicitly is
tantamount to judging his sources as completely trustworthy and
their inputs as equally important.

5.1 The Evaluation versus the Use of Data
,

There are two questions relating to data quality that deserve
attention: (1) how well can people judge and report the quality
8f the data on which.decisions are to be based, and (2) how
effectiVely can they;utilize information concerning quality of
data when that information is provided for them? The first of
these. questions concerns what we are referring co as the task of
data evaluation, and is discussed in this sectioft: The second
has to do with data utilization and is more appropriately dis-
cussed in connection with, hypothesis evaluation in Section VIII.

In anticipation of the latt4r discussion, we'note here simply
that several experiMents have beep addressed to the question o£
how effectively decision makers use knowledge of data quality.
In most s5ch studies th2 performance of subjects has,-been compared
with that of some ideal (usually Bayesian) model (see, for examples,
Funaro, 1974: Johnson, 1974; Schum, DuCharme, & Deitts, 1973;
Snapper & Fryback, ..1971; Steiger & Gettys, 1972)'. What is most
germane to he topic of this sectionis the fact that the models
that are used to represent optimal behavior typically distinguish

4
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two separate steps. The first step entails an adjustment of the
nominal diagnostic value of a datum, the value that the datum would
have if ie were known to have been reliably observed or'reported.
The seQpnd step involves the application of the modified datum to
the hyp6heses,of interest. The first step is whatLwe ard"calling,
data evaluation, and it is important to note that the failure of
subjects to perform this step properly appears to be one of the
reasons why they typically acquire less information from data that
are not perfectly reliable than is there to be acquired.

5.2 Studies of Data Evaluation

Data evaluation has been recognized by the U.S. Army as. being
of sufficient importance to warrant the development of a rating
procedure for use by tactical intelligence personnel to evaluate
all incoming "spot reports" (Combat Intelligence Field Manual,
FM30-5). ,The procedure, which has been standardized for use by
NATO army forces, requires that a sender of a report explicitly
rate the report both with respect to the reliability of its source
and the accuracy of its contents. The letters A through F are
used to designate estimates of reliability, and th6 numbers 1
through 6 to represent judge accuracy, The.first five ratings
represent a scale going from "completely reliable" (A) to "un-

reliable" (E) in one case, and from "confirmed by other sources"
(1) to "improbable" (5) in the ,)ther. The lowest rating in each
case is used to indiqate 'thatla judgment cannot be made; "relia-
bility'cannot be judged" (F), "truth cannot be judged" (6).

Obviously, the purpose of using such a rating procedure is
to provide the receiver,of a report with some indication of how
much confidence he should have in its contents. How effective the
procedure has been, however-, is open to question. Data collected
during field exercises have indicated that ratings often are
omitted. from spot reports, and that the ratings that are used are
too consistently high (Baker, McKendry, & Mace, 1968). The same
study also revealed that the reliability'and the accuracy ratings
tend to be highly correlated. One possible` explanation of this
correlation is that reliable sources tend to produce accurate
reports. This is an intuitively plausible explanation, and it
raises the'questidh of the need for two ratings. The other pos-
sible explanation for the correlation is that the rater finds it
difficult to treat reliability and accuracy as independent dimen-

sions. The results of a subsequent laboratory study of rating
behavior were interpreted as supporting the latter possibility
(Samet, 1975a). On the basis of his results, Samet proposed that
an attempt be made to design and validate an improved procedure
for evaluating intelligence data. Specifically; he suggested the
posLbility of assigning to a report a single number that would
represent the evaluator's estimate oflthe likelihood of the report
being true, based on alL.the.information available to him that
was relevant to that judgment.
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5.3 The Use of Nonquantitative Qualifiers_

Probably most peopl who evaluate data or data sources do not
do so according' to a fo 1 procedure or irt.quantitative terms.
More typically, theytuse such qualifiers as "usp lly reliable,"
"not very dependable,' "prone to exaggerationd ' "very precise,"
"a bit.careless,":"very likely, " "a rodgh est mate " and so forth.
Such_phrases are certainly meaningful and undoubtedly can convey
important qualifying information. The.problem is that not All
people mean the same thing when they use one of these phras &s, and
what complicates matters is the fact that even a given individual
may use the same term to mean somewhat different things at dif-
ferent times.

4A number of effortb'have been made to measure the extent of
agreement between individual's in their use of such qualifying
terms. A common experiment* paradigm s that of provi.ling sub"
jecti with lists of terms or phraseS and requiring them, to trans-
late the degree of certainty or uncertainty, denoted into 44 numeric

(typically probabilistic) estimate. The variance observed among
and within subjects in the translatothri then provides ameasurement

of agreement. Results of these studies (see, for example, Lich-
tenstein & Newman, 1967; Johnson, 1973; Samet, 1975a, 1975b)
typically show very low levels of agreepent among subjects, and
the potential foi considerable misunderstanding when large vo6abu-

r- laries of qualifiers are, used.

i
What factors influence the translation of a qualifier into

a numeric estimate? Thee seem to be no clear answers to this
question. Cohen; Dearnley, and Hansel (1958) suggested that con-
text in which a word is used might play a role, but a recent qtudy
by Johnson (1973) in which the encoding of 15 different probability
words (or phrases) contained in each of three different sentence
contexts was explored failed to uncover any significant context
effect. On the other hand, a study dy, Rigby and Swain (1971) in
which magnitude-denoting terms such as "couple," "lots," and
"bunch" were used did suggeSt such an effect. For example, a
"bunch of missiles" had an average assignmenteof 7.73, while a
"bunch of tents" had an average assignment of 12.32. It seems
obvious on the face of it that nonquantitative terms denotihg
physical magnitudes must be subject to enormous context effects.
"Small" distances are measured in angstrom units by nuclear
physicists and in Iightyears by astronomers. Indeed, it is
difficult to see how, in the absence of context, such terms can
be considered meaningful at all. Probability terms are diferent
from magnitude terms in that probabilities are bounded whereas
magnitudes are not. Perhaps this helps to account for the former's
greater independence of context. 'It should be oted that neither
Johnson nor Rigby and Swain found significant di ferences in the
use of these terms due to group membership (ar y enlisted men and
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graduate students, in the former study; army helicopter, Air Force
prop, Air Force jet, and Navy attack bomber pilots in the latter).

5.4 Data Evaluation and Training

It seems clear that full exploitation of computer-based tac-
tical data-analysis systems will ultimately require the use of
numeric values in place of qualitative estimates, if the relia-
bility of da,ta is to be taken into account when they are used.
How best to arrive at these values is, at this point, a matter of
conjecture. One could attempt to establish a formal vocab4lary.
of qualitative terms and phrases, associite With each term or
phrase a specific numerical value (or range of values), and train
personnel to use the resultant is morphisms in encoding and de=
coding communications. This is he essence of a proposal made
some years ago by. Kent (see P tt, 1957). Considering, however,
that formal training would b a requirement in any caLa, a pre-
ferred alternative to this apptoach is to instruct deci...ion.inakers
in the use of probability (and magnitude) scales and require
estimates to be communicated in explicitly quantitative terms
(Johnson, 1973; Samet, 1975), Thq obvious problem for training
research is that of developing effective procedures for training
people to evaluate data quantitatively and for increasing the
infra., and inter-perpon consistency with which quantitative
assessments are made.

J

1
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SECTION VI

PROBLEM STRUCTURING

An exceedingly important step, in solving any problem is to-
be-- quite explicit- about what the problem is that one is to solve.
And one way to be explicit is to attempt to represent the problem
in terms of a formal structure. While the need to be explicit
may appear to be too obvious to deserve comment, it is also ap-.
parent that sAtisfying that need is, not always an easy thing to do.
Attempts to apply computers to problem-solving tasks have high-
lighted both the need for explicitness and the difficulty of ob-
taining it. Armer (1964) has commented on the frustration that
is sometimes entailed when one tries to formulate a problem in
such a way that a computer can help solve it. He illustrates his
point with reference to a bank official who stated, after having
his banking procedures mechanized "that 65 percent of the data-
procesbinggroup's:effort went to deciding in detail wh t problem
they were'solving"(p. 250). Presumably, the investment ,as worth
it; without it, they could not have recognized a solution had theyfound one.

The, act of trying to make the structure of a problem explicit
can be an instructive experience for a problem solver, inasmuch
as it forces on him the realization of what he does and does not
know about the problem on which he is working - -or thinks he is.
Essentially, this observation is made by.Cloot (1968) vis-a-vis
the application of computers to the decision problems of manage-
ment. He takes the position that one of the benefits that
is to be derived from an attempt to implement a computer-based
management information system is not the help that one would get
from a functioning system; but what one can learn about the prac-
tice of management from the implementation effort.. "It can even
be'argued-that the successful use of a computer-based MIS should
be measured by the extent to which managers learn to improve
their performance so that they can discard it again... There is
no doubt that the changes that do come about will be due more to
managers having abetter understanding of theL decision processes,
than, to the technical facilities of the computer" (p. 280).

A major contribution of theoretical treatments of decision
making is the provision of formal models in terms of which a de-
cision maker can attempt to structure his own decision problems.
Invariably, such models are simplified abstractions, and conse-
quently may not do justice to'the full details of any given situa-
tion. Nevertheless, they do provide one with structured ways of
viewing things,. which may make the problems easier to think about,
and ase consequence--hopefully--easier to solve. It has been
suggested that this is the way in. which quantitative models willhave their primary'effectr "I believe that the greatest impact ofthe quantitative approach will not be in the area of problem sol-
viny, although it will have growilTai usefulness there. Its greatest.
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impact will be on problem formulation: the way managers think
about t eir problems--how they size them up, bring new insights
to bear n them, and gather information for analyzing theM. In
this sens the results that 'quantitative people' have produced
are beginning to contribute in a really significant way to the
art of management" (Hayes, 1969, p. 108).

6.1 State-Action Matrices

Probably the most well-known way of representing decision situ-
ations is in terms of state-action matrices. .Such matrices make -

three aspects of decision situations explicit: the hypothesized
possible "states of the world," the action alternatives that are
open to the decision maker, and the decision maker's preferences
with respect to the various possible state- action combinations.'
Sometimes such matrices are referred to as payoff matrices inasmuch
as each cell of the matrix represents the cost or val'ie--or utility
--to the decision maker of the outcome of a particulaL action se-
.lectiOn, given'that the associated state hypothesis is true. A
decision problem may be represented in this way as as follows:

Action Alternatives
Al A

2
A. A

n

Hypothesized H
1

U
11

U
12

States

of the H
2

U
21

0
22

World

H. U . .1)

Hm U
mn

Much of the theoretical-analytical work on decision making
has been concerned with optimal strategies for selecting action
alternatives once the situation has been formally structured.
Given an explicit decision goal (e.g., minimization of risk,
maximization of expected gain, and a formal representation*
of the situation, prescriptive models can provide useful guidance \
for action selection. The process of representing real-life
decision situations formally, however, is at the present time more
of an art than a science. Examples of decision situations that
are easily structured can always be found; however, not all de-
cision problems can. readily be forced to fit the same mold.
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Evdn given that the structure shown above is an appropriateIt
one for a particular problem, it is clear that in order g use it
one must be able to specify, as a minimum, what the hypo esized
states of the world are, what one's action options are, and how
-the various possible decision outcomes (state-action pairs) relate
to the value system that will determine the desirability of the
actual outcome. One may find it necessary to engage in a consider-
able amount of information seeking, in order to fill out-such a
structure. Moreover, how one does fill out the structure is deter-
mined in part by exogenous variables over which one has no control,
and in part by self-impbsed constraints. The state of the world
tends to be beyond one's control; all one can do is attempt to
determine what it is likely to be. One's action alternatives,'

`however, may be constrained in part by limits that are self-imposed.
What are viewed as viable strategic military options, for example,
may depend min the particulAr military doctrine in vogue at the time.
Benington (1964) points out that the basic concept beh'.nd the
development of such automated, or sefilautomated, systems ls the
SAGE system in the 1950's was the concept of "set-piece. warfare."
"Set-piece warfare is characteri2edby warning of threat, total
and preplanned goals, speed of,response, and detailed and precise
management of the Campaign" (p. 9). Emphasis is on massive re-
taliation totally preplanned, or "spasm" response. During the
early 19150's, the set-piece warfare idea lost faor. President
Kennedy and Secretary of Defense McNarriara began to emphasize the
-importance of 'flexibility and adaptability, the'ability to make
selected and controlled responses, directed toward military (non-
civilian) targets and appropriate to the (not always foreseeable)
contingencies that elicit them. Clearly, the set of action alter-
natives that the strategist will consider ,under one of these re-
taliation doctrines is quite different from that that he will
consider under the other.

6.2 Alternative Structurin s of a Given Situation

It is apparent that to think in terms of the structure of a
decision space IS to oversimplify matters greatly. Usually any
given situation can be structured in a variety of ways. Moreover,
how one chooses to representja particular situation may not be
incidental. It seems to be true of problem solving in general
that how one represents a problem can be an important factor in
determining how easily one can then solve it. This point has often
been made by individuals engaged in efforts to program computers
to perform intellectually demanding tasks (see, for example,

4 Nilsson, 1971). The same probldm may yield to'attempts to solve
it when represented in one way while resisting such attempts when
represented in another.

An important aspect of developing a useful structure is that
of conceptualizing a situation at an appropriate level of detail.
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Too simple a structure may violate the complexity of an actual
situation. On the other hand,'ICharles Pierce's maxim that "a few
clear ideas are worth more than many confused ones" seems particu-
larly apropos ere. We state as a conjecture that a necessary
requisite for effective decision making is the ability to get
quickly to tlie heart of a problem, to concentrate on.essentials,
and to ignore irrelevancies. What this often' means ip practice is
being able to see.through superfi6ialities that frequently obsgure'
underlying issues. Moreover, even when the situation, stripped of
incidentals, is itiAerently complex, there may be some merlt in a
simplified conceptualization of it, provided that the fact that the
conceptualization is a simplification is not then promptly forgotten.
There is little to be gained by representing, a situation A such
a complex way that the decision maker cannot grasp the representation
intellectually. What constitutes an optimal level of detail may
vary from situation to situation and frOm individual to individual,
but variability in this regard may not by very great. We suspect
that for the vast majority of situations and decision meo'srs a
representation that involves more than eight or ten hypothesized
states of the world and as many action alternatives, at any given
level of' description, will prove to be an unwieldy, one.

6.3 -Structuring as an,Iterative Process

On the basis of an anlaysis of protocols obtained in hxs
classical study of groblem solving, Duncker (1945) reached a con-
clusion that is gerrane to the issue of problem structuring. The
problem that he used most frequently in his studies was the now
well-known radiation problem: "given a human being with an inoperable
stomach tumor, and rays which destroy organic tissue at sufficient
intensity, by what procedure can one free him of the tumor by,. these
rays and at the same time avoid destroying the healthy tissue which
surrounds it?" (p. 28).. The conclusion that Duncker came to after
observing the efforts of many people to solve such problems was
that the development of a solution typically proceeds frbm the more
general to the more specific. (On this point, see also Hogarth,
1974, and Kleinmute, 18643.) The principle by which the problem
is, hopefully, to be solved merges first, and the dettils of the
solution come later. It often happens that a principle may be
valid, but there turns out to be no feasible way tbiimplement it.
A principle that was frequently identified in the case of the radi-
ation problem, for example, was "avoid contact between rays'vld
healthy tissue." When the problem solver could think of no way to
do this and still get the rays to the tumor, he had to abandon the
principle itself--even though it was a sound one--and search for
another that was not only sound but practicable.

The finding of--a new principle, or a general property of a
solution, always involves, Duncker suggests, a reformilation of
the original problem. In the case of the example just given, having
accepted "avoiding contact" as a valid principle, one has in effect
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defined his problem as that of finding a way to do just this. When
forced to reject a given principle as impractical, the substitution
of another (e.g., "lower the intensity of the rays on their way
through healthy tissue") in effect defines another how-to-do-it
problem to be solved. "We can accordingly describe a process of
solution either as development of.the solution or as development
of the problem. Every solution - principle found in the process,
which is itself not yet ripe for concrete realization... functions
from then on as reformulation, as sharpening of the original setting
of the problem. It is therefore meaningful to say that.what is
really done in any solution of problems consists in formulating the
problem more productively. To sum up: The final-form of a solution
is typically attained by way of mediating phases of the process,
of. which each one, in retrospect, possesses...the character of a
solution, and, in prospect, that of a problem" (p.34, italics his).

It is,probably the case that complex decision problems, like
other types of complex, problems, yield Grudgingly to attempts to
structdre them. Moreover, a decision maker may find it necessary
to.formulate and reformulate a decision space several times before
arriving at a structure that he feels adequately represents the
decision problem that he must solve and okes so in a way that
facilitates arriving at aisolution. The willingness to discard
a favored conceptual framework when it is seen no longer to fit
the facts in hand has been considered by some to be one of the
defining characteristics of original thinking (Mackworth, 1965;
Polyani, 1963).

6.4 Problem Structuring and Training

The question of how to train decision makers to structure
decision problems effectively has received very little attention.
Moreover, if it is true, as Edwards (1973) has suggested, that of
the several aspects of decision analysis the process of problem
structuring is least amenable to formal prescription, exactly what
should be taught is not clear.

It seems likely, however, that something is to be gained by
familiarizing decision makers with such formal representations7-
models--of decision situations, as are provided by decision theory
and game theory. Such training should be conducted in such 'a way
as not to leave the student with the unrealistic idea that all
decision situations are readily. represented -- without distortion- -
by the same model.

Practice in representing specific situations in terms of such
models, and oiteria for judging the relative merits of different
models for different problems should probably be part of any
training program in decision making. Practice in representing a
given decision problem at different levels of detail also would
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probably be beneficial. Duncker's work suggests that one approach
to problem structuring that might usefully be taught is that of
zeroing in on -an appropriate formulation_ by a -series of approxima-
tions, proceeding from the more general to the more detailed.

But these-are only conjectures. The fact is that little is
known about how to train a person to be good at'imposing structure

on a problem--whether it be a decision problem or a problem of
any other kind. Mackworth (1965) has noted that one of the char-
acteristics of creative individuals is an exceptionally strong
need to find order where none appears on the surface. If this '

is so, then one way to train people to be better problem structurers
is to train them to be more creative. If only we knew how to do

that!
.4

An alternative to training decision makers to formalize their
decision problems is to.provide them with models that are appro-
priate to their particular, situations, and that can then be used

as decision aids. wry (1970) hat suggested this possibility.
A model that is to be used by a decision maker need not be genera-
ted by him but, Gorry points outwit may be derived from his
description of the situation, and it must be thoroughly under-
standable by him. In this case the training task becomes that of

teaching an individual to make effective use of the structure that

someone else -has imposed upon his problem. -
At least one study has been addressed to the question of the

subtasks in terms of which one class of decision makers sees deci-
sion-making and how this view would change ass a result of training.
Hill and Martin (3,971) gave secondary-school teachers problem-
solving exercises designed to' train them with respect to some of

0 nineteen specific skills that they associated with decision making
and to acquaint them with a particular model' of the decision-making
process (see Section III). Both before and after training, the 1

subjects were asked to list the specific steps that they would
take in an effort to solve a hypothetical prcblem involving an inter-
person conflict. 'Perhaps the most striking aspect of the results
was how large a proportion of the steps that subjects' listed fell
in the "formulating-action-alternatives" category. Before,training,
more of the listed steps fell in this category than in the other
five combined. The main effect of training was to reducesthe num;
ber of steps-in this category by about two-thirds and to increase
the usage of some of the other categories slightly; but formulating
alternatives still remained the largest category. The investigators,
concluded that training had made the participants more aware of the
several activities involved in decision making, but pointed out
that their results shed rib light on the question of whether much as
increased awareness would produce better decision making.
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SECTION VII

HYPOTHESIS GENERATION

7

HypdtheSis generation is closely associated with problem
structuring. We find it convenient to consider it separately,
however, because it is a more narrowly focused type of activity..
Problem structuring is always important. Even when complete in-
formation is available concerning the state of the world, the
action alternatives and all the possible decision outcomes, it is
still necessary to cast the problem into some mold, and the mold
that is chosen may have much to do with the decision that is made.
Hypothesis generation, on the other hand, is a necessary activity
in those decisign situations characterized by uncertainty about
such things as the state of the world and,the implications of
selecting specific' decision alternatives. Often, in spite
of one's best efforts to gather information, it is not possible
to eliminate uncertainty about thes& things completely:, In such
cases, it is convenient to conceptualize the decision'makar's view
of the situation as a set of conjectures, or hypotheses.

7.1 Hypothesis Generation versus Hypothesis Testing

Investigators of cognitive processes have long recognized
two rather different types of thinking. Bartlett (1958) speaks
of closed versus adventurous thinking, Guilford (1963) of-conver-
gent versus divergent thought. Mackworth (1965) distinguishes
problem solvers and problem finders. the one kind of thitking
tends to be deductive and analytical; the other inductive and
analogical. The first has to do with evaluating hypotheses, the
second' with generating them. The history 'of science attests to
the fact that the ability to evaluate hypotheses, to deduce the
implications of theories and put them to empirical test, is a far
more common quality among men than is the ability to generate
hypotheses, to construct theories that organize and structure
facts that were not perceived as related before.

Some formal treatments of debision making require that the
Situation, as viewed by the decision maker, be conceptualized as
a Set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses, each of
which reprdsents one of the possible states of the world. As da,ta
are gathered, they are used to modify a set of probabilities, each
of which represents the decision maker's estimate of the likelihood
that a given hypothesis is true. Much laboratory experimentation
has been devoted to the question of how effectively man can assi-

' milate 'data and use it to modify his view of the world as implied
by the probabilities that he associates with the hypotheses that
he is entertaining. (We will consider that problem in the fol-
lowing section.) However, very little attention has been given
to the question of howcapable people are of generating a reason-
able set of hypotheses to begin withi'or of modifying the set
when the need to do so arises.
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Typically, all of the hypotheses that are to be considered
are provided for the,decision maker in advance, so the process of
hypothesis generation is_not studied_. Moreover, formal decision,
procedures usually permit the decision maker only to update the
probabilities that have been assigned to the previously established
set of hypotheses: 'They fail to recognize the fact that it may
be the case in real-life situations that a set of hypotheses that
is originally developed may not contain the hypothesis that will
eventually prove to be the true 'one. It often occurs in real-life
situations that incoming data suggest to the decision maker new 1

hypotheses that have not yet been considered. Any decision- making
procedure that purports to be generally valid must provide for
establishment of new hypotheses whenever the information in hand
indicates the need for them.

7.2 Importance of Hypothesis Generation

The importance of the function of hypothesis generaclon can
hardly be overemphasized. To be sure, one may think of some de-
cision contexts for which all the potentially interesting hypotheses
can be specified in advance. For example, it may be the case for
some straightforward troubleshooting situations that an exhaustive
set of the hypotheses of interest can be listed prior to the per-
formance of any tests. More typical of complex decision problems,
however, is the case in which the set of possibilities is either
not fully known, or too large to be listed exhaustively. The
problem of the physician who is attempting to diagnose an illness
with a set of.symptoms that does not fit a common pattern, or the
investor who is trying to gauge the risks and potential gains in
a speculative financial venture, or the computer programmer who is
tracking down an elusive bugi or the tactician who is trying to
assess the significance of some unorthodox behavidr on the part
of a wily opponent is less that of testing prespecified hypotheses
than that of defining hypotheses that it would make sense to con-
sider.

The difficulty is not so much that of representing a decision
situation in terms of a set of pOssible states of the world that
is exhaustive and mutually exclusive. The problem is that of
coming up with a set of possibilities that is useful from the
'decision maker's point of view. A military commander can always
represent the alternatives that are open to an adversary in terms
of such gross action categories as attack, defend, and withdraw,
and the ability to distinguish among these' possibilities would
undoubtedly be of interest. However, a commander's decision-making
responsibilities typically require much more precise information
than would be provided by the resolution of the uncertainty implicit
in these three possibilities. That is to say, he wants to know not
only whether, enemy forces plan to attack, but at what time, in what
strength, at what locations, and so forth. It is' at this level of
representation that the commander's or perhaps his intelligence
officer's) hypothesis-generation capabilities are put to the test.
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7.3 Experiments on Hypothesis Generation

The study of Hypothesis generation in the laboratory has
often involved "concept attainment" or "discover the rule" type
tasks. The work of Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) illustrates
the use-of concept attainment tasks to study this aspect of think-
ing. In a typical experiment, a subject attempts to identify a
concept that an experimenter has in mind. The concgpt usually is
defined in terms of conjunctions or disjunctions oespecific stim-
ulus attributes (e.g., "red and square"; "blue or yellow, and not
circular"). In some situations the subject is shown stimuli, some
of which belong to the conceptual category that he is attempting
to identify and some of which do nbt. He is told which stimuli
are which and from this "exemplar" information he is to attempt to
identify the concept. Sometimes the subject chooses the stimufi
that he sees, in which case the task can also be used to study a
form of information-gathering behavior.

Obviously, the performance of this task involves hypothesis
testing (a topic to which we will turn in the following section),
but the key problem 14 that of hypothesis generation. Unless one
comes up with the right hypothesis to test, the testing that he
does will only eliminate some of the untenable possibilities, of
which there may be many.

A basic conclusion that Bruner et al. draw from their experi-
mental results is that the strategies that subjects employ in these
,sorts of tasks can be isolated and describbd. They identify four
such strategies, for example, that subjects-use when they have the
job of discovering a conjunctive concept by selecting stimuli and
being told, concerning each stimulus selected, whether or not it
is an exemplar of the concept that they are attempting to identify.
These strategies differ in terms of the balance they strike among
three parameters: the amount of information obtained from an ob-
servation, the cognitive strain imposed on the subject (amount of
intormation that must be carried in memory, extent to which involved
inferenbes must be made), and the risk that the strategy will fail.
The strategies are defined in terms of the nature of the hypotheses
that are generated and put to the test. In one case, for example
("successive scanning"), one specific concept is hypothesizes at
a time, and stimuli are chosen in such a way as to test that hy-
pothesis directly. In another case ("conservative focusing"),
the initial hypothesis, in effect, includes several possible con-
cepts and an attempt is made to discover the defining attributes
systematically one at a time. Which of the several strategies is
most appropriate depends on the details of the experimental situa-
tion.

Bruner et al. found that the strategies that subjects use
tend to change appropriately in response to changes in the
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experimental situation; and, on balance, these investigators con-
sidered the performance of their subjects to be quite good. In
their words: "In general, we are-struck -by -the notable-flexibility
and Intelligence of our subjects in adapting their strategies to
the information, capacity, and risk requirements we have imposed
on them. They have altered their strategies to take into account
the increased difficulty of the problems being tackled, choosing
methods of information gathering that were abstractly less than
ideal but that lightened pressures imposed on them by the tasks
set them. They have changed from safe-but-slow to risky-but-fast
strategies in the light of the number of moves allowed them. They
have shown themselves able to adapt to cues that sabre less than
perfect in' validity and have shown good judgment in dealing with
var.ous kinds of payoff matrices. They have shown an ability to
co ine partially valid cues and to resolve conflicting cues"
(P. 8) .

Performance was not ideal, however.' Among the limitations '
that were noted were a tendency to persist in focusing on cues
that had proved to be useful in the past even if they were not
useful in the present, and an inability to make as effective use
of information gained from noninstances of a category as of that
gained from category exemplars.

Bruner et al. also found that concepts defined in terms of
disjunctions of stimulus attributes were more difficult to discover
than those that were conjunctively defined. This finding has been
corroborated by Neisser and Weene (1962) who used a large variety of
attribute-combination rules. Not surprisingly, concepts defined
in terms of the presence or absence of a single attribute are
easier to attain than are those defined in term of conjunctions
or disjunctions of two or more attributes, whic in turn are
easier than those defined in terms of more com ex rules involv-
ing combinations of conjunctions and/or disjunctions (Haygood
& Bourne, 105;'Neisser & Weene, 1962).

Another experimental task that has been used to study hypo-
thesis generation is that of discovering the rule by which a
specific sequende of numbers or letters'was generated. Typically,
the subject is shown one or more sequences (or segments of se-
quehces) that satisfy the rtkle. He then can propose other se-
quences, or continuations of the segment, in order to test the
validity of tentative hypotheses that he may wish to consider.
Each time he proposes a possibility he is told whether it satis-
fies the rule; and when he feels he has obtained enough inform'ation
to justify doing so, he is to state the rule.

Again, performance of this task obviously involves information
gathering and hypothesis testing as well as hypothesis generation,
but hypothesis generation is in some sense central. What information
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is sought is likely to depend strongly on what rule is being con-
sidered.. Moreover, unless the correct rule is hypothesized at

;some- point, it cannot be-tested- alra-va'llttated.

The results of experiments along these lines have revealed
some interesting deficiencies in hypothesis-generation behavior
which appear to stem from a lack of understanding of some basis -
rules of logic. Wason (1974) has described some results that
suggest that people may have particular difficulty in discovering
rules that are sufficiently, general that they subsume many rules
that are more specific. For example, the rule "any three numbers
in increasing order of magnitude" proved to be particularly dif-
ficult for his subjects to discover. If, as examples of triads
that conform to this rule, a subject were given (8 10 12), (14
16 18) and (20 22 24), he might quickly generate the hypothesis
"successive even numbers," test it with other sequences that
satisfy it, and then announce this rule with confidence. What is
disappointing about this behavior is the failure to ,hypothesize
alternative rules to which the given sequences also conform, and
then to consider sequences that would discriminate between the
alternatives hypothesized. More disturbing, however, is the
finding that even when told.of the incorrectness of a hypothesis,
and presented with conclusive infirm evidence, subjects some-

- times insisted that their hypothesized rule was validated by the
fact that all the test sequences that they generated conformed
to it.

Two other results noted by Wason are relevant to the problem
of hypothesis generation, because they also demonstrate how the
.process can get bogged down. First is the possibility of perse-
veration with an invalidated hypothesis without recognizing that
one is persever4ing. He notes, in this regard,. that what subjects
often do when informed that a hypothesized rule is not the correct

0 one is to generate additional 'triads' that are consistent with that
rule and then announcethe same rule expressed in different terms.
Second is.a tendency, when hypothesized rules are invalidated, to
generate more and more complex rules rather than simpler ones.
The following example is given of a third generation rule produced
by one subject: "The rule is that the second number is random,
and either the first number equals the second minus two, and the
third is random but greater than the second; or the thitd number
equals the second plus two, and the first Is random but less than
the second" (p. 382). Recall that the correct rile was "any three
numbers in increasing order of magnitude." One donclusion that
may be drawn from this type of experimental finding is that the
discovery of a general rule, even though conceptually simple, may
be impeded by the discovery of more specific rules whos_ exemplars
are also exemplars of the more general rule.
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7.4 Hypothesis Generation and Training

HypOthesis generation represents the same sort of challenge
to training and training research as does problem structuring.
The basic nged in both cases is for a_ reater understanding of
how to promote creative thinking.

A specific problem that deservesrattention from training
specialists is that of perseveration, Results such as those ob-
tained by Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1955) and by Wason (1974)
indicate the need for training Kocedures designed to improve
the ability, or increase the willingness, of decision xakers to
generate alternatives to the hypothesis, or hypotheses, under
consideration. They demonstrate the importance of sensitizing
decision makers to the danger of accepting a hypothesis on the
basis of insufficient evidence, and to the fact that the best way
to avoid this mistake is to attempt to generate plaus.ble alter-
natives and to seek the kind of data that will be most likely to
discriminate among them.
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SECTION VIII

HYPOTHESIS-EVALUATZON-
(

4
Narrowly defined, hypOthesis evaluation refers to the process

cf applying data to the assessment/of the likelihoods of one's
hypotheses concerning the unknowns`of the situation. More generaly,
the term might be used to connote the process of extracting.informa.7
tion from data, of attempting tb reduce one's degree of uncertainty
about the parameters'of the decision space._ In some formally struc-
tured approaches to decision making, hypothesis evaluation may involve
the revisionsoof numerical probability estimates or other, quantita-
tive indicants of relative likelihoods. In other cases the process
may be less explicit, but it is not for that reason less important.'
We assume that even in situations that have been given little formal
structure, the decision maker attempts to make use of aL least some
of the data that are available to him, in order to clarify his view,
or perhaps to confirm his assessment, .6f the situation.

The following discussion takes a rather broad view of ,

hypothesis evaluation. It touches on a number of topics that
relate to man's abilities, limitations, biases and predilections-
as a processor of information or a user of eviderice. In some cases,
it may appear to range beyond the specific subject of hypdtheSis,
evaluation, and deal with "thinking more generally. Our reason
for including this material is that it seems to us televant to,the
problem of decision making, and it appears to fit mare readily ,here
than elsewhere within our conceptual framework. In Section 8.6,
the discussion bacomes,orrowly focused on the problem of revising
probabilities in situations that have been formalized to the extent
that a Bayesian dgta-aggregation algorithm might be applied.

'8.1 Serial versus Parallel' Pro\gessin;q,

One gliestion of interest concerning the way people evaluate
hypotheses is whether they consider them one, or several, at a
time. Empirical'data are lacking on the question of which of
these alternatiIes best characterizes man's approach to hypothesis
evaluation. It is our impression that the prevailing consensus is
that the assumption of seriality is the more plausible of the two,
insofar as the conscious consideration of hypotheses is concerned.

If the serial model is t4e more nearly correct, this must
represent a basic limitation of man. It is difficult to think of
a convincing reason why one should evaluate the,hypotheses serially
if he is able to treat them in parallel.

But even if we, assume that one cannot test several hypotheses
at once, there is still a question about'the order in which testing
is done. One might apply an incoming datUm to each of the

(r
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hypotheses in turn. AlteTnaEively, one might focus exclusively on
one hypothesis until one had enough confirming data to accept it,
or until the evideAceagainqit was sufficient to Warrant its
rejection,,. ih which case attention would be shifted to another
'possibility. Note that-in this latter case a datum cannot be dis-
carded after being applied to the evaluation of one hypothesis
because it-may be germane to the evaluation of, others later.

One putative advantage of the Bayesian approach (see
Section 8.6) is that it forces the decision maker to apply an
incoming daum_to each of the candidate hypotheses in turn. One
of thQ implioatios,of this fact is that it minimizes, the need
for the decision maker or system to retain data. Assuilfing that
'the set of'hypotheseh with which the. decision maker is working
is complete, and will not be extended, a datum cap be discarded
once it has been assimilated and the probabilities asqociated
with all the hypotheses,, revised.

43.2 Subconscious Processes

What is happening at a.subsconscious level is, of course,
even less kNrell-understood. The belief has been expressed that
the brain carries on problem-solving activity even when one is not
consciously thinking about a problem. Wallas (1926) elaborated
and popularized the notion, which he, credits to Helmholtz, that
creative thinking often involves a period of "incubation," which
Tollowg a period of "preparation," and precedes a period of
"illumination." During the preparation period, according to this
view, the problem solver conscious 1y. labors on the problem,; during
the illumination period the problem solver becomes aware of the
solution for which he was seeking. No conscious attention is
igiven to the problem during the incubation period, but, Wallace
suggests, much subsconscious exploiation of the problem takes place,

While the idea has primarily'anecdotalisupport, the
testimony of creative thinkers about the wayJthey have arrived
At solutions to difficult problems is fairly compelling evidence
that something of this sort does occur. We mention it in this
context to make the point' that the fact (if it is a *fact) that
decision makers tend to apply newly acquired data to the evaluation
of only one hypothesis at a time, should probably not be taken as
conclusive evidence'that the credibility of a hypothesis not under
consideration has not been affected by those data. Moreover, it
is at least a plausible conjecture that the likelihood that any
given hypothesis will"suggest itself" for expliciticonsideration
May depend to some degree on suah subconscious activity (Maier,
1931).
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Dreyfus (1961) has argued that such subconscious, or
marginally conscious, activity is a general and difficult'-to-

simulate characteristic of man 4s a problem solver. It is this

ability that makes it possible for him to consider consciously
only the "interesting" moves. in a game of chess without explicitly
considering all possible moves and rejecting those that are not

worth pursuing. But subconscious processes are beyond the scope
of this report, so we will not pursue the topic further,

8.3 Man As An Intuitive Luician

Tdchnically, logic is the discipline which deals with the
rules of valid inference. The term is used colloquially, however,
as a synonym for reasoning. It is of some relevance to the
general problem of decision making, and in particular to the
problem of training decision makers. to consider whether reasoning

as it is practiced by people is logical in the technical sense;

and, to the extent th4t it is illogical, whether it is illogical

in consistent ways. A further question of interest is whether

training in formal logic can reasonably be expected to improve

decision-making performance.

Philosophers have not been in agreement on the first

question. Henle (1962) points out that some of the 19th century

writers (e.g., Boole, 1854; Kant, 1885; Mill, 1874) viewed logic

as the science of the laws of thought. ,Some more recent writers

(e.g., Cohen, 1944; Rusell, 1904; Schiller, 1930) have treated

logic as something quite independent of thought processes and to

reject the notion that thinking necessarily conforms to logical

principles.* A middle-of-thd-road view is that thinking sometimes

conforms to logical. principles -- especially when one's explicit

purpose is to reason carefully and deductively- -and sometimes

does not.

*A cynic might assert that few arguments are won or lost on

logical grounds. Certainly, the alogical strategems that can
be applied to arguments are numerous, and perhaps are better

learned in the course of normal development than are the rules

of inference. The disputatious reader who feels his arsenal

of such strategems is deficient is referred to Schopenhauer
(no date) who provides a veritable cornicopia.of them.
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Whether or not thinking is logical may be difficult to
determine empirically in any particular case, because the steps
by which one arrives at a conclusion usually are not available
for observation. As Mill (1874) points out, since "the premises
are seldom formAly set out,... it is almost always to a certain
degree optional in what- manner the suppressed link shall be filled
up... (A person] has it almost always in his power to 'Make his
syllogism good'by introducing a false premise; and hence it is
scarcely ever possible decidely to affirm that any argument involves
a bad syllogism" (p. 560; from Henle, 1962).

Individuals undoubtedly differ greatly in their ability to
think logically, and any charaCterization of human strengths and
weaknesses in this regard is bound to be only partially correct.
There are many ways in which reasoning can be illogical, however,
and it is not unreasonable to ask whether some of the many possiblie
evidences of fallibility are appreciably more common ,.han others.
Several ways in which human reasoning does seem to depart from the
ranks of logic have been discussed by Henle (1962). These include:
failure to distinguish between thefactual truth of ,a conclusion
and the logical validity of the argument on which it is based;
restatement of a premise or a conclusion, which may have the
effect of preserving a logically valid. form, while changing the
substance of the argument; the omission of premises from an argument,
or the addition of spurious premises. The fallacy'of the "undis-
tributed middle" is one that has long been recognized as
particularly bothersome, and involves the assignment of different
meanings to the same term when it appears in different premises.

Another type of logical error that seemg.to be commonly
made involves a misunderstanding of the syllogiOtic form: "If A
then B; A; therefore B," or "If A then B; not 8; therefore not A."
These forms may be perverted either as "If A then B; not A;
therefore not B," or "If A then.B; B; therefore A." Bbth of these
forms are invalid; nevertheless most,readers- will probably recognize
-them as forms that.they have encountered, and perhaps used, in
arguments.

Wason (1974) describes a failure in reasoning that he has
observed that seems to be related to this type of misunderstanding.
Four cards are placed on a table so the subject can see only one
side of each of them. The cards contain retpectively a vowel, a
consonant, an even number and an odd number. The subject is told
,that each card has a letter on one,side and a number on the other,
and is asked which cards would have to be turned over to determine
the truth or falsity of the statement: "If a card has a vowel on
one side, then it has an even number on the other." The majority of
Wason's subjects chose either the card showing the vowel and the
one showing the even number, or just the card showing the vowel.
The correct answer is: the card that shows the vowel and the one
that shows the odd number. Only by finding an odd number behind
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the vowel or a vowel behind the odd number would the statement.be
falsified. The students' choice of'the card with the even number
is

(
a form of the fallacy known as asserting the consequent: "If

A then B; B; therefore A.",

This type of reasoning error occurs With sufficient,-consis-
tency (at least among college students) to have prompted'investi-
gation by several researchers. A completely satisfactory explana- rtion has not yet been forthcoming. Wason seems to favor the view

g that the choice of cards 1.4 made on an intuitive basis and that
thb "reasons" for the choice - which subjects give in response to
the experimenter's inquiries - are really rationalizations., "This
hypothesis is consistent with our crude knowledge.about intuition.
A verdict may occur to a judge before the grounds which support
it have been spelled out; a chess player may "see" a good move-rand
then analyze the continuations which validate it. Such thought
suggests a processing mechanism which operates at different levels"
(p.385).

The last chapter on the topic of the relationship between
logic and thought has not been written. And it cannot be until
much more is knOwn about the workings of the human mind. The /
immediate challenge for training research is to identify ways to
improve the capability of individuals to reason logically, or at
fleast4to recognize and be able to avoid the more common illogical
pitfalls.

ti

8.4 Man as an Intuititatistician

It isequite clear that most individuals couldAanage to get
,through life without e:er explicitly assigning a numerical
probability to an event. Undoubtedly, the vast majocr4ty of people
do so. It seems safe to assume, however, that people do make
judgments of likelihoods, and that these judgments--even though
nonnumeric, and often implicit--condition their behavior. An
individual carries ah umbrella because he thinks there is a good
chance of rain, or buys stock that he expects to appreciate. One
purchases.life insurance before boarding an airplane because one,
in effect, has considered the likelihood that the plane will go
down ddiag thatiflight to be nonnegligible; the fact that he
boards the plane at all is probably evidence that he also considers
that likelihood to be something less than certainty. One chooses
one among three job opportunities, because the chances of success
and advancement are perceived as greater in the case of the selected
job than in that of the others. In short, although most of us do
not attempt to assign numeric probabilities to possible situations
or events, we behave as though our choices had been dictated by
reasoning of the sort: this event is more likely than that, or the
likelihood of this situation is great enough so that I had better
do thus and so in order to be prepared if it should occur.
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A question of some practical interest, therefore, is that of
how effectively such judgments are made. For many situations,
there is no way to answer 'this question objectively. The individ-
ual who selects one job from among'three possibilities because he
considers the likelihood of success to be highest for that case
will never know for certain whether his judgment was correct.
There are also, however, many situations for which the "objective"
probabilities of events are known or can be determined, and we
can at least ask how well people do when asked to estimate
probabilities explicitly in thdse cases. The literature that is
relevant to this question falls fairly naturally into three cate-
gOries. First are the studies that deal with people's ability to
estimate the statistical properties of samples that they are
permitted to observe. Such studies concern relative frequencies
rather than probabilities, but to the degree that our ideasabout
probabilities are based on, or influenced by, percei%,d frequencies
they are germane. Second are some studies that have to do with
the extent to which.people's intuitive notions about the probabil-
ities of events correspond to, or conflict with, the implicatiOns
of the theory of probability as represented in the probability cal-
culus. Third are numerous recent experiments that consider the
specific question of how effectively people function as Bayesian
data aggregators. In this section we will consider briefly the
first of these three categories of studies; in Sections 8.4 and 8.5
we will consider the last two.

People appear to be reasonably good at perceiving proportions,
or the relative frequencies of occurrence, of both sequential and
simultaneous events (Attheave, 1953; Peterson & Beach, 19.67;
Schrenk & Kanarick, 1967; Erlich, 1964; Vlek, 1970) and at esti-
mating the means of number sequences (Beach & Swensson, 1966;
Edwards, 1967)., Inferences'concerning the median or mode of a
skewed distribution (assuming the subject knows the definitions
of these terms) are fairly accurate, and the estimated mean of such
distributions tends tb be biased in the direction of the median
(Peterson & Beach, 1967). One's confidence is one's estimate of
the mean or the variance of a population appears to increase as the
sample size increases (Peterson & Beach, 1967; but see also Pitz,
(1967).

Estimates of the variability of a set of data often tend to
decrease as the mean increases (Hofstatter, 1939; Lathrop, 196/;
Peterson & Beach; 1967). Peterson and Beach (1967) point out that
while the notion that variability is necessarily inversely related
'to the mean is erroneous, it is intuitively compelling. "Think
of the top of a forest. The tree tops seem to form a fairly smooth
surface, considering that the tree may be 60 or 70 feet tall. Now,
look at your desk top. In all probability it is littered with many
objects and if a cloth were thrown over it the surface would seem
very bumpy and variable. The forest top id far more variable than
the surface of your desk, but not relative to the sizes of the
objects being considered" (p. 31). One is led to wonder whether
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the finding that estimated variability tends to decrease with
increasing*mean might be due in part'to failure by the subject
to understand that it is:an estimate of absolute variability that
he is to produce. Relative variability probably often does de-
crease as the mean increases (to cite Peterson and Beach's tree
top example), and without explicit instructions to the contrary it
would not be unreasonable for a subject to suit the terms to the
context, as one does when one speaks both of a small skyscraper
and a large dog.

8.5 Intuitive Probability Theory

How closely do man's intuitions about probabilities corre-
spond to the implications of probability theory? The question
cannot be answered decisively, but a number of pertinent observa-
tions can be made. For example, people often seem to find it
difificult to believe that, the outcome of an event can bt.
independent of what has preceded it. This difficulty is sometimes
manifested in the "gambler's fallacy", (a fallacy, that competent
gamblers probably would not make), one form of which holds that a
run of successes increases the likelihood of a failure, or vice
versa (Cohen & Hansel, 1956). Another example of assumed dependence
among successive events has been noted by Jarvik (1951), who found
that when given a two-alternative prediction task, subjects often
tended to predict the more frequent event after one occurrence of
the less frequent event and to predict the less frequent after two
consecutive occurrences of the more frequent event.

Several experimenters have &land that man does not estimate
the probability of compound events very accurately. In particular,
when assessing the likelihood of the joint occurrence of several
independent events, he tends to produce estimates that are toohigh (Cohen, Chesnick, & Haran, 1972; Fleming, 1970; Slovic, 1969).Conversely, when estimating the probability of disjunctive events--the pro4bility that any one of several specified events will occur--

/ he tends\to produce estimates that are too low (Cohen, Chesnick,
& Haran,` 972; Tversky & Hahneman, 1974). The overestimation oftheproba of conjunctive events is consistent with the ob-servation t at people frequently base judgments of the degree of
correlation between two events on those cases in which the outcomesof interest dd,occur together without giving sufficient considera-
tion to those cases in which they do not (Peterson & Beach, 1967).

What is of more interest than the fact that man's intuitions
sometimes lead to incorrect judgments about event probabilities is
the question of the extent to which the failings of intuition--
at least insofar as they are systematic--are explainable in terms
of identifiable ways in which such judgments are made. In a
recent series of studies, Tvers:cy and Kahneman (1971,.1973, 1974;
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Kahneman & Tversky, 1972, 1973) 'have explored this question t The
general approach in these studies and in those of others whaspave
conducted similar investigations (e.g., Alberoni, 1962; Tund,41964;
Wagenaar, 1970) has been to ask people to estimate the probability
of the occurrence of a hypothetical event, or, perhaps more commonly,
to indicate which of two such events is the more probable. One
might be asked, for example, to indicate which of the two following
sequences of coin tosses is the more likely, HHHHTTTT or HHTHTTHT;
or to indicate which of two hospitals -- .which record approximately
15 and 45 births a day, respectively--would have the largest
frequency of days on which more than 60% of the babies born are
boys.

The results of these studies have revealed a number of ways
in which the answers that people give to such questions depart
systematically from the objective probabilities of t1 events as
inferred from the application of probability mathematics. Tversky
and Kahneman attribute such failures in judment to the heuristic
principles that people often use when attempting to. estimate
probabilities or relative likelihoods.

It will be helpful, before considering some of Tversky and
Kahneman's specific results to digress briefly to consider the
notion of A heuristic principle or procedure. The term "heuristic,"
which comes from the Greek heuriskin, meaning' "serving to dis-,

Icover," appears sporadically in the literature of philosophy and
logic as the name of a branch of study dealing with the methods
of inductive reasoning. It was revived by Poiya (1957) in his
classic treatise on problem solving, and used to connote inductive
and'analogioal reasoning leading to plausible conclusions, as
opposed to the deductive developments of rigorous proofs. In
recent years, computer scientists, and especially researchers in
the area of machine intelligence, have appropriated the term to
connote "a rule of thumb, strategy, trick, simplification, or other
kind of device which drastically limits search for solutions in
large problem spaces" (Feigenbaum & Feldman, 1963, p. 6). In short,
a heuristic principle or procedure, usually referred to simply as a
heuristic, is a means of making an inherently difficult problem more
tractable. The criterion by which a heuristic is measured is its
usefulness. It is important to bear in mind, however, that
heuristics are not expected to lead invariably to correct solutions.
"A 'heuristic programs,' to be considered successful, must work well
on a variety of problems, and may often be excused if it fails on
some (Minsky, 1963, p. 408) .
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8.5.1 Representativeness

Tversk and Kahneman describe two heuristic principles ---
representati eness and availability -which they 'feel account for
many ofthe systematic judmental biases that they and other
investigators have ieserved. According to the representativeneSs
principle, "the subjective probability of an event, or a sample,
is determined by the,degree to which it: (i) is similar in
eSsential gharacteristics to Vts parent population; and (ii)
reflects the salient features of the process by which it is gen-

_yrated" (KahneMan & Tversky, 1972, p. 430). Several examples of
the application of this principle are given; two will suffice for
our purposes, one illustrating each of theSubprinciples.

The importance of the similarity between the judged event
and the parent population is illustrated by the follow2ng question:
"All families of six children in a city were surveyed. In 72
families, the exact order of births of boys and girls was GBGBBG.
What is your estimate of the number of families surveyed in which
the exact order of births was BOMBE?" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972,
p. 432). If the probabilities of male and female births were
exactly equal,,the two birth sequences would be equally probable.
(Apparently, the frequency of male births is slightly higher than
that of female births, so the lattet sequence is slightly more
probable than the former.) About 80% of the subjects (high-school
-students) who were asked this question judged the latter sequence
.

to be less likely than the former; the median estimated number of
families with this birth order was 30. Kahneman and.Tversky
attributed this result to the fact that the two birth Sequences,
while about equally likely, are not equally.representative of
families i the population. The former sequence is more similar
to a larger proportion of the population, both in terms of the,
relative number of girls and boys, and in terms of the length of
runs of births of the same sex.

The second way in which the representativeness heuristic
manifests itself--in sensitivity to the degree to which. an event
refledts the salient features. of the process that generated it --
is illustrated by the tendency of people to consider regdlarities
in small samples to be inconsistent with the assumption that such
samples were generated by a random process. Thus, when people are
asked to produce random sequences such as the results of an imagined
series of coin tosses, they tend to produce fewer long runs than
would a truly random process. Moreover, in judging the randomness,
of small samples, they are, likely to reject as nonrandom many of
the samples that a random process does generate. Kahneman and
Tversky characterize the intuition that produces such judgmental
biases as a belief that a representative sample should represent
the essential characteristics of the parent population, not only
globally, but locall§ in each of its parts. In other words the
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observed behavior is consistent with the belief:that the law'of
large numbers applies to small numbers as well (Tversky & Kahneman,
1971).

The application of this heuristic could lead ?!ne to the sort
of fallacious thin'-ing illustrated by the conclusion that the
probability of finuing more than 600 boys in a random sample of 1000
children is the same as that of finding,more than 60 boys in a random
sample of 100 children. The probability of the latter event is,
bf course, much greater than that of the former, Kahneman and
Tversky ,(1972) showed that people (at least high-school students)
do virtually ignore the effect of sample size when estimating the
probabilities. of random events of this sort. In general, the '

estimates made by Kahneman and Tversky's subjects., when asked to
judge the probability of events that have a binomial distribution, ,

were much mqre appropriate for small samples (e.g., than for
large samples (e.g., 100 or 1D00). In other words, foi large samples,
subjects tended ,to underkstimate grossly the prqPability of high-
pro4bility events 4nd overestimate the probability of low-proba-
bility events, and the magnitude of the miss increased with the
size of the sample.

8.5:2 Availability

The availability principle,' according to Tversky and Kahneman
(1973) is used whenever one bases estimate's oif frequency or prob-
ability on the ease with which instances or associations are
called to mind. For example, when asked to estimate the relative
likelihoods of heart attacks for men and women, one might think of
male and female victims of heart.attack among one's personal acquain-
tances an take the ratio as. an estimate of the relative likelihoods
in the population. Or, if asked to judge which of two letters occurs
the More frequently as the first letter of English words, one might
attempt to think of a few *ords of each class and make the judgment
on the basis of the rapidity with which examples come to mind.

Tversky and Kahneman point out that "availability" is an
ecologically valid cue for the judgment of frequency because, in
general, more frequent events are easier to recall or ima ine than
infrequent ones. However, availability is also affected'13y various
factors, which are unrelated to actual frequency. I the availability
heuristic is applied, then such factors_ will affe the perceived
frequency of classes and the subjective probabili y of events.
Consequently- the use of.the availability heuristic leads to
systematic biases" (1973, p. 209).

As one example of how application of the availability heuristib
can lead to an erroneous judgment, Tversky and Kahneman report the
following experiment. Subjects were asked to estimate the number of
different remember committees that can be formed from a group of 10
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people. The estimates tended to decrease with increasing r forvalues of r between 2 and 8. In particular, subjects typically
judged it to be possible to form many more committees of size,2
than of size' 8, when in, fact the same number is,possible in both'
cases.. (Similar results were obtained when subjects were asked
to estimate the number of different,patteins of r stops that a buscould make while traversing a route with 10 stations between startand finish.) The explanation for this result, according to Tverskyand Kahneman, lies in the fact that committees/of two members are
more readily imagined than those of eight, and, consequently, appeart6 be more numetous.

The major difference between the heuristic principles,of
representativeness and availability, Kahneman and Tversky suggest,
is in the nature of the judgments on which the subjective prob-ability estimates are based. "According to the representativeness
heuristic,one evaluates subjective probability by the degree of
correspondence between the sample and the population, or between
an occurrence and a model. This heuristic, therefore, emphasizesthe generic features, or the connotation, of the event. Accordingto the availability heuristic, on the other hand, subjective
probability is evaluated by the difficulty of retrieval and con-
struction of instances': It focuses, therefore, on, the particular
instances, or the deriotation, of the event. Thus, the represen-
tativeness heuristic is more likely to be employed when events are
characterized in terms of their general properties; whereas, the
avaiaability hepristic is more likely to be employed when events
are more naturally thought of in terms of specific occurrences"
(Kahneman &.Tversky, 1972, p. 452). A feature commqn to both
heuristics is their reliance on mental effort as an indicant of
subjective probability. "It is certainly harder to-imagine an
uncertain prcicess yielding a nonrepresentative outcome than to
imagine the same process yielding a highly representative outcome.
Similarly, the Jess available the instances of an event, the harderit Is to retrieve and construct them" (ibid, p. 452).

8.5.3 A Methodological Consideration

There is a methodological consideration relating to
some of the findings of judgmental biases that deserves more
attention than it has received. This has to do with the possiblerole of language ambiguities. We have already alluded more than onceto the well known fact that the meaning of language is conditioned
by the situation in which it occurs.* To borrow an example from
Dreyfus (1961), "a phrase like 'stay near me' can mean anything from
'press up against me' to 'stand one mile away,' depending uponwhether it is addressed to a child in-- a- -crowd or a fellow astronaut
exploring the moon" (p. 20). Although it seems unlikely that manyof the results that have been mentioned above can be attributed to
the imprecision of language, the possibility that some of them
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may be based, at least in part, on this factor should not 'be

overlooked. The finding .that the estimated variability of a set

of.data tends to decrease as the mean increases was mentioned in

a preceding section as one possible case in point. Tversky and

Kahneman's finding that people judge it to be possible to form a c

larger number of different 2-man.committees than 8-man committees

from a pool of 10 men may be another. There is a way of defining

"different" (e.g., "having no people in common") such that the

judgment would be valid, and before one can take the results as

evidence of faulty intuitions concerningcombinatorics, one must

be certain that none of the'subjects is using such a definition.

Our guess is that language ambiguities will not go far toward

explaining the results obtained by Tversky and Kahneman, but it

seems conceivable that they may have played some role, and some

further research.might be directed toward determining the extent

of that role.

8.5.4. Training and Intuitive PtSbability Theory

We have reviewed these results at some length because this

general line of research strikes us as being not only exceptionally

interesting from a theoretical point of view, but of considerable

practical significance. To the extent that the heuristics that

have been identified are representative of the ways in which people

generally make judgments of likelihood, it is clearly important to

determine those conditions under which they lead to erroneous

judgments and those under which they do not. Tversky and,Kahneman '

have demonstrated that there are at least some situations in which

judgments, that are presumably based on identifiable heuristics,

err in systematic ways. This )toes not, of course, establish that

these heuristicS are, on balance, bad, as they are careful to

point out. What one would like to know is the relative frequency

with which they lead to erroneous decisions in practical real-life

situations. From the point of view of the training of decision

makers the question is how to foster the use of such heuristics in

situations in which they are most likely to be effective, while
discouraging their use in situations in which they are likely to

lead to erroneous judgments. Perhaps at least a small step in

that direction would be to make decision makers explicitly aware

of the nature of.the heuristics that tend to be used in estimating

probabilities, and of the types of- erroneous decisions to which

they'can some, imes lead.
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8.6 Bayesian Inference

Undoubtedly the most widely advocated formal approach to the
application Of incoming data to the evaluation of hypotheses is
the "Bayesian" approach. Because it has attracted so much atten-
tion and has been the focus of so much research, we will consider
it in som' detail.

8.6.1 Bayes Rule

It is necessary to begin with a set of mutually exclusive
and exhaustive hypotheses, Hi, concerning the state of the world.
To each of these hypotheses one must assign .a probability, p(Hi),
that that hypothesis is true. Because these hypotheses are, by
definition, mutually exclusive and xhaustive, it follows that the
a priori probabilities sum to one,

Ep(H.) = 1.
(1)

Inasmuch as the hypotheses that one is considering are likely
6) have different,implications concerning what might be observed
-under specified conditions, it seems intuitively reasonable that
one should be able to increase one's degree of certainty concern-,
ing the truth or falsity of any given hypothesis by making appro-
priate observations. For example, if Hi implies D, and if D is
observed, then the credibility of H1 might reasonably be expected
to be increased. (The truth of Hi is not proved by such an obser-
vation, of course, inasmuch as it does not follow from the fact
that Hi implies D that D implies Hi; as was pointed out in Sec-
"tion 8.3, inferring the truth of Hi from the observation of D
would involve the logical fallacy known as "asserting the con-
sequent.")IfbothH.and H. could lead to D, but the likelihood
of D given H. is greater thaik its likelihood given H., then our
intuitive notions about evidence suggest that the observation of
D should increase our confidence in Hi somethat more than our
confidence in 114. These notions were expressed formally by the
18th Century British minister, Thomas Bayes, in the so-called
"inverse probability theorem"--a theorem or rule that has been
the subject of much'debate.

Bayes rule expresses p(HilD), the probability that Hi is true
given the observation, or datum, D, as a function of p(DIHi), the
probability that D will be observed given-Hi is true, and p(Hi),
the probability that Hi is true as determined prior to the obser-
vation of D. The probability of an observation given a hypothesis,
p(DIH) is usually referred to as a conditional probability; the
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probability'of a hypothesis given an observation, p(4), is usually
called.a posterior probability. Bayes rule defines a procedure for

,using the fact that D has been observed, to adjust one's estimate of
the probability that Hi is true. The rule may be written as

p(HilD)

p(DIHi) p(Hi

n
p(H.)

j=1 %

(2)

where n is the total number of hypotheses in the set. Because
Ep(DIH.) p(H.) = P(D), equation (2) may be simplified ,t0

p(DIHi) p(Hi)
p(HilD)

p (D)

(3)

When a sequence of observations is made, the rule is applied

recu ively, and the value of p(HilD) that is computed as the
resu t of one observation becomes the p(Hi) for the following
compu ation. That is to say, the posterior probabilities result-
ing from one observation become the prior probabilities for the
next one. Thus, equation (3) may be written more appropriately as:

p(DIHi) p
n-1

(H
i
ID)

pn(HilD)

P
n-1

(D)

(4)

where pn(HiID) represents p(HilD) after the nth observation, and
po(HilD) or, more appropriately, po(Hi), is understood to be the
probability of Hi before any observations are made. We will follow
the convention of using subscripts only when they are essential
for clarity.

Bayes rule states, in effect, that if the prior probability
of a hypothesis being true, p(Hi) and the probability of observing
a particular datum given that hypoINgsis is true, p(DIHi) are known
for all i, then the probability that the hypothesis is true given
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that the datum has been observed, p(HilD), can be calculated in
a straightforward way. ,In many decision situations, p(Hi) and
p(DIHi) are not known, and cannot be determined objectively;
therefore, they must be estimated. The significance of the rule
sterns from the assumption, for which there is some evidence that
will be considered later, that people are better at estimating
conditional probabilities, p(DIH), than at estimating posterior
probabilities, p(HID). Obviously, if they were invariably very
good at estimating p(HID) there would be no need to make use of
Bayes rule to calculate this value; it would suffice to have the
decision maker estimate it directly.

8.6.2 Likelihood Ratio

In order totlake use of Bayes rule it is not necessary to
require that an individual estimate probabilities explicitly. An
alternative procedure is to have him judge the ratios of pairs of
conditional probabilities. Such ratios are referred to as
likelihood ratios. The likelihood ratio of D given H1 relative
to D given H2 may be expressed as follows:

p(DIH1)

L
1,2

p(DIH2)

(4)

The.attractiveness of likelihood ratio stems from the fact
that people often find it easier to make the-implied judgment
than to estimate conditional probabilities directly. The type of
judgment that is required in this case is of the sort "Event D
is X times as likely if Hi is true than if Ho is true." Neither
of the conditional probabilities need be spe8ified explicitly.
A disadvantage associated with its use is the fact that a great
many more judgments are required with respect to each observation.

8.6.3 Other Methods for Obtaining Probability Estimates r

Other methods have been used to obtain-probability estimates
without having the subject explicitly produce numerical values.
For chips-in-urn problems, foF example, Peterson and Phillips
(1966) have had subjects adjust markers on a scaled 0-to-1 con-
tinuum so that each interval is equally likely to contain the
true proportion of chips of a specified color. Organist (1964)
developed a simple answer chart which forced &subject to make
his distribution of probabilities over the possible hypotheses
sum to one and also specified what his payoff would be for each
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hypothesis if it were'correct, given theoprobability that he
attached to it. Shuford 1967) describes a computer-controlled
system which presents a subject with a set of hypotheses and
allows him to specify probabilitibs by adjusting the lengths of
lines associated with the hypotheses by pointing at theM with a
light pen. When one line is lengthened or shortened, compensatory
Adjustments are automatically made in the remaining line so that
the probabilities always sum to one. This system also pt vides the
user with information concerning the implications-of his probability
assignments vis-a-vis his payoff, given the truth of any
particular

8761-4Diaptirfidity-TIC-Trata

Intuition suggests that the more dispatate the implidltions
of two hypothesest the more informative data shcSuld b, concerning
which of-the hypotheses is likely to be true. In a Bay-sian
context the informativeness, or "diagnosticity,"of data is defined
in terms of the likelihood ratio. Specifically,, the magnitude of
a likelihood ratio is said to represent the diagnosticityof a
datum with respect to the two particular hypotheses involved. The
more the ratio differs from 1:11'in either direction, the more
informative the datum is with respect to which of the. hypotheses
under consideration is correct, and the more the distribution of
probabilities over'these hypotheses will change as a consequence.,

8.6.5 *Odds

The ratio of two posterior probabilities is referred to as
the posterior "odds" with respect to the associated hypotheses.
The posterior odds of H1 with respect to H2 may be expressed as

p
n

(1:1

1
ID) rp(DIH

I
) p n-1(H1 ID)

Pn(H2ID) (D)

or, equivalently, as

[

p(DIH2
) Pn-1('H21D)

(6)

p(D)

Pn(HlID) p(DIH1
Pn-l(H11E4

Pn(H2ID) P(DIH2) pn.01(H2140)

,69'
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which Is to say that the, posterior odds is, simply the prior odds
multiplied by the likelihood ratio. Letting represent the
odds of Hi with respect to Hi after the nth observation, we may
express the relationship as follows;

Qn;i,j Li,j'%-1;i,A (8)

Obviously
-1QJ . = Q. . (9), 1 1, 3

and
L. . = L. -1 ;13).

3,1 1,3

Often it is clear from the context which of the two terms of
either an odds ratio or a likelihood ratio is to be the numerator
and which the denominator, so the subscripts are omitted and the
expression is written more simply as

Qn LQn-1. ¶11)

It is essential, however, that the same hypothesis, whether H. or H4,
be represented in the same position (numerator or denominatort in
both.ratics.

8.6.6 Applications of Bayes rule in The Two-Hypothesis Case.

To summarize what has been said so far, Bayes rule represents
a procedurefor evaluating hypotheses in situations that have the
following characteristics: (a) the possible states of the world
can be explicitly represented by an exhaustive, and mutually
exclusive set of possibilities; (b) discrete observations may be
made in an effort to find more information about the actual state
of the world; and (c) for the data obtained from each observation,
it must be reasonable to assign a number that represents the
probability that those data would have been obtained, given the
truth of any specific one of the hypothesized states of the world.
In order to get an appreciation ofihow Bayes rule extracts
informati6n from data, it will be helpful to consider some concrete
examples of decision tasks to which the rule might be applied. We
will focus first on the simple case in which the hypothesis set
contains only two alternatives.
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Imagine an urn containingAred and black chips. Suppose twb
hypotheses, H1 and IL), are stated, one and only one of which 1s
true, concerning what proportion'of the chips in the urn are red.
The task is to decide which of these hypotheses is the true one.
Data are obtained by sampling chips one at a time, replacing each
chip after it is-examined. Assume that the'ohips are thoroughly
mixed before each observation and that the probabilii of drawj.ng
a red chip on' a trial is exactly R/R+B, where R is the number of
red chips, and B the number of black chips, in the urn.

Suppose the first hypothesis, Hi, is that 70% of.the chips
are red4 and that the second hypothegis, H2, is that 20% of the
chips are red. Suppose further that the prior probabilities are
equal, that is, p0(H1) = p0(H2) = .5. ,Figure 1 shows how

p(Hi(D) and p(H2JD) change as a result of applying Bares rule to,

the data obtained in the following ten successive observations:
RRBBRRBRRR. Figures 2 and 3 show the odds, and the uncertainty,
in the information theoretic sense of the word, change from ob-
servation to observation. Uncertainty is, of course, a monotone
but nonlinear function of the difference between the probabilities
associated with the two hypothess.

Note that the effect of,..an observation is no necessarily to
decrease the amount of uncertainty concerning whi"611 hypothesis is
true. If the distribution of p(Hi) favors the incorrect hypothesis,
uncertainty is very likely'to ihcrease as a result of observing .1

dataebefore it decreases. Even if the distribution of p(Hi)
favors the correct hypothesis, or weights both hypotheseg equally,
uncertainty maincrease on individual trials. In this case, how-
ever, it will decrease on the average, assuming unbiased sampling.

Another interesting and perhaps counterintuitive observation
concerning figure 1 is the very large effect that the one or two
initial observations can have In our example, the initial
drawing of two successive reds had the result of making one of the
(initially equally likely) hypotheses over twelve times more likely
than the other.

Intuitively, one would expect that the degree of confidence
that one should have that the proportion of reds and blacks in one's
sample reflects the true proportion in the population should depend
on the sample size. That the application of Bayes theorem does not
violate this intuition may be seen by comparing the probability
distribution after the third observation and after the sixth obser-
vation (figure 1). In both cases, red, chips have comprised 67 percent

I
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H1. 70% Red; H2: 20% Red;

P0.(H1)
p0 (H2)

.5

Figure 1. Changes in posterior probabilities,

p(HilD) and p(H2ID) as a result of

the indicated observations of Red and

Black chips
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H1: 70% .ed; H2: 20% Red;

P0(H1) P0(H2) .5

Figure 2. Changes in odds, 521, as a result of the

indicated observations of Red and Black chips
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Figure 3. Changes in uncertainty concerning hypotheses

as a result of the indicated observations of

Red and Black chips
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of the sample; however, the uncertainty'is less following the.,sixth

observation than followirig the third, reflecting the fact that the

sample size was larger in the former case.

Figure 4 shows how the probabilities change over the course

of ten observations in/which reds and blacks occur, with the same

frequency but in a different order. In particular, the first two
observations in this case produced blacks, and the second two, reds.
$5 bservations 5 through 10 are assumed to be the same as in the

original example. Note that by the end of the fourth trial, the

proportion of red and black draws was the same its poth examples;'

consequently, the probability distributions are the same at this

point and thereafter. This illustrates the fact that the Bayesian

calculation of p(H11D) is Pah-independent, in the sense that the
effect'of an observation is strictly dependent on the-Current value

of-p(H.), and independent of the particular sequence of observations

on which that value is based. The calculation is also ,ndependent

of the number of observations on which the current value of p(Hi)

is based. Note that, this point is different from the one made above
concerning the effect of sample size.on uncertainty. The point

that was made above was that the probability that ,a given proportion

of reds in;one's sample accurately reflects the proportion in the
population'tincreases with sample size. The Point here is that the
effect,that an observation will have is independent of how
P(Hi) got to be whateverit is.

4

Figures 5, 6 and 7 illustrate' the effects of setting

the initial values of p(H1) and p(1-1,.0. to something other than .5.

The sequence cef draws is identical to that in figure 1, and cOng-

sistent with what might be expected if the true hypothesis were H1.

In each figure, one curve shows the effect of&these observations
given that pn(H.1) = .8; another shows the effect given that pri(Hi

Initial

)

J-2.2, and th6 tftirdlrepresent6 p(H,).= .5. The main thing t61,

notice is that the effect of an nitial incorredt bias is larqfly
.44

nulled out by relatively few observations. This point is frequently

made by proponents of Bayesian information processing systems in

response to the observation that a,priori probabilities are some-.1.

times difficult to assign on anything other than an arbitrary basis.

A fact that usually is not pointed out is illustrated in figure 7:

changing the distribUtion of a priori probabilities shifts th
function relating log odds to data by a constant.

8.6.7 Expected Effects of Observations on Hypotheses

In the foregoing examples of the application of Bayes
have considered how probabilities may chage as a result of a
sequence of specific observations. It has been apparent from these
examples that the effect of an observation sometimes is to increase
the probability associated with the true hypothesis and sometimes to

decrease it. On the average, however, we expect the probabili4ty
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O PC Hi ID)

P( Hz ID)

0

3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 11

OBSERVATION NUMBER

B R R R R BR R R
DATUM

O 25 50 60 67 59 62 67 70
PERCENT OF REDS IN SAMPLE

H1: 70% Red; H2: 20% Rea;

p0 (H1) = p0 (H2) = .5

Figure 4. Changes in posterior probabilities, p(H1ID)

and p(H2ID) asa result of the indicated

observations'of Red and Black chips

(Note that the results of the observations
are the same as in figure 1 except that the
first four produce a different ordering of
Reds and Blacks.)
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F0),(H1)...90

o P(N1) -.50
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4 5 6 10 11

OBSERVATION NUMBER' __

R R B B R R B R R R

DATUM

100 100 67 50 . 60 67 59 62 67 .70
PERCENT OF REDS IN SAMPLE

H1: 70% Red; H2:_20$

4

Figure 5. Effects of indicated observations on

p(HilD) for different values of p0 (11)
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HI: 70% Red,; H2: 20% Red

a

Figure 6. Effects of indicated observations on odds,

511,2 for different initial values of p(H
1

)
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Figure 7. Effects of indicated observations on

uncertainty flaNdifferent initial valles
of p(Hi)
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associated with the true hypothesis to increase with each observa-
tion, and that associated with a false hypothesis to decrease, as-
suming an unbiased sampling of the data. We turn now to a con-
sideration of how p(HilD) can be expected to change, on the average,
as aresult of applying Bayes rule, if chips are drawn from an urn
that contains reds and blacks in the proportion indicated by a
specified hypohesis, say H ..

It will facilitate the discpssion to begin by considering all
possible outcomes of a specific experiment. Figure 8 shows all
possible effects of four observations on p(HilD), in the case of
)our example of 111:' 70% ft, H2: 20% R, 'arid p(Hi) =.5. Each node
in the graph reptesents one possible value of p(1111D) after the
number of observations indicated on the abscissa; no values are
Possible other than those represented by nodes, (By rotating the
gAph in figure 8 about a horizontal axis passing trough the .5
pointlon the ordinate, one would produce the,graph of p(H21D);
which is to say,each of'the points in the graph ofp(H21D) it the
complement of a,point in the graph of p(H1D).) In general; after
N observations, p(HilD) will have one of N-4-1tkossible values. After
two observations, for example, p(HilD) will have one of the, three values
.925, .568, or .123. The number above each node indicates the.
number of ways to arrive at that node. There are three ways, for
example; to arrive at the node at p(HilD) = .821, N = 3: RRB, RBR
and BRR. The set of numbers associates with a given value of N
will be recognized as the coefficients of the terms of the expansion
of (a+b), the so-called "binomial coefficients." In our appli-
cation, each of these coefficidnts, which may be written as (g),
represents the number of ways that N ekrents can be composed,
of in events of one type and N-m. of another. The events of interest
in our case are draWs of chips from an urn, 'and tie two types'
are draws-of red and black chips, respectively. The sum of these
coefficients for given N,

E IT=
2)

m =0

represents the number of uniquely ordered sequences of reds and 4

blacks t5at'can result from NStays. Inasmuch as the effect of )
applying Bayes rule to a sequencecrf data is insensitive to .the
order in which the data are considered, it is convenient to tqink
of all sequences having the samd canbination of reds and blacks.

. as the same outcome, irrespecti yl. of the order in which.the reds-
and)placks have occurred. Thus;"'t'he effective number 9f possible
outcomes of N 'draws is N-1-1 rather Johan 2N

Figure showk the graph of possible oat omes for our
hypothetical "experiment as they peTEalff-E6 p(HilD). By the

93
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ra.

All possible values of p(HIID)
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after N observations
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algebra of expectation, the expected, or mean value of p(HlID)
after N draws is the weighted sum of all_possible values, 6ach
value being weighted by its probability of occurrence. In terms
Of figure 8, the expected value of p(H1ID) after N draws may'be
found by multiplying the product of the value of each node above.
N on the abscissa by the probability\qf arriving at that node,
and summing over the products.

Suppose that the probability that an observation will yield
a red chip (solid lines) is q, and the probability that, it will
yield a black one (dotted lines) .ig 17q. The probability of
arriving at a given node in the graph, via a particular path, is
the product of the probabilities associated with the links in that
path. The probability of arriving at a given node, irrespective
of the path, is thp sum of.the probabilities associated wlth all
po'ssible paths to that node. But every path leading to a common
node has exactly the sate probability of being.traverset.., because
each is composed of the same combination of R and B links. 'So,
the easy way to calculate the prdbability,of arriving at a node
is to take the product of the probability of traversing any spe-
cific path to that node and the number of path leading to that node.
Figure 9 shows expressions for these probabilities for each
of the nodes in our sample graph. In general, the probability of
arriving at a given node via a specific path composed of'm R ljnks
and N-m ,B'links, is given by

qm(1-q)N-m

and the probability of arriving at a node via any such path by

TrNm (g)in:(1-q)N-m
(13)

The expected value of p(HilD) after N observations, then,
N, is given by

E [pm(HilD)
N

EPN,mE Tr i4,rn
(14)

where P represents the posterior probability of Hi after N
observaEiRns, m of which have yielded red chips.

e
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The following iterative formula can be used to compute fl :

(N,m)q
7TN,m+1 (m+1) (1-q) N,m

where

= (1,q)N,

and computation can be,simplified by taking logarithms:

4

where

and,

=log log x + log TrN,m7rN,m+1

AN-m).(q)
x (+1) (1.-q)

log Tr
N,0 = N log (1-0.-" (19)

The value of q in equation (13) id ends, pf course, on which
of theypotheses under consideration appens to be true. The -

expectatio4 can be computed, however, for each of the possibilities.
The general expression may be written as follows:

E {pm (Hid Hi

'

]is true
N

. m=0

m (
(I:1)p(RIH.)11mp(B1 (20)14,m,

1

I
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Figure 9'. Graph illustrating,the'computetion of expected
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I (The expression above each node.represents,e.
.

.the probability of arriving'at that npde, given
q is the probability of drawing a red chips The..0- it expected value of the posterior probability
following N observations is the sum of the values
ofthe nodes above .N, each weighted by its

1 "drrival" probability.
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Q Agure IN shows E[p
N (H.ID)] for'our example (H1. 70% red,

HH2: 20% red), given Hi is true (top cjirve) and given H. is not trde

( bottom curve): The top curve shows the expected growth of
p(H1ID) wheh H1 is true antrof,p(H2ID) when H2 is true.' tonversely,
the bottom curve represen the expected decline of p(ailD) when
H2.is true and of p(H2ID) tw Zen Hi is t rue. Thus, in theotWo-

c.......,,

alteuative case,
.

H true
..

= E fp(H2ID)1H2 is true] . (21)
4

I

. ,/'

-To compute the. expected uncertainty following N olservations,
one must compute the uncertainty associated-with each of,:the possible
outcomes of the observatipns, and then take a weighted average of
the'se.uncertainties, th e-weights bging the Kobabiltities of,occur-
rence of the specific outcomes, The untertainty associated with a -

specific outcome, says the outcome N' observations yielding m red
chips, 'is giVien by ,

\ b..h.
t = - E P. lo P.

uN,m -

i=1
i;N,m /.

g
2 i. N,m

r

where h)is the number of hypotheses un er consideration and P
is the probability associated with the 3. h hypothesis after
.N observations yielding m red chips. The expected uncertainty
after'N observations, then, is obtained by weighting each UN4m
by its probability of occurrence, and summing over all
possibleoutcomes. Thus,' 7

MN) 711;0 ir N uti,m
,

(23)

.where JrN,m is4deffhed as before. Again, inasmuch es the value

of q in)equation'(13) depends on which hypothesis is true, the
general expression for E(U

N
) conditional up6n which hypothesis

is true may be written
1

.

is true) r/11 -p(k1Hi/D-CBIHJ)N-mUN,mb (24)
m=0

(22).

E(U
N
IH.

r.

-85
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. The computatiOn of expected'unCertainty,relatesito figLe 8

i1 the folloWing wayy. Imagine that` such an outcome graph, were
developed for each of the hypotheses under considetation7 con- .

# ditional upon the truth of a.specified hypothesis.,: The value of
Um is found by sumbing...-p Iogip across grgphO,for given N,m,

.I.the values of-p being the values of the nqdes on the g?aphs
-(. (equation 22). The value of E(Um) is thep obtained by weighting

each of .these sums by the probability of arriving at node N,m, .

given the truth of the specified' hypothesis, and summing over m,
(equation 23). Figure 11 shows how th6 expedted uncertainty, con-
cerning which of the two hypotheses is true changes as a re'Sult of

. observations in the case of our example.(HI: 70% red, H2: 20% red)', i

given the.truth of each hypothesis in turn. m.
.

, .

,

The 'examples that. we have been considering 14p all converged-
,rather quicklY to a state of. relatively low, unce tainty. This was
due to the fact that H1 -.pd H2 were quite disparate. But suppose
'l and Ho were simi1 n4r with reispect to their for

a data. Sdppose, for example, that we-let H1 be the Sa as before
(that is, that 70% of the chips are red) afid H2 be the\4hypothesis
that 60% of the,chips are'red. Again, setting the initial.proba- ,

4Iities equal t9 .5 and, assuming the same sequence of observations
as indicates in figure 1, figures 12 and 13 show the effects of
these Observations on the distribution of probabilities over the
two hypotheses, and on unoertainty. Figures 14--ana 15 show _the ,

expected effects of data on posterior probabilities and uncertainty
fdr this case, Obviously, the ekpected!effectsiof observations
are much smaller--the data have less di'agnostic impacto-uten the,
hypotheSes are-similar thn when they are very different. Or, to
say the same thing in other words, asjarger sample is needed to
.produce th _same degree of certainty %ith respect to which hypo-.
thesis is-t ue. This illustrates tie intuitively compelling idea
that the smaller't the differences between two statistical distribu-
tions, the closer one must examineithem to tell which is whip.,
Continued sampling will eventually make the probabikities diverge
and the uncertainty decrease, assuming, of course, that the samp-
ling is random %rid one of the hypotheses is in fact true. Figures
16 an617 show the eicpected qanges.inp(Hi[D) and uncertainty
over the course of 200 observations, giy.en H1: 7Q'% red, Ho: 60% fed,
pn(H.) = .5j../ Two hpndred observations would noti on the Average,
,r6du6e the uncertaihty in this case 1M the.amount that ten ob-
servations would reduce it,,given-the more disparate hypotheses,

,
-1

H
1

: 70% red and H2: 20% Fed.
.

Table 2 (page 95) shows, for various combinations of H and Ho,
the expected posterior probabiAty of Hi.after ten observations, given
that chips are, sampled from an ur41 containing reds and flecks in,
.theproportionsspegifiedbyHi ,And.assuming$OH1) = p0(H2) = .5.

87
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2

: 60% Red;"
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Figure 12.! Ch'afiges in.posterior probabilities,)(H1lD)
-

0- and p0121D), as a result of the indicated,

observations of Red and Black chips
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TABLE 2. SENS*IVITYOF,BAYESIAN/ANALYSI8:

.---

4 a

. /

Percentage of Rdds accbrding. tc H
2

00
I
10

i

20

0
30

1
40
.."

50

)60

70

-80

90

100

00 10 20 30 40 50 60 "_70 80

.50

'..74

, .90

.97

.99

1.00

1.60

1.00

1.00

1.00

.74'

.50

.59

.72

.83
.

.90

25
:98

.99

1.00

1.00

.90,,

.59

.50

.56

.67

.71

.87

.94
/,

.97

.99

1.00

.97

.72

.56

.50

.55

.66

.77

-.87

.94

.98

1.00

.99

.83

.67

..55

.50

.55

.65

.77

.87

.95

1.00

.1.00 1.00

\ .90 :95

.79 .87

.66 .77

- .35' 265

.50 s.55

,55 , .50

.66 .55

.79 ..67

.90 .83

1.00 .99

Att

1.06

.98

404

.87

..7.7

.66'

.55

.56

-56

'.72'

.97

1.00

-.99

.97

. .94

%.,87

.79

.67

:56

.50

.59

.90

90 100

LOD .1.00

iroo

.99 1.,00

.*8 1:00

.64. 1.00

.9Q,. 1.0

.83 9 .

.72 .97 -

.59 .90

.50 .74

.74. .50

Cells represent e*pected values of posterior probabilities
associated with correct hypothesis after 10 dr4ws ftom (either)
one of the urns.

4
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There are several things to notice about this. table. First,'it ,represents the expected value of the prpbability associated withthetrue hypothesis, so it.represents p(H11D) if data are sampled.from41Urn for which H-rig'true, and p(H21D) if the sample istaken. from an urn for which H2 is' true. A second thing to noticeabout the table is the fact that it is symmetric about the minordiagonal. Thus, for example, the probability associated with,thetrue hypothesis is'the sae for H1: x'90- red, H2: y% red-as forH1: y% red, H2: x%, red.,. This is a trivial point, and simply
indicatesAhat the' expected effect of a gequence of observations .is sttia:lY a function of the.diagnoticity of data and is inde-l'" pendent which hypothesieis which: Third, except when one of thehypotheses is extreme (say, hypothesizes that 10% or less, or 90%or morei,ofhe chips,are'of one color) , the expegted impact qtdata is largely a function of the' differedce between the hypo,Ehe-.sized percentages and relatively independent of their a' solutemagnitudes. r .-

,It' was pointed out above that for various combi nations of H1and 5.H2, .the 'first one or two observtions can'have a remarkably.large effect. HOwmuch effect, they will have depends, how6rer,
on what those observations are and'on the disparity between H1and 42. This point is illustrated by figure 18. The figure shows
the probability of H1,'. giVen a single'observation that yield's a

"''red chip. In all cases,, it is assumed that the hypotheses wereequally probable before the observation. Note that if the hypotheses
are disparate, for example, '111: 90% red and H2: 10% red,' or Hi: 10%red a'nd,H2i 90% red, a,single obgervation will change the proba-
bilities associated with Hl and, H2 from .5 and .5 to .9 and .1,or to .1 and .9. On the other hand, if the initial probabilities
are very close, say.5 and.6, a single..obsery Lion will changethem very little.

.

8.6.8 The Symmetrical Two-Hypothesis Case

1)

A

A two-hypothesis'case of special interest is thatfor whichone of.two possible observations has the same probability givenone hypothelsis.as does the other observation given the other
hypothesis.% That is, we ,are concerned with the situation in whichp(D

q 1 0
) = p(D.IH

2 equivalently,,in4wiriCh p(Dapil) = 1-pADulH2).
This ig sometimes referred to as the "symmetricalq.case, reflectingthe fact that one of-the two possible observations

prov,ides exactlyas much stipport for one of the hypotheses as does the other obser-vation for the other hypothesis: This situation holds in thechips-in-urn context when both hypotheses involve the same pro-portional plit of chips of different colors, but one identifies
red chips, and the other black-chips, as being the more numerous.

4,
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The hypOihesis pair H1: 70% R, 39%-B; Hi: 30% R, 70%B satisfies
this condition, for example; whereas thp pair Hy 70% R, B;

.H 20% R, 80% B does not.
2'

.-
The sSrmmetrical case is of special interest because of the .

fact that,t1le effect of a series of observations .on the odds/favor-
Eng one hypothesis over other can be calculated in a trivially
simple way. If Stn represents the odds prior to the obserliations
of interest, and t represents the, likelihood ratio, then '

g = Lgdd 0
(25)

"where d represents the difference between the number of observa-
-tions of D -(say, red chips) andbf'Dol (say, black chips),-an-d---
gA represents the odds following the observations. Note that the
size of the eaiple--the number of observations--does no enter into
this, calculation'. Suppose," for example, that go = 1,and L =
(as would be the case if p(RIH1) = .75 and p(RIH1) = .25, and the-..
odds likelih od ratio were expressed Hi relative to H1), then,
given a sequence of observ$tions'yielaing tour more red chips
than black chi. s, theo.postetior,odds would be

rf-
Y 4

g = 34!1 = 81,
4 '

(26).

and the same result would hold whether the difference of four was
obtained from a sample containing 8 reds and 4 blacks,or one con-

,

taining 100 reds and 9.6 blacks.

The exclithive dependence of Std on d follows directly from
the fact that the likelihood ratio for one of the two possible ob-
servations is the reciprocal of that for the other observation.
Recall from egwation -(11) that the posterior odds following a
single observatiop, is simply the prior odds multiplied bythe

4 likelihood ratio associated with the observation

SZn L%-1. (11)

'Recall, too, however, that the likelihood ratio is conditional on
the observation. Thus, if Da is observed,

.p(Dally
L

p(D I.H )

ct 2

'whereas if U is obServed,

p(D IH )

1L
TTIET-JH )

,s0 2

98

(27)

(28)
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Letting La represent the likelihood ratio when Da is observed,
,

and Lo,the 1ikelihood ratio when Do is observed, we may represent
the effect 6W a bpecific sequence of observations, say
D
aDcc 0

1 5 D'D D
4

, on tht odds as ..Bcc
Lsl

11.
= /L

cc
Stn_ (29)

,.: f3 6
-

.

In the symmetrical case, however,

1= r
a \a,

) (30)

so the effect of the same specific sequence of obsetvations may',,be written as

-
St = L4 L. = L 2

SIn a a
2

SI

n-6 a n-6.

and in general

a = L n
d

n a n-k

c2

where d is the number of observations of Da minus the
,observations of DB. But, inasmuch as neither n nor k
the calculation, we may express S/ as a function of d,
the expression as in equation a5) .

(31)

(32)

number of
is used in
and write

We see then that in the symmetrical case, the odds increase
exponentially with the difference between the number of observa-

w
l

tiqns of the one type and that of the other type that have beenyobtained. Figure 19 'shows how the' rate of growth of function
.14-r

depends on the disparity between the conditional probabilities, or, i

equivalently, on the size of the likelihood ratio. Figure 20
shows how the size of the difference that is 4equired to realize

h

a given odds varies with the fargeY of the probabilitiof which the likelihood ratio is'comprised.
typically tend to be conservative Bayesians ie finding that peopl

n their use of data
to revise theirestimates of the likelihoods of thefpossible statesof the world suggests that many people would find the relationships

I

that are shown in the'se figures to be counterintuitive. The fact, ,/ '

\.
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for example, that with conditional probabilitkds of p(D 1H1) = .7 .,'

andvp(Da1H2) = ,3, a sample that containp three more obaervations of
Da than of Do will favor H1 over H2 by a factor of More than 10 .
Taybe surprising; as may t'he fact that with a difference of six,
the odds are,greater. than 100 to 1. - ,

/ -
.

Another, aspect of the symmetrical case that some readers may
find counterintuitive is the fact that the total effect Of a series
of observations on the .odds depends only on the difference between

ofthe number ofobservations of the two types and is independent
,

the total number of observations-made. Both intuition'and statis
tical training suggest that one's confidence in any inference that
is to be drawn from the properties 'of a sample should,increase with

It
the2saMple.size. The apparent parado is resolved by a recognition
of the fact that,' except under the hypothesis that each observation
is equally likely, th4 absolute difference (thOligh not uhe relative
difference) between the frequelicies of occurrence of the two types

of observation is expected to increase-with sample size. Speci-'
fically, if H: x% R, (1-4x)% B is true, the difference betWeen the
number of Rs and 1th in'a sample of size N should be (2x-1)N, on 1'

the average. 1

Consider, .for example, the symmetrical hypotheses H 70% R,
1.

30% B and H2: 30 %'R, 703 B. If H
1

were true, samples of ten draws
would be expected to produce four more'reds thhn blacks on the'
average; and the odds following a ten-draw sample wit1r foUr more-
reds than blacks .would be'about 30 to 1 in favor of H1. Samples of

100 draws, given should produce 40 more reds than blacks, on
the average, a.difference that would. drive the odds to more than/
523 trillion to 1. Thus, the odds dp ,tend to increase with sample
size because.d tends to increase with sample siKe. A sample of
100 draws that produced four mare reds than blacks would be quite

unlikely if H1 were true, and thus would not constitute strong
evidence in favor of that hypothesis. It would be even less
likely,,however, if H2'were true, so it does constitute some
evidence for H1,,but only as mu h as one would expect to obtain
from a much smaller sample. Ta le 3 shows the odds favoring H1,
giyen various combinations of p( 1H1) and p(D1112,) and several

values of d. !

8.6.9 The Several-HypothesiS' ease

So far, the examples that we have considered to llustrate
the fuse of Bayes rule have involved only two hypothes s. We turn
now to consideration of a few cases in which there ar more than
two hypotheses. Figure 21 illustrates a. case in which 1,
and H1 represent, respectively,. the hypotheses that the percentage
of red chips in the urn is 90, 70 and 50, and shows how the pos-
terior probabilities associated with these hypotheses would change

102
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T ABLE,3. ODDS FAYPRING H
1
GIVEN THE INDICATED VALUES OF

.

p(DIH
2
) AND d. ti

t is

p(Dly p(DIR ) L
-4

I . 2 4

d

8 16 32

..55 .45 1.22 1,2E0 1.5E0 2.2E0 )4.9E0 2.4E1 .5.8E2

.60 x.40 1.50. 1.5E0 2.3E0 '5.1ED 2.6E1 6.6E2 4.3E5

/65 .35 1.85 1.9E0 3.4E0 1.2E1 1.4E2 1.9E4 3.5E8

.70 .30 2.33 2.3E0 5.4E0 3.0E1 8.8E2 7.7E5 6.0E11

.75 .25 3.00 5.0E0 9:0E0 8.1E1 6-.6E3 4.3E6 1.9E15

.80 .20 400' 4.0E0 1.6E1 2.6E2 6.6E4 4.3E9 1.8E19

%85 ./15 5.67 57E0 3.2E1 1.0E30 1.1E6 11E12 1.3E24

.90 .10 9.00 9.0E0 8.1E1 6%6E3,, 4.3E7 1.9E15 3.4E30

". 95 .05 19.00 1.9E1 3.6E2 1.3E5 1.7E10 2..9E20 8.3E40
.t.

,

,...'..
. \,..

.

All odds vanes are rounded to two significant digits and express
in exponential form. To obtain the approximate value of R, multiply
the number to the left of the E by ten raised to the power indicated
by the number to the right of the E. For example, 4.3E7 = 4.3 x 107)-
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as a result of the, indicated sequence of observations, giveh p
0
(H.)

1
--77 .333. Figure 22 shows the change in uncertainty concerning
which hypothesis is.correct as a result of the same sequence of
observations.

, When only two hypotheses4are under consideration, there is 1/
only one odds ratio (or its reciprocal) that can be expressed.
The iiambe'r of odds ratios that can be expressed grows rapidly,
however, as the number_ of hypotheses is increased beyond two. In

general, given N hypotheses; there arerfl or N(N-1)/2 odds.that

can be expresSed considering only pairs of hypotheses. Thus in the
three-hypothesis case we might consider Q

1,2
, 2

1,3-or Q2)3' each

of which is shown infigure 23 for our example.

It may be of interest to consider lother than pairwise odds
ratiosin the several-altdrnative case,, however. Given five t

hy?)otheses,.for example, one might wish o consider the odds pf
H1 relative to the combination of H3 and H4, which would be ()b-

eg tamed by taking4the ratio of p(HilD) to the sum Of p/H3ID) and
p(H4rD). It may often be of particular Interest to consider the
odds-of a given hypothesis, Hi relAtive to all the remaining
hypotheses in combination. Such an odds would give the rat of
the probability that.HJ.- is true to the probability that one of
the remaining hypotheses is true, i.e., that Hi is false. We #
might refer to such an odds as the absolute odd^ of Hi and repre-
sent it as f011ows:

p(HilD) p(HilD)
Q.
1,1 E .p (Hj I D) 1-71:7117TUT

(:33)

Figure 24 shows how the indicated ohservations affect the ab-
solute odds of each of the hypotheses ofeour example.

Expected values of posterioi probabilities and of uncertainty
may be calculated in the same way when there Are several hypotheses
as when there are only two. An outcome graph such as those shown
(in figured 8 and 9 could be,used to specify all possible posterior
probabilities for a given hypqthesis, andand their probabilities
of att4inmenton the assumption that a specified hypothesis, H. is
true. The weighted sum of the nodes above a particular value 3
of N,would'represent, as before, 4e expected value, after N obser-
vations, of the posterior probability of Hi, .given that Hi is really
true. Also as before, computation of expected uncertainty involves
summing over both i and, m, for given N. Inasmuch as it is possible
tocomputearlexpectationpfp(Hi HD) given that HI is true for all
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Figure 22. Changes ikuncertainty as a result of
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possible combinat ons of values of i and j, the numbek of outoome
graphs that coul be of interest increases with the square of the
number of hypot ses under ,consideration.,

Table 4 shows the expected values of p,/(1.1i1D) and Um, 6r
N = 1,2, ...ro, given that Hj is true for all com4anations"of
and j in the case of our example (H1: 90% redr,H2: 70% red, v! 50%
red, pn(H4) = .333)., As might be expected, given that Hi rud,
E[p(HiID)T increases most rapidly when i = i;.which is tdo ay, . -
'the expected value of the'prObability associated with the true
hypothesis grows faster thap that of the probability associated
with either false hypothesis. Counter to intuition, however, this
is not a necessary condition. An example will be.considered
presently in which the expected probability associated, with a false
hypothesis grows, for a White, at a greater rate, than does:the
expdcted Rrobability associated with the true hypothesis,, even
when both hypotheses are equally probable a priori. ith coDtinued
sampling, however, the probability of the true hypothesis evbntually
gets larger than that of any of the false hypotheses Another point
of interest 'concerning table 4 is the fact that each of, three
columns of values occurs twice: the second and fourth columns
are tical, as are the third and seventh, and the sixth ancl eighth.
This it ustratep the following relationship:

Efp(HilD)Iiii is true] = Efp(Hi(D))Hi is true], (34)1

that is, the expected posterior probability of Hi, given that H4
is true, is the same as the expected posterior probability of ,J

giyen that .Hi is true. This ,relationship holds in general, and
independenly of the number of hypotheses under consideration.

-As in the two-alternative case; th9 rate et which the expected
values of the posterior probabilities approach pne or zero--and,
consequently, the rate at which uncertainty is expeqIed to decrease--
depends on the disParity-amonc the hypotheses. The point is illus-
trated in table 5, which shoes all values of Eflpicl(Hi(D)1H-C4.'
true] for two sets of hypotheSes: H1, H2 and H3,:,-50,-70 and 501%
red, and'ISO,' 60 and 30% red'. The table' also shows the expected',
uncertainty after ten observations, E(U101,concerning which
hypothesis is trqe, as a function of which hypothesis actually is
true.

Table.6 shows E (1310(Hil'D)N is true] and E(U101Hj is truer
for two sets of five hypotheses. his table illustrates some of the
same points as does table 4. The rate at which the,probabilities
change from their original values, and the rate at which uncertainty,
decreases depend on the disparity among the hypotheses. The value
of Efp(HillioXpj is' true] is always equal to that of Elp(HjID)IHi
is true] , whicn is seen by t e fact that each array, if considered
as a matrix, is equaleto its/ transpose.
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,/TABLE 4. EXPECTED VALUA OF POSTERIOR PRQBABILITIES, AND

: UNCERTAINTY (IN BITS), GIVEN THAT CHIPS ARE SAMPLED

FROM THE URN FOR WHICH-THE'INDICATED HYPOTHESIS

IS TRUE.

4.

H
1

'Hue Hypothlli5

H2 H
3

Hypothesis-for which Expectation Computed

H
1

H
2

H
3

t(U) H1* H
2

H
3

1E(U)
1

H
2

H
3

1 .397 .333 :270 J.53 .333 .333 .333 1.49 .270 .333 .397

0 2 .453 .327 .220 1.44 '.327 .338 .33.4 1.41 .220 .334 .446

4)
ro

3 .501 .319 .18U 1.35. .319 .347 .334 1.36 .180 .334 .486

w
tt)

4

5

.542

.577

.310

.300

.149

.123

1'.26

1.18

.310

.300

.358

.370

.332

.330

1.32

1.28

.149

.123

.332 .51'9

.547.4 ,.330

0 6 .607 .291 .102 1.10 .291 .383 .326 1.25 .102 .326.--472
0 634 .281 .084 1.03 .2'81 .396 ..322 1.22 .084 .322 .593

(11 8 .658. .272 .070 .0.96 .272 .411 .318 1.19 .070 .318 ,.612

V 9 .680 .263 .058 0.90. .262 .425 .312 1.17 .058 :312 .630

10 .699 .253 0.48 0.85 .253 .440 .307 1.14 .048 .307 .645

4c

I

E(U)

1.45

1.35

1.26'

1.19

1.12

1.06

1.00

0.9,5

O.91

0.87

H1: % red, H2: 70% red, H3: '50% red; p0 (Hi) = .333.

(No e: expected uncertainty, E(U),.is not the same as the

uncertainty calculated from the Axpected posterior probabilities.
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TABLE 5. IE[p
10

(H.ID)1H, PS TRUE] FOR ALL COMBINATIONS OF
3.2,. j

t and j'AND'THE TWO INDICATED HYPOTHESIS SETS.

H
1

: 90 %, Red, H
2

: 70% -Red,' H3: 50% Repl

1 2 - 3

1 - .99/ .254 - .048

i 2 .253 .440 .307

3 .048 .3b7 .645

E(U)
(in bits)

0.85 1.14 0.87

H1: 90% Red, H2: 60% Red, H3: 30% Red

-
1

)
:2 .

, 4
,

1 .824 .171 .005

le

1
i 2 .171 .603

.

.226

3 .005 .226 .769

E (U) 0.48 0.86 0.55

(in bits)

In both cases p0(Hi) = .333.
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TABLE 6. E[p10(HilD)(H IS TRUE) FOR TWO FIVE-HYPOTHESIS SETS.

H
1
- 7 boo, 80, 70, 60, 50% Red, respectively

1 ' 2 3 c 4 5

1 .475 .282 .148 .068 :.026L

2 .282
c

.271 .216 .146 .085

i a .148 .216 .2391 .221 . .176
4,

4 .068 .146 .221 .273 .292

/5 .026 .085 .176 .292 y .421

E(U)
(in bits)

1.64 1.90 1.96 1.86 1.67

H
1

-1.1 90,.75, 60; 45, 30% Red, respectively

1 2 3 1 4 5

1 .604 .280 .094 .021 .002

2 .280 .337, .240 .112 .031
i

3 .094 .240 :300 .240 .126

4 .021 .11'2 .240 .323 .304

5 .002 .031 .126 .304 .537

E(U) 1.19
(in bits) ;

1.63' /1.75

In both cases p0(Hi) = ,2.
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For the hypothesis set,represented by the bottom half of
table 6, it is true that the expectation is maximum when i = j,
-which is to say that after ten observations the prObability of
the true hypothesis is always larger than that of any of the false
ones. Note, however, that this property does not characterize the
values for the hypothesis set represented by the top half of the
table.' In particular, given this hypothesis set, the expected
probability of H1 is greater than that of 111 after ten observations,
'even if chips are drawn fiom an urn fir whift 1 is true. Similarly,
E(p (H ID)] is greaterthan E[p.10(HAID)) when'n4 is true. With
contInugd sampling the expected Probability of the true hypothesis
will continue to grow, finally approaching one, whereas that of,
each of the false hypotheses will at some point begin to decrease
and will eventually approach zero. The fact that the expected
value of the probability, of a false hypothesis. is higher at any
time than that of the true hypothesis may be quite counterintuitive,
however. Figure 25 Mows the way in which the expected values;
of each of the posterior probabilities of the example represented
in the top-half of table 6 change over twenty observationt, giVen
that 12 j.sireally true. -Note that p(H2ID) is initially'smaller
than plHilD), but eventually overtakes and surpasses it; with.,
further gampling p(111ID) would continue to increase,, whereas
p(H

1
INt would decreage.

(.

411 A comparisofi of tables 5 and 6 \illustrates several additlional
points. The hypothesis sets represented in table 5 are contained
within those reprebented in table 6.. Considering only those,
hypotheses that are represented in both tables, it may be seen
that the expected posterior probabilities associated with hypotheses
within the smaller set are invariably larger than those associated
with the same hypotheses within the rarger set.. It may alsoi be
seen that the expected amount of,uncertainty remaining after, ten
observations, given the truth of'a specific hypothesig, issgreater
when the hypothesis set contains five alternatives than when it
contains three. Of course, the a priori uncertainty is also
greater in the former case (2.32 bits versus 1.58 bits), so,what
is of greater significance is the fact that'a larger proportion of
the original uncertainty is resolved in the three-alternative case.

0e.
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F'i'gure 25. Expected value of posterior probability of

Hi, given that H2 is true, as a function of
number of observations
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8.6.10 Man as a Bayesian HypOthesis Evaluator

A considerable amount of experimentation has been done tpdetermine how well Bayes rule predicts behavior when an indvi-dual attempts to process probabilistic information in situationslike those illustrated. For example, given the task pfdeciding, on the basis of a sequence of observations, which ofseveral hypotheses about the nature of the source of those ob-
servations is true, how closely will the estimates produced by the
human decision")maker correspond to those produced by the application
of Bayes theorem? Obviously, in situations as highly structured as
those described, it would be of little interest to do such experi-
ments with an individual who linderstood Bayes rule and was permitted
to do the calculations necessary to use it. Sucl a test would do
nothing but demonstrate one's ability to do.arithmet3n. Experi-ments on Bayesian information processing typically Are done with
people who. are not formally aware of Bays rule, or if.they-are,
they are not provided with the time to perform the necessary calcu-lations. It is an interesting question, in this case, whether an
individual's intuitive, or at least informal, notions about evidencewill lead him to adjust his probability estimates in a way similarto that that would result froth an application of Bayes rule. And

. if-the answer to this question is no, it is of interest to determinewhether his performahce deviates from that of Bayes rule in con-.sistent way's.

Perhaps the question that has been of grpatest interest to,and received most attention from, experimenters is whether hypotheses'are more effectively evaluated by having decision makers estimateposterior probabilitiesp(HID), directly upon acquiring-incoming
data, or to have them eNtimate conditional probabilities, p(DIH),`and then to use these estimates to update the posterior probabilitieswith the use of Bayes rule. Much of the evidence favors the con-clusion that hypotheses are evaluated more efficiently when thelatter approach is taken, that is, when humans make estimates ofi-,(DOH) and these estimates are used along with Bayes rule 'Eo cal-culate estimates of p(HID). Although the directional effects ofdata on posterior probability estimates produced by humans are -similar to those on estimates revised in accordance with Bayes rule,the magnitudes of the effects tend to be smaller in the former case.In particular, the posterior probabilities tend to obtain more ex-treme values and to reach asymptote faster when they are calculated. according to Bayes theorem than when they are estimated directlyby humans (Edwards, Lindman, & Phillips, 1965; Howell & Getty, 1968;Kaplan & Newman, 1963; Peterson & DuCharme, 1967; Peterson & Miller,1965; Peterson, Schneider, & Miller, 1965; Phillips & Edwards, 1966.It appears, therefore, that humans tend to extract less informationfrom data than the data contain; they require more evidence thandoes a- Bayesian process to arrive at a given level of certainty
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concepning which of the competing hypotheees is true. That is one
of the findings that has led to the characterization of man as a
"conservative" Bayesian. In other words, men tend to undekestimate
high posterior probabilities and overestimate low ones. A similar,
butless pronounced, tendency is found when men estimate odds
rather than posterior probabilities (PhilliPS & Edwards, 1966).

Slovic and Lichtenstein (1971)refer to the conservatism of
man in his use of probabilistic data as the primary finding of
Bayesian research. They-review three competing explanations of
the result: (1) misperception, or misunderstanding, by the subject
of the process by which the data are generated; (2) inability of

` subjects to aggregate, or put together, the impacts of several
data to produce a single response; and (3) an inability, or un-
willingness, to assign-extreme odds, e.g., odds outside the range
of 1:10 to 10:1. Whether any of 'these explanations is adequate
has yet to be determined.

It was The finding of conservatism that prompted Edwards (1963,
1965) and his colleagues (Edwards, Phillips, Hays, &'Goodman, 1968)
to experiment with probabilistic information-prOcessing systems
that use experts to judge the-likelihoods of the data reaching thesystem, given each hypothesis under.cbnsideration, and machines
to calculate posterior probabilities on the basis of these estimates
,and the data.

.

Not all of the evidehce'that is relevant to the question favors
the conclusion that humans are invariably much better at estimating
p(DIU) than p(HID). Southard, Schum, and Briggs J1964b), for
example, obtained some results that challenge the generality of the
finding that humans tend to underestimate high posterior proba-
bilities, and overestimate low ones. In particular, given a small
hypothesis set and a frequentistic environment, the estimates of
p(HID) produced by humans were' lose to, and sometimes more extreme
than, those produced by Bayesian methods. Other studies, several
from the same laboratory, have also yielded results that question
the validity of the general conclusion that better decisions result
when values'of p(HID) are derived by applying Bayes rule to men's
estimates-of p(DIH) (Schum, Goldstein, & Southard, 1966; Howell, 1967;.Kaplan & Newman, 1966; Southard, Schum, & Briggs,. 1964a). Often
even when evidence of conservatism has beeh,found, 'the degree to
which the human's estimate .of P(HID) has differed from an estimate
produced by Bayes rule has been very slight (Petersen & Phillips,
1966; Schum, Southard, & Wombolt, 1969).

These findings do not'permit one to conclude that estimates
of p.(HID) are never better when derived from estimates of p(D1H)
than when produced directly, but they do call into question the,
opposite notion, namely'that of the invariable suPeriority of the
indirect approach. Moreover, they suggest that the direction that
research should take id that of determining the conditions under
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which each approach is warranted. .Sebum, Goldstein, and
Southard (1966). present some data, for example, that suggest'that
estimates of'p(HID) that are produced directly are more adversely
affected by degradation in'the fidelity of the incoming information
than are those that are derived from estimates of p(DIH).

Another finding that is relevant to the'-,,question of man's
capabilities as a Bayesian hypothesis evaluatOr is that evidence
that tends to confirm a favored hypothesis may be given More
credence than evidence that tends to disconfirm.it (Brpdy, 1965;
Geller & Pitz, 1968; .Pitz, Downing, & Reinhold, 1567; Slovic,
1966). This finding raises the more general question of whether
a vested interest in a decision outcome impairs one':s ability to
evaluate data objectively.' If itis the case, as Bacon (1955)
long ago suggested, that "what a man.had rather were true, that
he more readily believes," at least-one of Savage's basic
rules for the application of decision theory is gerie:ally violated.

The possibility that an individual's.preferences among

k
hypotheses may impair his ability to evalua e them in an unbiased
way is closely related to the findin7 that eople tend to be
reluctant to change a decision once it has been made (see Section
-4.3).

CO

Each of these tendencies--conservatism, partiality, and
pqrseverativeness--has been viewed as a fault, or as, evidence
that'man applies data to thes.valuation of hypotheses in.an
inefficient way. And, in t-context of most laboratory experi-
ments in which it has been observed, itundoubtedly is. These
tendencies may sometimes be less patently unjustifiable outside
the laboratory, however. An insistence on having coppelling
evidence before changing an established opinion may have a
stabilizing effect that is not altogether bad. Many opinions

thatformed slowly over a period of years, and all the factors
that may have contributed to their formation cannot always be
recalled at will. the individual who is quick to change an
opinion every time he encounters an argument that he cannot
immediately refute"may find himself constantly shifting from one
pdsition to another, always a proponent of the view that he last
heard capably expounded.

Hypothesis evaluation has been studied more than most aspects
of decision making in the laboratory. This is due in part to the
existence of a simple prescriptive model (Bayes rule) for per-
forming this task, given an appropriately structured problem, and
in part to the fact that it lends itself to laboratory exploration
more readily than some of the other decision-making functions.
Much has been learned about make's capabilities and limitations
in applying evidence to the resolution of uncertainties about the
various aspects of a decision situation. Much remains to be
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determined, however. Along several issu at deserve further
study are the following: the ,possibility gat information-display
formats-and response techniques may e subjective proba-
bility estimates that are obtained (Dam Goodman, &yeterson,
1972; Herman, Ornstein, & Bahrick, 1964); the appar nt lack of
understanding of how to combine probabilities arising from inde-
pendent sources of information (Fleming, 1970); the possibility
that the weight that one attaches to data may depend on when those
data occur during the hypothesig-evaluation process (Chenzoff,
Crittendon, Flores, Frances, Mackworth, &Tolcott, 1960; Dale,
1968; Peterson & DuCharme, 1967); and, the possibility that one's
ability to deal with uncertainty in a conflict situation may de-
Pend on whether one is operating with an advantage or a disadvan-
tage with respect to one's. opponent (Sidorsky & Simoneau, 1970).

8.6.11 Bayesian Hypothesis Evaluation and Training

One way to interpret some of the results that 4iave been de-,
scribed above--for example, th finding. that men of en extract-
less information from data than does a Bayesian aggregator--is
to see them as indications that man's intuitive notions concerning
the uses of evidence are not entirelS, consistent with the implica-
tions of Bayes rule. Perhaps the thing to do, if this is, the case,
is to disabuse would-be decision makers of those faulty intuitions,.

I

Such a task might be approached in two way's. On the one
hand is the cognitive approach of teaching the decision maker about
Bayes rule and its implications. An alternative possibility is
to expose the decision maker to a variety of situations, in which
his behavior is evaluated and immediate feedback is provided to
him concerning the way in which it departs from optimality, if it
doeS. This is the behavior-shaping approach; in essence, it is
aimed at modifying one's.intuitions without necessarily providing
an intellectual understanding of how optimality is defined. These
two approaches are not mutually exclusive, of course, and it seems
reasonable to assute that a training program would,be more likely,
to be effective if it used both. That is to say, the dec.i,sion
maker should probably be given a good understanding of the notion
of inverse probability and how Bayes rule, aggregates data; and he
should also be provided with considerable practice in attempting
to apply the rule in situations that are sufficiently well-struc-
tured that his performance conibe 'evaluated and "compared to an
objective criterion of optimality. The selection of training
scenarios should put special emphasis on those situations for
which'man's intuitions have bden shown to be. most misleading, e.g.,
especially small or especially large levels of a priori uncertainty
and situations in which the direction of evidence changes after
a tentative decision has been reached.
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The results of some studies have indicated that such .training
can be at least partially effective. Fleming (1930), for example,
explored the queltion of the effectiveness of feedback concerning
the outcome of a selected action in improving the decision maker's
performance on subseqhent de6ision tasks. The context of the
Study was'a simulated tactical decision-making situation. Subjects
were required to combine probabilistic data from three independent
sources in order to arrive at an estimate of the relative-likeli-
hood of attack on each of three ships. Initially? subjects demon-
strated an"igriorance o'f the proper combining rule (multiplicatiop),
and were conservative in estimating the overall probabilities .of
attack. The investigator concluded that these data-aggregation
and'Probabilityestimation tasks should be automated. He also
shotged, howev,er, that, although the subjects where unable to gen-
erate the correct probabilities on the basis of feedback, the did
revise their estimates 'over the course of trials in such.a way
as to correct for conservatism (apparently by adding a constant).

. i
Other investigators have al8O,ShOWn that experience in estimating

posterior probabilities can produce behavior which, if not optimal,
is more nearly so than before the training began (Edwards, 1967;
Hoffman & Peterson, 1974 Southard, Schum, & Bridges, 1964b).
Such studies establish that. certain aspects of hypothesis evalua-
tion, in particular posterior probability estimation, can be im-
proved somewhat as a result of practice. What they do not indicate,
however, is how much can be expected of training or how the train-
ing should be done in order to obtain optimal results.

Another issue that relates to training involves the question
of how well people can make the p(DIH) judgments that they are ""%

required to make in some Bayesian systems. It seems to be generally
assumed that people have less trouble making these judgments than
they do making judgments of pailD). In at least one study, how-
ever, this was not the case.. Bowen, Feehrer, Nickerson, Spooner,
and Triggs (1971) encountered a fairly strong resistance on the
part of experienced military intelligence officers to the idea of
making judgments of the sort: "If.it is assumed that 'Attack' is
the enemy commander's course of.actionowhat is the probability
that one will observe the traditional 'indication YMassing of Tanks%2"
These investigators pointed out that, the "generally negative re-

. action to the possibility of estimating probabilities of the type
that would be required in a Bayesian system must be tempered by
the fact that the participants were not familiar with the concept
of Bayesian inference and had not been trained to make the required
judgments" (p. 103): There is, therefore, the question of the
degree to which training in Bayesian analysis would be effective
in overcoming the relatively strong preferences that some decision
,makers seem to have for estimating posterior probabilities them-
selves.
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Several other questions concerning man's capabilities as they
apply to hypothesis evaluation have been noted above. These ques-
tions have arisen because of the results of experi)nental studies.
They are questions which, fon,the most pirt, have not yet been
adequately answered; The questions, in most cases, suggest some
limitation or deficiency in man's hypothesis-evaluation skills. .

To the extent.that these limitations or deficiencies are demon- r
strated by further research to be genuine, they represent challenges
to designers of training programs. If it is the case, for example,
that probabiaity estimations are senTitive to the format in which
information is displayed or the mode in which the response is given,
as sdme studies have indicated, the callestion is whether such effects
can be eliminated by training.- If they cannot be, then the need.
to be restrictive with respect to display formats and response.D
modes is so much the greater. Or, to take another example, if the
way one applies data to the evaluation of a hypothesis is different
for a favored hypothesis than for an unfavored one, as )ther studies
have suggested, this constitutes another challenge to training..
Can one be trained to apply data to all possible hypotheses-in an
unbiased way without regard for his preferences? Similar questions
concetning the potential effectiveness of training can be raised ,

concerning each of the other limitations and deficiencies that.'
have been noted. More research will be required in order to answer
these questions.

8.7 The Measurement of ective Probability

Throughout this report we have made frequent reference to
subjective probabilities, and it has been tacitly assumed that
'such things can be accurately measured. In fact, how to assure
accuracy in measurements of this quantity haS been a question of
Some interest. The problem is a problft,because of the fact that
theeprobabilit4es that one obtains may depend on the way in whiph
they are obtained; or es Today (1963)(puts it, subjective proba-
bility is esgentially defined by, the measuring= technique that is
used. Toda further suggests teveral criteria that such a measu-t
ring technique should satisfy: "First, the logical nature`of the
task presented to the subject should be thordughly understood by
the experimenter, and, hopefully, by an intelligent subject.
Second, the tack should involve well-defined payoffs to the subject.
Third, the task should be so structured that it is to the disad-
vantage of a subject to respond in a manner inconsistent with his
expectations. Fourth, since our interest in measuring subjective
probability is related to its use,in\decision theory, the measure-
ment technique should not be inconsistent with decision theory" (p. 1).

The third of these criteria is perhaps the most subtle, and
has received the greatest amount of attention. Stated in other
terms, the requirement'is that it be in the subject's best interest
to state his probability estimates honesty.- That this can be a
problem may be illustrated by a'simple example of a situation in
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which the requii.ement is not met. Consider the case of a student
taking a multiple-choice examination. Suppose he has been in-
structed that in answering 4ach question he is to assign a number
to each of the alternatives associated' with that question in such
a way as to reflect his estimation of the probability that that
alternative is the correct one. When he is very certain of which
alternative isxcorrect, all of the numbers except bne will be zero;
when he is less than 100% certain, however, he would assign non-
zero numbers to more than one alternative. Suppose furthef that
the score that he is to receive for any given question is some
linear function of the ratio of the number placed on the 'correct
-alternative to the sum of the numbers used on all the alternatives
associated with that question. Given this scoring rule, the student
should not distribute numbers in accordance with his true estima-
tion of the probabilities; instead, he should put zeros on all.
the alternatives except the orie that he considers most, likely,
even if he is not very certain that that alternatiT7T-Is indeed the
correct one.

This is easily seen by considering a two-alternative case.
Suppose that the student really thinks that the chances are 7.in
10 in favor of A being the corect alternative. If he is honest,
then he'will assign 7/10, of whatever points he is going to use,
on alternative A and 3,410 on B. Given our scoring rule, and assu-
ming that our hypothetical student assigns numbers to the two
alternatives in the ratio of 7 to 3, then the two values that his
score may assume are 7/10 and 3/10. Moreover, from the student's
point of view, the probability of getting a score of 7/10 is 7/10

the probability that A is correct), and the probability of
getting a score of 3/10 is 310. Thus the subjectively expected
value of his score is..(7/10) + (3/10) = 8. But suppose that
our student were a gambler, and decided to put all hig7chances on
the altern4tive that he considered most li ely to be correct. Now
the two values that his score can assume, a e 1 and 0, and the ax;
pected value of his score (assuming that he really believes that
A's chances are 7 in 10, rather than 10 in 10, as his answer would ,-
indicate) is 7/10 x 1 + 3/10 x 0 = .70. Thus, whereas the student
was instructed to assign numbers to alternatives in accordance with
his judgment of the likelihood'of their being correct, the scoring
rule is such that he can expect to obtain a higher score by-ignor-
ing/the Astructions than by following them.

A scoring rule that is to satisfy Toda's "honesty is the best
policy" requirement must have what has been referred to as a
"matching property." In'formal terms, the matching property may
be stated as follows.: Suppose that a subject reports n non-negative
values,

presumablyto reflect the
i=1

subjective probabilities that he associates with alternative
possibilities, xl, x2, ...xn. Assume a liscrete subjective
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probability distribution,,pi, p , ...p
subject's true probability dstiltates r gardi xi, xl, ...x .

Letting P, R and X represent, respective , the M'otors n
(pl, R72, .pn), (1'1, r2, ...rn) and (xi x ...x )

2, n.'
and W(R, X) the payoff to the subject, given the response vector R
and'the probability vector, X, the Matchi g property is realized by
any payoff function for which the following statement -is true:._
The response *vector, R maximizes the subjectively expected payoff
E[W(R, X)1, if"and onlF if R ==. kP, k being a Scalar constant.
That:is-to say, a payoff scheme, or a scoring rule, has the matching

, property if and only if the subject maximizes his subjectively
expected payoff when the weights that he assigns to the possibilities

* differ from his true subjective probabilities at, most by the,same
multiplicative fadtor. Nkte that when the relationship R = kP
does hcLd, the calchlation`of odds will be the same whether based
on-11 or on"P. .4 -

Subjective- probability measure ment procedures and response
scoring techniques that make use of functions that have this matching
prdperty have been referred. to as "admissible probability measures"
(Shuford, Alberti & Massengill, 1966), and "proper scoring" rules
(Winkler & Murphy, 1968).\SI-Several functions with the matching
property, have been defined and investigated, among them the "loga-
rithmic loss" (pobd, 1952; Toda, 196 the "quadratic loss"
(Brier,/1950; deFinetti, 1962; Toda, 63; van Naerssen, 1962,
and the "spherical gain" (Toda, .1963; °by,' 1964, 1965).

8.7.1 -The Logarithmic Loss Function

that represents the

The logarithmic'los,function is unique among these functions_
in its exclusive dependence on the value'df the component of R
that is assigned to the correct alternative. It is not affected
by how numbers are distributed over the other components of R.
The function is given by

W
L

Rix.) = log r - E

1
r

j=

where k is a positive constant, and (RJx.) is read "response
vector R, given that xi is the correct alternative. The subjec-
"tivelv expected paysoff, given this function, is

(35)

E(WL) = kE log r. - E r
3

which is maximiced when ri = pi,

Max E(WL) kEpi log pi - 1 (Todaf 1963). .(37)

.4

(36) -
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p

Because, the maximum subjectively expected value is negative--hence
its designation as a "loss" function--a constant is often added
to the function in order to make the payoff positive.' Also, because.
the function becomes -coat r. = 0; a truncated version of it is
usually employed in practice.

,
8.7.2 The Quadratic Loss Function

l

The quadrdtic Toss, function is given by
. .

\.14 'Mix.) = E r 2 + (1 - r )2Q k i
, Ici

when the,number of alternatives is 4reater than two,/and by .

.2 'W
Q
(Rlx.)

lc%
, k i

(.38),

(39)

.

for the two-alternative case; 1This,function is negative in the
two-alternative case (although not necessarily'when the Number of
alternatives is greater than ,two), 5:10-as in the case of the
logarithmic loss, a:constant is often added to tHe.function to
assure a positive payoff.

*

8.7.3 The Spherical-Gain Function ,

The spherical-gain function, which hash been elaborated by
Roby (196) will be considered in somewhat more deai:1, because
it has some useful properties that the,other rules/do not have,
and a particularly elegant geometrical representatai as wellt.
The payoff function is given by

2
(Rlx.) = r. E r.

.,
.-3=1

Ws 2
(40)

A

For a proof that Ws is maximized only when R = kP see Snuford,
Albert, and Massengill (1966). A reference to tHe example that was
used earlier should be sufficient to make the assertion plausible.
Consider again the two-alternative examination item for which a

.student thinks the chances are 7 in 10 in favor of alternative A.
Recall that if his score ES a linear function of the proportion
of points he assigned to the correct alternative, theh nis best
strategy is to put zero on every alternative except the one he
considers most likely to be correct; in which case, his expected
score would be .70. To see that this is not true in.the case of
the spheridal gain scoring rule, note that if the student puts
all his stakes, say n points, on alternative A, his expected score
will be:
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7/10 x (n/vn/2+0 2 ) + 3/10 x (0/vn/2 +0 2 ) = .70.

If, however, he weights the alternatives in accordance with his
judgment of what-the chances really are,, his expected score will
be:

7/10 x ( 7//7C3Y) + 3/10 x (3/71-32) .76.

Te,

It should be noted that the pi-ocedure permits the student to
assign weights to the various alternatives in any way'he sees fit.
There might appear to be some advantage in forcing the numbers
assigned to the alternatii/es for a given item to add to one,
inasmuch as they'could then be interpreted directly as probability
estimates. The student could,be instructed to make his assign-
ments so that they would indeed add to one; however, this is an
unnecessary demand since the score is unaffected by a change of
scale. MoreoVe, if we wish to treat the assignments' as proba-
bility estimates, as we shall in what follows, we can easily
normalize them by simply dividing each assigned number by the sum
of the numbers associated'with that question. When this is done,
and each of the original numbers is replaced with the resulting
quotient, then each of the resulting numbers will be referred to
as a probability estimate, and the collection of numbers associated
with a given item as a probability vector.

A nice feature of the spherical gain scoring rule is that it
provides an easy and intuitively meaningful way of distinguishing
between one's confidence in the truth of a particular hypothesis
(or correctness of a test item) and one's general degree of
"resolution" with respect to the overall decision space (or .to the
whole test item).- Roby defined, as a "resolution index,"

2

( n
3=1 ri

(41)

where RI represents an individual's confidence in his answer.
Equation 41 is simply the denominator of equation 40 after the
latter has been normalized..

As in the case of Ws, the maximum value of RI is 1. It should
be clear that RI = 1 only if ri = 1 for one value of j and 0 for
all others. That is to say, iu keeping with our intuitive notions
about how an index of confidence should behave, it assumes its
maximum value when one has put all his chances on a single alter-
native. (Note that whether that alternative is correct or
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incorrect is irrelevant to this measure -'-as it should be.) Unlike
W
s

, RI canrDt assume the value 0. Its minimum value depends on'the
number of alternative hypotheses under consideration, or--in the
case of the examination example--the number of candidate answers
associated with a question. It is obtained when . 1

r -
3 E .rj

for all j; that is, the index gets its lowest:value when the same
number is assigned to every alterhative. Agaih, this is consistent
with our intuitive ideas about confidence. The fact that the
minimum value of the index depends on the numbeF of alternatives is
also in keeping with our intuitions about how al measure of confidence
should behave: one should have less confidence,in a guess among
three equally likely alternatives than in a guess betweenAwo of
them.

8.7.4 Implementation of Admissibld4Probability MeasL.es

One of the practical difficulties in applying scoring rules
with the matching property is that of providing subjects with
intuitively meaningful information concerning the implications of
their probability assignments vis-a-vis the scores that could re-
sult from them. It is clear that simply providing individuals with
formal expressions of the rules will not suffice, at least for-
those who are not mathematically trained. One approach to this
problem is that of illustrating the implications of any given rule-
witb, concrete examples that make clear the advantages of being
honest. Another, and perhaps prferredg approach is that of pro-
viding the individual with an explicit representation of the payoff
that he would receive, given the truth of any specific hypothesis
and the way in which he had distributed probabilities over the
alternatives.

'Organist an4 Shuford designed .a pappr and pencil procedure
for providing this' information in the case of the logarithmic
loss function (Baker, 1964; Organist, 1964; Organist & Shuford,
1964). Shuford (1967) and Baker (1968) have also described a
computbr-based technique for providing similar information in a
dynamic way. 'In this case the alternatives open to the decision
maker are shown on a computer- dxiven display. Associated with
each alternative is a line,thb length of which represents the
user's relative confidence that that alternative is the correct
one. The user adjusts the lengths of the lines by means of a
light pen. When the length of one line is changed by the user,
the lengths of all the others,are adjusted by the computer so as
to constrain the sum of the lengths to add to one, at all times.
Also displayed with each line is a number which indicates to the
user what his payoff would be if the alternative associated with
that line were the correct one The logarithmic loss function
deterthined the ,relationship between the number representing
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potehtial payoffs and the lengths of the lines in the applications
of the system that are reported. However, the relationship could
as well have been determined by any other scoring rule of interest.

8.7.5 The Efficacy of Admissible Probability Measures

It would seem clear from the mathematics of the,situation*
that scoring rules that have the matching property should be psed
in preference to those that do not. It has not been clearly de-
monstrated empirically, however, that subjects' tend to behave
dishonestly if such rules are not used, or that their responses
are free of biases if they ,are (Aczel & Pfanzagl, 1966; Jensen &
Peterson, 1-973; Samet, 1971; Schum, Goldstein,,Howell, & Southard,
1967). Moreover, it is also apparent that many of the probability
estimation situations of interest to investigators of decision
making are situations in which the only scoring rules that are
operative that'are imposed by nature. The s.tuations
in which ubj e probabilities are of greatest practi.,a1 sig-
nificance ten o be those in which the payoffs are beyond the

: experimenter's control.
S

8.7.6 ,SUbjective Probability Measurement and Training

One question of interest that relates to training research
is whether individuals who have had experience'in making probability 411,
judgments in controlled situations with scoring rules that have
the matching property are more effective at judging probabilities
in real-world situations than those who have had experience at
estimating probabilities. but have not been exposed to matching-
property rules. As has already been noted, some investigators
have advocated the use of experts to estimate conditional proba-
bilities to be used in Bayesian aggregation systems (Bond & Rigney,
1966; Edwards, 1965b). Often, however, it is not possible to
determine how accurately such estimates are na 'de. If one had an
objective indicant of the probabilities of interest that was inde-
pendent of the experts' judgments, it would not be necessary to
get the judgments. It would be.of interest, however, to determine
whether the behavior of experts on such tasks would be sensitive
to the type of experience they had had in estimating probabilities
in controllda situations, and in particular td their exposure to
admissible or inadTissible probability measurement techniques.
Savage (1971) has suggested the early introduction of admissible
scorini 'rules to'children, albng with careful training in the
assessment of opinion strength, could have the salutory effect of
dispelling some of the myths concerning the relationships IRetween
certainty, belief and action--e.4., the idea that one should speak
and act as though certain, even when one is not, and the notion
that weakly held opinions are worthless--that are fostered by
conventional educational testing methods.
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Scoring rules With the matching prope ty answer to one aspect
of the problem of measuring subjective pr babilitiesisnamely that
of structuring the ituation so that hohesty in reporting is the
best policy. There, are other as*Pectso;fthe problem, however, that .

are not so readily Solved. Expressiohs of certitude, have been shown
to vary considerably as a function o the way in which they are
reported (Samet, 1911) and of the.c text in which they are obtained
(NickersoR & McGol4ick, 1963). Typically, when subjects are asked
to rate their confidence in their/own performance on a perceptual
or cognitive task,/a positive cotrelation between these variables
is'found--confidenice is highest when performance is best- -but the
strength of the relationship is not always great, acid the signifi-
cance of -a given confidence Fating depends on the situation and the
person making it (Andrews &Aingel, 1964; Nickerson,& McGoldrick,-
1965). A fund6ental question that is raised by these results is
whether suchtactors affeCt certitude itself, or only its expression.
A further question is whether such variability-rwhatever its basis- -
can be eliminated, or at,least significantly reduced, as a result
of appropriate training.'

8.8 The Use of-Unreliable Data

In the foregoing discussions of the use of Bayes rule, it has
been tacitly assumed that the data used in estimating conditional
or posterior probabilities had been accurately observed and re-
ported. In the chips-in-urn illustrations, for example, it was
assumed that, one could examine a chip and determine its color easily,
or that someone else determined the color and reported it accurately.
Thus, the decision maker could operate with complete confidence in
the data at his disposal. In the real world of decision making,
things often are not this way. Frequently, the observation or the
reporting of events is faulty, and the decision makei is obliged
to take this fact into account when making use of the data that he
has obtained.

We naturally assume that data from a trustworthy source will
be more useful to a decision maker than will data from a source
that has not inspired confidence in the past. The use of an
explicit reliability rating procedure for intelligence reports by
NATO army forces (see Section 5.2) is based on such an assumption.
Few attempts have been made, however, either to validate this
assumption or to determine in a quantitative way exactly how con-
fidence in a data source does affect the way in which the data
from that source are applied to a-decision prioblem.

8.8.1 Prescriptive Approaches

One class of prescriptive models for taking into account the
..-Treliability of data has come to be known as "cascaded" or "multi-

stage" inference, suggesting a process of hypothesis evaluation
that involves more than one step. Schum and DuCharme (1971) point
out that research on cascaded inferepce has been focused on two
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situations: one, in which the observer or reporter of an event ex-presses his degree of certainty concerning whether or-not the.eventactually occurred (see, for example, Dodson, 1961; Gettys & Willke,1959; Steiger & Gettys, 1972), and a second, in which the report ofan event is made without qualification by a source that is known tobe less than perfectly reliable (see, for example, Schum & DuCharme,1971; Schum, DuCharme, & DePitts, 1973; Snapper & Fryback, 1971).

In both cases, attention has been confined primarily to
relatively simple situations, e.g., those in which (1) the decision.
maker's task is to determine which of two hypotheses, H1 or HI, is
true, and observations have only two possible outcomes, D,

'
and D2,

and (2) the reliability of a report is independent of the
hypotheses that are being, considered, that is to say, event D1
and D

2 are neither more nor less likely to be confused under
H
1

than under H
2.

Dodson (1961) considered the Situation in which an observeris not certain which of two mutually exclusive events, D
1 andand n

-""has occurred, but may be able to make a probability or certitudg.judgment on the question. He suggested that in order to calculatethe posterior probability of a hypothesis in this case, one shouldcalculate its value, given each of the possible' events, and thentake a weighted sum of these values, the weights being the proba-
bilities'that the observer attaches to the event possibilities.Given only two possible data, the calculation may be representedas follows:

g(HIID) = *(D1)P(HiD1) + W2)p(HilD2) (42)

where (HiID) is the posterior probability of Hi, taking the ob-
server's uncertainty into account, and i(D.) is the probabilitythat...the observer attaches to the possibility that he has observed
event D.. More generally, given n possible events and the assump-%tion that the observer can attach a probability-to each of them,
the formula might be written as

n
(H. 1D) = Ip(D )p(H.ID

j
).

(43)j=1

Substituting the Bayesian formula for p(HilDj) we have

(Hi [D) = EV(D.)
.77; POD.1H.)p(H.).3 i 1

p(DjiHi)p(Hi)
(44)

Using Dodson's work as a point of departure, Gettys and Willke
(1969) and Schum and DuCharme (1971) gave the process of dealing
with unreliable data a more explicit two-stage form. The following
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discussion roughly follows Schum and DuCharme. These writers fo-
cused on the case in which a decision maker obtains information
about data via a 'source tiat sometimes incorrectly reports what
has adtually occurred. (It is irrelevant to this discussion whether
the source's errors' are assumed to be errors of observation or
errors of report.) Fot each of the decision problems that were
analyzed there were two hypotheses, H1 and H1, two possible data
events, D., and Dl

1

, and two possible reports By the source, d
1

and d
What one *ants tO.determine is p(H.Id

j
).*

ACcording to Bayes rule
u

P(dillii)p(H1)

p(d.)
3

aft

(45)

The problem then is to determine p(dilH.). If the pr..bability of
a datum conditional on a hypothesis,Jp(k1H.), and the ,irobability
of a report, conditional jointly on a hypothesis and a datum
(p(d.i1H.9Dk), are known, then the probability of a report, .condi-
tion41 6n a hypothesis p(ddifi) can be easily calculated. The
relationship- is given by

p(d.IH.) = ),
k " jik (46)

a graphical representation.of which is shown in figure 26. When,
by assumption, the reliability of a report is independent of the
hypothesis that is being considered,

p(dilHinDk) = p(dilDk) (.47)

so, in effect,

p(d j IH.) =,Ep(D
k IH.)p(d.ID

k
) .

Schum and DuCharme refer to

(48)

p(d.1Hi)
A

-p(d
3
.

r
Hk )

(49)

*Our notation differs slightly from that used by Schum and DuCharme:
we use D

1
and D

2
to represent the two possible data events, whereas

they used D and D, and we use d1 and d2 to represent reported data
whereas they used D* and D*.
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Figure 26. Graphical representation of derivation of

p(dilHi) and' adjusted likelihood ratios

for less than completely reliable data
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as the "adjusted likelihood ratio," the likelihood ratio that takei
into account the'degree of reliability of the source. Of course,
A reduces to the standard likelihood ratio when the source is
assumed to give completely 'reliable reports, inasmuch as, dn this
case

I for j = k
P (:dij I Dk ) '

0 for j k.-

The way to deal with the problem of unreliable data then, accor-
diftsto Schum and DuCilarme is with a two-step process: (1) adjust
the diagnosticity of the data by determining p(d.IDIF) or A, and
(2) apply the adjusted data to revise the distrigution of pro-
babilities over the hypotheses via Bayes rule.

What one must be able to measure r estimate in order to
use this procedure are p(DIH), the sta and conditior.11 probabilities
of Bayes theorem, and p(dID), the indic s of source reliability.
Schum and DuCharme define source reliability in terms of

r = p(dirDi)

the probability that the source will report a data event accurately.'
They distinguish four different decision "rases" in terms of cer-
tain symmetries and asymmetries involving p(d1H)Jand p(d1D), and
they develop the implications of their prescription for dealing
with unreliability for each case. The cases that they distinguish
are:

Case I: Symthetric p(DIH): Symmetric p(d1D)

= p(D21H2); = p(d21D2)'

Case II: Asymmetric p.44.1H);

p(D
1
1H

1
) 0 (1)21H2);

Symmetric p(dID)

p(dilDi) = p(d2ID2).

Case III: Symmetric p(D1H): Asymmetric p(dID)

= p(D2IH2); p(dilDi) p(d21D2).

Case It: Asymmetric p(DIH); Asymmetric p(dID)

p(b2IH2); ,p(d21D2).
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In brder'to avoid the use of conditional probability nota-
tion, Schum and DuCharme introduced the following notational
equivalencies:

For symmetric p(DIH): p E p(DilHi)

For asymmetric p(DIH):
A

For symmetric p(dID):

1=p Es(DilHi), ji.

p1 E p(DilHi)

P2 P(D11142)

1-p1 E p(D21111)

1-p2 E p(D2IH2)

r E p(dilDi)

1-r E p(dilDi),ji.

For asymmetric p(dID): r1 E p(d1ID1)

r2 E p(d2ID2)

1-r
1
E p(d

2
ID

1
).

1-r2 E p(dilD2) .

0

Letting the subscripts on A represent symmetry or asymmetry
with respect to p(DIH) and p(dID), respectively, and maRing the
above substitutions into equation (46), as appropriate, we obtain
Schum and DuCharme's expressions for the prescribed use of data
of imperfect, but known, reliability for each of the four cases
they considered., All adjusted likelihood ratios represent

p(difH2)
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pr+( )1 (' -r) .Case I: A
s,s (1-p) +p(1-r)

Plx*(1-13Case II: Aa,s p2r+(l-p

or, equivalently,

Where

4

Case III:

or if 13l and

where

p
1
+k

Aa
s p

2
+k

1-tr

2r-1'
r 5 .

pki+(l-p)(1-r2)

As,a 117-T)11-11)(1-4.2)

c-11r +1A
s,a = Ll-P

c+-2-1
1-pj

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

Case IV:

or if r
1
V(l-r2)

where

c =

A
a a

A
a,a

b

r
1 .

1-r
2

P1r14.(1-p1)(1-r2)
p2r1+(1 -p2)(1-r2)

131443

p
2
+b

1-
:2

1
-(1-r

2
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It follows from the definitions of unadjusted and' adjusted
likelihood ratio that the latter is always cloer to unity than
the former and that the difference between them increases as
reliability, r, is decreased from 1.0 to 0.5* (except when the
data, are completely uninformative to begin with and the unadjusted
ratio is 1). This is consistent with the intuitively compelling
requirement that the less "reliable the data, the less diagnostic
impact it should have.** Figure 27 shows how the difference be-
tween unadjusted and adjusted likelihood ratio grows as reliability
is decreased, and how the, adjusted ratio goes to 1 for r = .5, for
the case in which both p(D(li) and r are Symmetric, i.e., Schum and'.
DuCharme's Case I.

Figure 27 also illustrates the fact that the greater the
diagnostic impact of data (when reported by a completely reliable
source), the greater is the effect of a decrease in reliability of
a report. This also is an intuitively reasonable relat'onship:
the less informative data are to begin with, the less there is to
lose if they are reported unreliably. What is less intuitively
apparent is the fact that even avery small decrease in reliability
may have an extremely large eetect on likelihood ratio if the un-
adjusted ratio is very high. Schum and DuCharme (1971) point out,
for example, that in Case I, if a datum with an unadjusted likeli-
hood ratio of 100,000 is-reported by a source with a reliability,
of .99, the adjusted ratio is reduced by about four orders of
magnitude to slightly less than .99.

The results of Schum and DuCharme's analysis bear on issues
relating to the design of information and decision-making systems
and on the role of humans therein. For example, they show that under
Case I conditions, there is a reasonably straightforward tradeoff

A

*Decreasing r below 0.5 has the effect of making the adjusted
,likelihood atiO depart again from unity, although it still remains
closer to unity than does the unadjusted ratio. In otherewords,
decreasing the reliability quotient below 0.5 increases thdiag-
nosticity of the data, but in sunport of the alternative hypothesis.
This is consistent with the idea that a source that is consistentlywrong may be very informative; one need only interpret its reportas evidence of the oppo4te of what it says. In this, discussion,
we will confine our attention to the case in which 1.0.> r > 0.5!- -
* *Schum and DuCharme (1971) point out, however, that when the
reliability of report is not independent of which hypothesis'is
being considered, it is possible for A to differ more from 1 than
does L; that is to say, it is possible for a decrease in relid-
bility, in that case, to indraase the diagnosticity of data.
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0.8 0.6 0.4

Reliability r

0.2 0.0

Figure 27. Adjusted likelihood ratio (A) As a function
of data reliability (r) for values
of unadjusted likelihood ratio L), for Schum
and DuCharme's Case
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between p(DIH) and, p(d(12). And' the tradeoff is such that if one
wants to',increage the diagnostic,impact of information flowing
through.a% stenr, and the costs of increasing the conditionals
p(DIH) an p(dID) arejequal, one should increase the smaller of
the two.

/

Also, the analyses show that in Cases II.and IV A is dependent
vupon specific values of pl and p, rather than on 'their ratio. 'Rlus,

despite the fact that earlier results have suggested that people
find. it easier to make judgments of likelihOod ratios than of
Conditional probabilitie's, there may be situations in which esti-
mates of the latter should be required.

8.8.2 Some Empirical Results

e..

The models ddveloped.by Schum and DuCharme are prescriptive,
providing for optimal adjustment of the likelihood ratio under
conditionsLin which .data are reported with lesg'than total, but
knowx'i, reliability. We now.turn to a consideration of several
studies aimed at comparing actual performance against that prescribed
by these modelq. In the next section we'then present a,brief
account of some descriptive models suggested by these results.
All experiments and models ttlt will be considered ,in these section
address situations where input to the decision process is an event
or set of events reported bia !Lila!e unreliable source.

Snapper and Ffyback (1971) present,the results Of a study in
which the experimenter reported to the subject with (symmetric)
reliabilities of 1.0, 0.9, and 0.7 the outcomes of events concep-
tually similar to the draws of chips from an urn. The probabilities
of events conditional on hypotheses, p(DilH1), p(D211.11) and
p(D11111), p(D11H0, were, respectively, as follows: 1a)p.33, 0.67ran0.67, 0.33; lb) 0.80, (1.40 and 0.60, 0.40; (c) 0.90, 0.10 and
0.45, 0.55; (d) 0,.25, 0.751'dnd 0.75, 0.25. For conditions in
which the experimenter's reliability was egua1 to unity, only (a)
and (b) were used. Subjects were required to indicate which of
the hypotheses they considered ilioreclikely as a result of the ex-
gerimenter's report, and how much more likely than the alternative
hypothesis they considered it to be. Under conditions of unit
reliability, subjects' estimates corresponded very closely to the
actual likelihdod ratio, but when reliability was less than unity
they represented slight underestimates of the impact of the least

'diagnostic reports and overestimates of the impact of the remaining
reports. The extent, of this overestimation, moreover, increased
with the magnitude of A.

Johnson (1974; see'als -Johnson,
1973),has'utilized a similar task and
study the effects of four different v
inference: (1) sample size, the numb
axcumulative outcome report (er.g:, "
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(2) data generator diagnosticity, the relative composition of red
and black chips in the, urn; (3) sample diagnosticity, the diagnos-
tic value. defined by the difference between total numbers of red
and of black Chips underlying a report; and (4) source reliability.
Posterior-odds estimates that were obtained in thisCacaT-77E5E51
to be sensitive to different values of sample size, data generator
diagnosticity and source reliability, tending to decrease as the
values of these variables decreased. When the report was known,
to be perfectly reliable, estimates of posterior olds were generally
more conservative than those computed from Bayee..thedrem; however,
they became progressively less conservative and approached optimal
values at intermediate levels of reliability (.8-.7), and then
became slightly excess ve at lower levels (.7-..6).

The diagnosticity and reliability of reported events were
manipulated by Youseff and Peterson (1973) in sucha way that the
value of A in a situation requiring multistage inference was
equal to the value of the standard likelihood ratio in .a single-
stage situation (that is, one with report reliability, equal.to.
unity). Subject'' estimates. tended to be conservative for high
values, both of f'and of L, as compared with the Bayesian mbdel,
and tended to be excessive.for low values. 'The odds estimated
in conditions requiring multistage inference were consistently
greater than those estimated in single-stage conditions and, as
a result, were excessi 've compared to the optimal odds over a
wider range than were single-stage odds. t

Schum, DuCharme, and DePitts (1971) conducted a study in which
the accuracy of subjects' own. observations of ,the number of Xs
contained in tachistoscopically presented 4 x 4 matrices of Xs
and Os constituted the reliability levels. Subjects were required
to estimate the relative likelihood of twti possible hypotheses
re sting to the data generator after each of five stimulus 4

pk sentations; Under conditions in which sufficient time was
av ilable for totally accurate observation of the stimuli, e ti-
mates became increasingly conservative compared to the optimal,
model as the diagnosticity of each observed event.and the infe-
rential consistency over a set of five events increased. Under
conditions in which insufficient time was available for accurate
observations, the subjects' estimates were generally close to
optimal or slightly excessive when diagnosticity and .consistency
were high, and became more conservative as either of these para-
meters assumed low pr values. In a second phase of this same study',
subjects estimated/ directly the diagnosticity of data based on
brief obsbrvations of each slide. Compared with the optimal model,
such estimates become increasingly excessive as L increased.

The results of these studies establish that the behavior of
decision makers is indeed influenqed by the degree of reliability,
of their data sources. They alsodemonstrate, hoWever, that
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pefformance tends not to.be consistent with that prescribed by
the formally appropriate rule for adjusting data diagnosticity.
Further, performance with unreliable data often differs in one
important respect from that that has been observed in classical
Bayesian inference situations in which events are observed, or
reported,'With perfect accuracy.. Whereas in the latter case the
decision mper's estimates, though revised in the appropriate di-
rectiod, tend to be conservative as compared with Bayes theorem,
his estimates based on less-than-completely-reliable data fre-
quently appear. to be excessive as compared with Schum and Du-
Charme's prescription for optimality. Because the value of A as
defined by the Schum and DuCharme model, in effect, makes an adjust-
ment in the direction of increasing conservatism (produces a value
closer to unity), the two effects--conservatism vis-a-vis L and
excessiveness vis-a-vis A- -can offset each other, if conditions
are just right.

-8.8.3 Some Attempts to Develop Descriptive Models of
Cascaded Inference

As we have noted, the model developed by Schum and DuCharme
(1971) for dealing with unreliable data prescribes two steps, or
stages: in the first stage, the nominal diagnosticity of a datum
is discoUnted to reflect the degree of reliability of the source,
and in the second, the adjusted datum is applied to the hypotheses'
under evaluation in accordance with Bayes rule. If hypotheses
are being evaluated in terms of odds, the process can be repre-
sented as,follows:

Stage 1: compute A

Stage 2: compute Qi=

P(d1H1)
p(d7-17

where A represents the adjusted likelihood ratio, and Ql and Q0
represent the posterior and prior odds, respectively.

. The experimental results that were reviewed briefly above
make it clear that people typically do not behave in accordance
with this prescription. Several investigators have attempted to
develop models that do describe behavior.

The results obtained by Snapper and Fryback (1971), using
symmetric reliabilities, suggest that in dealing with unreliable
data, decision makers estimate the likelihood ratio as though the
data were completely reliablp, adjust the resulting ratio by mul-
tiplying it by the reliability quotient, and then apply the ad-
justed ratio to the calculat_on of posterior odds. The process
may be represented as follows: 'v
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Stage 1: compute W = rL

Uage 2: compute k = 110.

Snapper and Fryback note that the optimal rule for the first stageof the process is neither 'apparent nor intuitive, whereas the rulethat seemed to describe the behavior of thdircsubjects has someintuitive appeal and is easily applied. Its use leads, however, to
subjective estimates of likelihood ratio that are excess ve incompdrison with those prescribed by A. That is to say, A leads tooverestimation of the diagnostic Wadt of a given (urireliable)
datum.

The extent to which W overestimates A--for Schum and Ducharme'sCase T--is illustrated in figures 28 and 29. Figure 28 showsboth A and A as eunptions of ,r for several values of L; figure
29 show's the ratio A/A for the same,conditrons. The figures show 'only cases for which L_> 1 and r > .5. For L < 1, one obtains the
same relationships by simply expressing-'the lkkelihobd ratio H2re HI rather than H re H.

2' The case of r <.5 is of little'
.interest for the reason explained in the first footnote on page 134.As may be seen from these figures,'the,degree to which ? over-

estimates A depends both on L and t: for given L it tends to
vary inversely with r (given i >.5) and for given r it increasessharply with L.

'
Gettysi' Kelly, and Peterson (1973) have suggested a model

that is slightly' different from that,of Snapper and Fryback. It
assumes that the decision maker estimates posterior'odds on the
assumption that the most likely event is true, anNthen adjusts
the odds to reflect the reliabiliity of the data ;"51.1tce. This
model may be represented as follows:

Stage 1: compute P, = Ln
_ v

Stagd 2: compute k = rP
1*

It is apparent that although the process by which the pos-
terior odds are estimated differs in the two cases, the results
are precisely the same. Edwards and Phillips (1966) have presented
evidence, however, suggesting that the way in.which people estimate
posterior odds may be better described by

Q LcQ
1 0' (60)

where c varies with L, than by the prescribed Q. = L2 n. Funaro
(1974) points out that the models of Snapper and FrybNck, and of
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Gettys, Kelly, and Peterson make different predictions if the odds
are calculated according to Phillips and Edwards' expression. The
former leads to

SI
1

= (rL)cO
0

and the latter to

1
= rLcct

(61)

(62)

Funaro (1974) has recently attempted to evaluate the pre-
dictive power of Snapper and Fryback's model and of that of Gettys,
Kelly, ancKPeterson, using both L and.Lc as unadjusted likelihood
ratios in each base. A symmetric p(DIH)--symmetric'r task (Schum
and DuCharme, Case I) was used. Subjects were require., to revise
odds' estimates under both single-stage (perfect-source reliability
Assumed) and cascaded-inference conditions. Values of c were
estimated separately for individual subjects from data obtained
in the single -stage conditions.

The results were not consistent with any of the models de-
scribed above. They were predicted best by another model that
Funaro proposed. This model, which Funaro called the empirical
model, assumes that subjects accurately estimate A, and then apply
this estimate to the revision of odds with the same degree of ef-
fectiveness, or ineffectiveness, with which they apply L in single-
stage tasks. The conclusion appears to be inconsistent with the
results of Youssef and Peterson (1973) who found that odds's es-
timates made under cascaded conditions were consistently excessive
relative to those made in single-stage tasks, given A = L.
Funaro notes, however, that subjects in his experiment could
have acquired a direct appreciation for A from the proportion
of successes and-failures in a series of reports obtained
from the source during the course of the experiment. (In a sym-
metrical p(DIH) chips-in-urn situation, one can unambiguously
define a "success" as the drawing--or in this case reporting--of
a chip of the predominant color.) To the extent that subjects
were able to develop a direct awareness of A, the effect would
have been to eliminate the need for a two-stage process and to
transform the task into the simpler problem of revising odds on
the basis of totally reliable data. The suggestion is an eminently
plausible one and the possibility that this(is in'fact the way
unreliable data are often accommodated in real-world situations
deserves further study.

. 8.9 Some Comments on Bayesian Hypothesis Evaluation

Inasmuch as the Bayesian approach to hypothesis evaluation
has received so much attention by decision theorists And investi-
gators of decision making, ieseems important to consider some of
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the limitations of thj_s approach. To point out limitations is not,
of course, to deny that the approaqh has merit. Among its advantages
are the fact that it places minimal demands on memory_because_data
can be discarded after being used to'update the distribution of
probabilities over hypotheses, the fact that it provides a means
of aggregating qualitatively different data in a meaningful way and
the fact that the procedure for applying data to the evaluation of
hypotheses automatically weights data in terms of their relevance
to the hypotheses being evaluated. It is precisely because the ap-
proach does work well in some Contexts that there is a danger of
uncritically concluding .that it is appropriate in all cases. The
following observations are based largely on a diiscussion by Bowen,
Nickerson, Spooner, Triggs (1970).

First, Bayes rule itself applies to only one of the several t
aspects of decision making; namely, hypothesis evaluation or, more
precisely, -the resolution of unceAainty concerning tae state of
the world. Whatever its efficqcy-For that particular task, it is
not the grand solution tO the problem of decision making.

Second, application of Bayes rule requires that the decision
problem be structured-in a very precise way. In particular, it
requires that one's uncertainty about the state of the world be
represented as an exhaustive set of mutually eRclusive possibilities.
It does not, however, provide any help in identifying these possi-
bilities.

Third, the requirement for an exhaustive set of mutually ex-
clusive hypotheses about the state of the world precludes the
possibility of exipanding,one's hypothesis space as one goes alon.
It clearly often is the case, in real-life situations, that new '
hypotheses are suggested t,y incoming data. That is to say, obser-
vations may have the effect not only of'modifying the credibility
of existing hypotheses, but of suggesting new hypotheses as well.

FOurth, the fact that use of Bayes rule presupposes a set of
mutually exclusive hypotheses has another implication. 'By defini-

. tion, one and only one of these hypotheses can be.true; all the
others must be false. The probabilities that are associated with
these hypotheses do not, of course, represent their truth values,
but, rather, the decision maker's opinion concerning their truth,
or falsity. It was pointed out in the preceding paragraph that no
provision is made for the possibility that the hypothesis set does
not contain the true hypothesis. It is also the case that provision
is not made gor the Possibility...that more than one of the hypo-
theses are true, or that one or more is partially true.

Fifth, application of Bayes rule is a recursive process: each
time that a new observation is to be used to update a posterior
probability estimate, the posterior probability from the preceding

rT
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update is used as the prior probability for the current update.
however -- before the fiist observation is made--the

prior; probabilities must be estimated, and Bayes rule does not
help ih thi-S regard. Investigators are not entirely agreed on how
these prior probabilities should be assigned--or on what they mean.
It is often pointed out that how prior probabilities are assigned
may make little difference (provided values very close to 0 or 1
are not used), because the effect of the initial values will be
largely nulled after several observations have been made. The
problem can be a significant one, however, when hypotheses must be
evaluated on the basis of relatively few data. In such cases, the
initial prior probabilities can have a very strong effect on the
final posteriors, and thus the way in which they are assigned'is
of considerable concern.

Sixth, the basic assumption that justifies a Bayesian approach
ts) hypothesis evaluation is the assumption that man is Netter at
estimating p(DIH) than at estimating p(HID). We have noted in
preceding sections some experimental evidence that tends to support
this assumption. We have also noted some studies, hOwever, that
have shown that this result is not always found. Moreover, there
is a question concerning how far the evidence that does support
this assumption can be pushed. The only way that one can determine
how accurately a man can estimate p(DIH) is to observe his perfor7
mance in experimeAtal situations in which p(D(4) is objectively
defined or can be determined empirically. But, typically, in real-
life situations of greatest interest, p(DIH) is not known, and
cannot be determined empirically-which is why is must be
defined or can be determined empirically- -which is why it must be
estimated. The question arises then, if it is not known, hoy can
we be sure that one's estiMate of it is accurate? And the answer
is that we cannot. How much confidence one should have in the.on-
clusion that man is better at estimating p(DIH) than at estimating
p(HID) in real-world situations depdnds in large part on the extent
to which one is willing to assume that what is known about perfor-
mance in laboratory situations in which p(DIH) usually has a
straightforward relative - frequency interpretation.is generalizable
to real-world situations in which it does not.

Seventh, Bayes rule does not provide the decision maker with
a criterion concerning when to stop processing incoming data and
to make a decision. Inasmuch as data gathering can be costly in
terms of both time and money, it is'essential that any completely
adequate prescriptive model of'decision making have an explicit
stopping rule to indicate when hypothesis evaluation should be ter-
minated and a decision made:
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We emphasize that these comments deal with limitations of
Bayes rule. One might argue that the observations are unnecessary,
on the gtounds that proponents of Bayesian diagnosis have never
claimed that these limitations do not exist. It seems to us
important to make these limitations explicit, however, because
they help to place the notion of Bayesian decision making in
perspective. The idea of obtaining estimates of p(DIH)lor of
likelihood ratios from humans and using these estimates ,o update
posterior probability distributionslin accordance with Bayes theorem
is undoptedly a reasonable approach to evaluation in some situa-
tions. It is not always appropriate or practicable, however, as
sOme,,Bayesians have been careful to point out. Edwards (1967) de-
scribes the situations for which the approach is most appropriate
as those that have one or more of the folic:riling three characteris-
tics: "the input information is.fallible, or the relc.tion of input
information to output diagnostic categories is ambiguous or uncertain,
or the output is required to be.in explicitly probabilistic form"
(p. 71).

Ma
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SECTION IX

PREFERENCE SPECIFICATION

It is generally assumed that .a decision maker is not indif-
ferent to which of the various possible decision_outcomes_ occurs.
AS-we hae,already noted, in some formal representations of de-
cision situations, the decision maker's perferences with respect
to the possible outcomes are made explicit in a payoff matrix.
The contents of a cell of such a matrix is the worth to the de-
cision maker of the choice of a specific action-alternative, given
the truth of a specific hypothesis concerning the state of the
world. The entire matrix presumably' represents the situation

'14fully: it identifies all the decision maker's action alternatives
as well as all the possible states of the world, aftd shows for each
alternative-state combination its worth to the decision maker.

9.1 A Difficult and Peculiarly Human Task

The problem is how to determine these worths. There are two
observations to make in this regard. The first is that this task,
more than any other associated with decision making, is peduliarly
human. One would expect that many of the decision-related tasks
that now must be performed by humans will in time be performed by
computers. However, the specification of preferences for decision
outcomes iiivolves value judgments. To say that one decision out-
come is, better than, worth more than, or preferred to, another is
to say that it represents a greater good within the context of the .

decision maker's own value system. Such judgments must come, at
least indirectly, from man.

The second observation is that to specify one's preferences
objectively is not necessarily an easy thing for an individual to

41q -do. Even when all of the action alternatives have been made ex-
plicit and the outcome of each possibility is known--that is, even
when uncertainty is minimal--the decision task may still'be a very
difficult one. This is particularly true when the worths of
possible decision outcomes are intangible or depend on many factors.
Consider, for exaree, the problem of choosing a house for purchase.
_.Even assuming- tba one confines his attention to' a few houses that
he knows are available, and that he has all the information that
he wants about each one, he has the problem of somehow deriving
from many factors (purchase price, number of rooms, design, general
condition, extras--porch, garage, storage space, extra baths,
fireplace--lot location and layout, distance from work, tax rate
in town, services and public facilities in town) a common figure
of merit in terms of which one house can be judged to be more or
less preferred than another.

e

In military situations, the specification of preferences may
be especially difficult. It may often happen that nonegof the
possible decision outcomes is intrinsically desirable, and the
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decision maker may find himself faced with the necessity of attempt-
ing to choose the least undesirable one. The problem is aggravatedby the fact that the assignment of preferences may necessitate theweighting of time, materiel, territory and human lives. One balksat the.idea oftrying_to_specify the value/of human lives and thatof a piece of territory in terms of a common metric, but this iswhat is done, at least implicitly, when a decision is made to at-tempt to.gain a territorial objective when it is known that the
endeavor is likely to result in the loss of a certain number of men.
Or, consider the private transportation system in the United States.
The builders, users and regulators of. automobiles and highways have
implicitly expressed a preference for a system that provides certaincapabilities and convenkences at a cost of approximately 60,000traffic fatalities perear. One suspects that the exercise of
making explicit how the various factors-that contribute to human
preferences are traded off against each other in specific decision
situations would often be revealing to decision maket. themselves,who sometimes may have little conscious appreciation, w.Lthout goingthrough such an exercise, of how such factors do combine to deter-mine their own preferences.

Among the eight aspects of decision making in terms of whichthis report is organized, preference specification is one of thetwo (the other is hypothesis evaluation) that have received thegreatest amount of attention from.philosophers and researchers
alike. In the case of decision making under certainty,,the study
of preferences and the study of choice behavior amount to the samething. Prebumably one chooses what one prefers--and vice versa- -if he can know for certain what the decision outcome will be.

9;2 Some Early Prescriptions for Choice

In order to make choices arpng alternatives that differ withrespect to several incommensurate variables, ,one must, at least
implicitly, derive from the several Variables involved a single
figure of merit with respect to which the alternatives pan be
compared. That is to say, one must be able to decide that in some
global sense Alternative A is preferred to Alternative B. _How this
is-generally-done is not known; how it should be done is a matterof some dispute. Undoubtedly, individual methods for dealing withthe problem range )

from highly intuitive impressionistic approaches(I just consider all the factors and decide that I like this com-
bination better than that) to formal quantitative algorithms.

.Benjamin Franklin was familiar with the problem, and his wayof dealing with it is at least of historical interest: "I cannot,
for want-of sufficient premises, advise you what to determine, butif you please I will tell you how... My wayig-to divide half a
sheet of paper by a line into two columns; writing over the one Pro,
and over the other Con. Then,during three or four days' considera-tion, I put down under the different heads short hints of the
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different motives, that at different times occur to me for or
against the measure. When I have thus got them all together in
one view, I endeavor to estimate therespective weights...[to] find,
at length where the balance lies... -And, the weight of
reasons cannot be taken with the precision of algebraic quantities,
yet, when each/ is thus considered, separately and comparatively,
and the whole matter lies before me, I think I can judge better,
and am less liable to make a rash step; and in fact I have found
great advantage for this kind of equation, in what may be called
moral or prudential allttEa..*

A more formal attempt to procedurize choice behavior was made
at about the same time by the British philosopher and social re-
former, Jeremy Bentham. Starting with the basic premise that
choices should be dictated by the extent to which their outcomes
augment or diminish the happiness of the party or parties whose
interest is in question (the "principle of utility"), Bentham
attempted to define a quasi-quantitative procedure--a "hedonistic
calculus"--the use of which would assure that the choices that are
,made would be consistent with this principle:

"To take an exact account then of the general tendency
of any act by which the interests of a community are affected
proceed as follows. Begin with any one person of those whose
interests seem most immediately to be affected by it,,and
tale an account:

(1) Of the value of each distinguishable pleasure
which appears to be produced by it in the first instance.

(2) Of the value of each pain which appears to be pro-
duced by it in the first instance.

(a) Of the value of each pleasure which appears to be
produced by it after the first. This constitutes the fecundity
of the first pleasure and the impurity of the first pain.

(4) Of the value of each pain which appears to be pro-
duced by it after the first. This constitutes the fecundity
of the first pain, and the impurity of the first pleasure.

(5) Sum,up all the values of all the pleasures on the one
side, and those of all the pains on.the other. The balance,
if it be on the side of pleasure, will ive the good tendency

*41

*This account of Franklin's approp.ch to decision making was quoted
by Dawes and Corrigan (1974), who found it in .a letter from Franklin
to his friend Joseph Priestly, dated September 19, 1772.
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of tbe act upon the whole, 'with respect to the interests of
that individual person; if on the side of pain, the bad
tendency of it upon the whole.

(6) Take an account of the number of persons whose
interests appear to be concerned, and.reptat the above pro-
cess with respect to leach. Sum up the, numbers expressive
of the degrees of good tendency which the act has, with re-.
spect to each individual in regard to whom the tendency of
it is good upon the whole; do this again with'respect to each
individual in regard to whom the tendency of it is bad upon
the whole. Take the balance; which, if on the side of
pleasure, Will give the general good tendency of the-act,
with respect to the total number or community of individuals
concerned; if on the side.of pain, the general evil tendency,
with respect to the same community" (Bentham, 1939, p. 804).

The value of a pleasure or pain, Bentham assumed, wetild depend
on four factors: .

" (1) Its intensity.
(2),Its duration.
(3) Its certainty or uncertainty.
(4) Its propinquity or remoteness."

Bentham did not expect that the procedure he defined would be
"strictly pursued previously to every moral judgment, or to every
legislative or judicial operation"; but he did contend that it
represented.a model of how judgments should be made, and a stan-
dard against which whatever procedures are used might be evaluated.

Bentham's approach to choice behavior can be, and has been,,
criticized on philosophical grounds. The principle of "the greatest
pleasure for the greatest number" is itself open to criticism,
because it appears to place no limits on the extent to whicb the
many can prosper at the expense of the few, provided only that the
"bottom line" of the calculation,of the net happiness is increased /
in the process. For our pttrposes, the important_point is the fact__

-.- that-Bentham-attempted to-r-educe the process of making choices.to
a stepwise procedure.

9.3 Simple Models of 118i.th Composition

Although he used language that suggested that he believed
that worth could be quantified and his procedure formalized as 0a port of calculus for computing the worth of any given decision
outcome, Bentham did not himsqd_f express his notions in mathe-
matical form. His conceptualization of the choice process, how-

, ever, is clearly suggestive of a linear model which expresses the,
- \worth of a decision alternative as a function of the sum of the
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values of the various components of pleasure (or pain) that that
alternative represents, weighted by the number of .people that
would be affected by the decision outcome. ,The choice would, of
course, be the alternative with the greatest calculated worth.

Implicit in BenthaWs prescription is the assumption that
the total worth of a debision outcome is a monotonically increasing
function of each of the factors which contribute. to the worth, and
that the monotone character of this relationship for any given
factor is independent of the values of the other factors. Yntema
and Torgprson (1961) have suggested that there are probably many
practical choice situations in which this is evalid assumption.
For example, the worth of a vocational choice probably increases
monotonically with the attractiveness to the individual Of the
work involved, whatever the status of the other factors to be con-,
sidered. Yntema and Torgerson present some data that suggest
that when this is,the case, the decision maker's choice behavior
can often be matched, if not improved upon, by a selection algo-
rithm that takes account only of how worth relates to each of the
factors individually and ignores the ways in which the factors
interact. To develop such an algorithm it is necessary only to
determine how worth varies' with the individual factorg. Several
ways of making.this determination'are suggested. An important
point for our Npurposes is that the relationships of interest may
be inferred from the behavior of the decision maker when confronted
with'the task of choosing between pairs of hypothetical alternatives
selected to represent specific (in partjcular, extreme) combina-
tions of 'the relevant factors,.

4%

Dawes and Corrigari (1974) have recently taken an even strongef'
positiOn with respect to thekpracticality and, the validity of simple
linear decision algorithms in'a wide variety'of choice situations..
They have shown that if, each of the factors contributing to the
worth of a decision outcome has a conditiOnally monotone* relation -
ship, to that worth, and the measUretent of these factors is subject
to error, then not only are decisions that are based on weighted
liner combinations of the factors likely to be better than those
made by human decision makers, but in some cases this is true even
if the weights are egual'or randomly chosen. Data from several
studies of judgmental and choice behavior are reviewed in support
of this conclusion. Of the situations neviewed by Dawes and Cor-
rigan, the only ones in which a linear weighting algorithm did
more poorly than a iliman decision maker were those in, which the
human's judgment= was based on information not taken into account
by the algorithm.

*A conditionally Monotone relationship is one that is monotone, or
can be made monotone by a scaling transformation.
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9.4 The Problem of Identifying Worth Components

The implication is that if one can identify the factors "in
terms of which worth is determineA,, one frequently can improve
significantly upon f jlumanudgmentJby application of a simple linear

'model. /the problem, according to this view, is not in the develop-
.

ment of arcane mathematical decision algorithms,, or even -In the
application of complex weighting functions to,a linear combination
rule, but that of identifying the dimensions of the choice space
and of determining how these dimensions relate, individually, to
the worth of the possible decision outcomes.

The danger in this line of reasoning is that of assuming that
identification of the factors in terms of which judgments are, or
.should be, made is a trivial task. As we have already suggested,
such an assumption is almost certainly false fbr many, if not most,
real-life decision situations. Most people can proba.ly recall
choices that they have made which they realize in retro-pect were
made without consideration of some factor that they would have
recognized as relevant and important if only they had thought to
think of it. An individual buys a house, fon example, and realizes
too late that he failed to determine whether the cellar leaks.
Had the question occurred to ;him, he would have recognized it n
only as a relevant consideration but as one that would have figure
heavily in his assessment of the relative worths of candidate pur-
chases. A potentially important aid to a decision maker would be
a procedure that would facilitate the identification of the dimen-
sions of his choice space. Having determined the factors upon
which the relevant worths of possible choices depend, and how. these
factors relate functionally to worth, a simple linear model of the
type espoused by Yntema and Torgerson might then. be used to infer
the decisionhimaker's behavior'in a choice situation. The experi-
mental results reviewed by Dawes and Corrigan suggest that such a
model m' t even be used in place of the decision maker to effect
the choite.

9.5 Studies of Choice Behavior

In using the choices of a human as the standard against which
to compare the performance of a model, one is assuming that humans
behave in at least a consistent, if not an optimal, fashion. Only
recently has the assumption that decision makers are able to make
consistent choices amoig alternatives that differ on many d imen-
sions without recourse to formal analytical procedures been tested.

dlovic and Lichtenstein (1971) have reviewed several approaches
that have been taken to the problem of describing how people do in
fact make such choices. They divide these approaches into two
major categories: those that make use of correlational or regreS-
sion analysis or the closely related analysis of variance, Tid those
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that make use of Bayes theorem. Among the nonBayesian approaches,..,
that are reviewed are the correlation model of Hoffman (1960; 19681/,
the lens model of Brunswik (1952, 1956), the integration theory of
Anderson (1968, 19'69), and the theory of conjoint measurement of
Luce and Tukey (1964).and Krantz and Tversky (1971). The objective
in all of this work is to discover and describe how a human "judge"
combines information concerning different attributes of a choice
alternative to arrive at a judgment of its Overall desirability
relative to the other alternatives iartiong which a choice is to be
made.

The results of many of the studies reviewed by Slovic and
Lichtenstein(1971) suggest that, although people can make "wholistic
evaluations" (Fischer, 1972), they tend to focus their considera-
tions on less:than the full set of dimensions, and, as a conse-
quence, frequently ignore potentially important information. Also,
there appears to be a degree of xandom error in the evaluation
process which increases as the decision maker attempts tc, consider
increasing numbers of relevant attributes (Hayes, 1964; Kanarick,
Huntington, & Petersen, 1969; Rigney & Debow, 1966).

On the igasis of results obtained in his study of job-seeking
behavior, Soelberg (1967) challenged the idea that people generally
do make choices in accordance with worth-calculation models in
real-world situations. In his words, "The decision maker believes
a priori that he will make his decision by weighting all relevant,
factors with respect to each alternative, and then 'add up num-
bers' in order to identify the best one. In fact, he does not
generally do this, and if he does,-it is done after he has made
an 'implicit' selection'among alternatives" (p. 28)). Soelberg
draws a number of other conclusions from his study which; in the
aggregate, seem to suggest that much of the effort that goes into
decision

,
making is calculated to rationalize--rather-than.arrive

at--a choice. It's as though the decision maker were in cahoots
with himself to deceive himself into perceiving his choices as
well- founded when in fact the real basis for them may be unknown.

9.6 Procedures for Specifying Worth

Obviously people can--people do--make choices among multi-
dimensional stimuli; the results mentioned above suggest, however,
that our ability to handle many dimensions simultaneously in a
consistent and reliable way without the aid of a formal procedure
is somewhat limited. Given that the problem seems to be one of
exceeding man's ability to process information, it is not sur-
prising that some of the solutions that have been proposed take
the form of ways of restructuring unmanageable problems So as to
make them into problems of simpler proportions. Such procedures
are sometimes referred to as decomposition procedures because
they divide the task into subtasks that presumably are within the
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decisio maker s information-processing capabilities. The solutionsto the ubtasks are then used as a basis for inducing a solution tothe original pr blem.

These prc res typically involve a number of steps (e.g.,
Fischer, 1972) uch as specifying the alternatives to be compared,
specifying the 4imensions or factors with respect to which the
alternatives are to be compared, assessing the worth of each alter-native with respect to each dimension,'and combining the results ofthe dimension-by-dimension assessments into some overall indicantof worth for each alternative. The first of these steps has notbeen a focus of attention in studies of preference specification;the alternatives usually are provided. In the real world, identi-
fying these alternatives can be a nontrivial problem, but it isperhaps better thought of as a problem of information gatheringthan one of specifying preferences. The second step llso hasipotreceived much research attention.

ti

A great deal of attention has been given to the third- of thesteps mentioned by Fischer (e.g., Becker & McClintock, 1967; Coombs,
1967;-Fischer& Peterson, 1972; Fishburn, ]!967; Hammond, 1967; Huber,Sahney, & Ford, 1969; Luce & Tukey, 1964;/MacCrimmon, i1968;. Miller,,Kaplan, & Edwards, 1967; Raiffa,' 1968). NumerouS techniques have
been proposed and studied for assessing the worths of alternatives
with respect to individual dimensions or factors. These techniques
range from simple, qualitative pair - comparison procedures that
yield ordinally scaled preferences to relatively complex methods
for deriving ratio scales for interdependent factors.

MacCrimmon (1968) has reviewed several prescriptive techniques
for choosing among alternatives that differ withrespect to multiple.factors. The techniques that he considers are discussed under thefollowing rubrics: (1) dominance, (2) satisficing, (3) maximin, (4)maximax, (5) lexicography, (6) additive weighting, (7) effectivenessindex, (8) utility theory, ('9) tradeoffs, and (10) nonmetric Scaling.In each case, he describes the necessary assumptions and information
requirements, and presents a formal mathematipal representation.of
the optimal (or best) choice defined by the technique. Considera-tion is also given to the possibi4ty,of using several methods, in
combination on a given choice problem, as suggested earlier byPinkel (1967).

A more recent review of worth-assessment techniques has beenprepared by Kneppreth,.Gustafson, Leifer, and Johnson (1574), Inthis review, methods are classified in terms of five properties:.(1) whether probabilities are used, (2) what kind of judgment isrequired (e.g., simple preference, numerical assignment), (3) num-ber of factors involved in a single judgment, (4) whether appropriate
for continuous or discrete factors,,,and (5) nature of output,pro-duced (e.g., ranking of worth, quantitative indicant of worth).
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Especially helpful features of this review are explicit discussions
of what the authors seetas the primary advantages and disadvantages
associated with each of the meth-J*6s described, and the provision of

'references for the theoretical bases of these techniques. Of par-
ticular relevance to this report is the stress that Krieppreth, et al.
put on the need for training before some of these techniques can be
used effectiValy.

The fourth step mentioned by Fischer--that of combining the
results of factor-by-factor assessments into overall worth esti-
mates--has proven not to be a difficult one in many practical situa-
tions because of the fact that a simple'linear combination rule
seems to work remarkably well in so many cases (see Section 9.3).

Prescriptive techniques for preference specification, or worth
assessment, are of considerable interest because of the potential
that they represent for procedurizing--and thereby, hopefully,
simplifying--the solutions for complex choice problems. A less
tangible but perhaps no less important benefit 'that can result from
attempts to apply such prescriptive techniques in real-world situa-
tions steps from the fact that these procedures,force the decision
maker to be explicit concerning his own value system as it relates
to the problem at hand. This fact has obvious ramifications vis-a-
vis the problem of evaluating the performance of decision makers
who make choices that affect the lives of others; one clearly wants
to''know, in such cases, not only what the choices are; but the
base3 on which they are made. .Being forced to be explicit concern-
ing the factors that determine his choice nd the relative importance
ttat.he attaches to each of'tthem may be a revealing to the de-
cision maker himself as to an independent observer.

9.7 Preferences among Gambles

So far, we have considered only the problem of specifying
preferences among stimuli, that differ perhaps in many, but in known,
ways. In this case the decision maker knows what the effect of any
choice that he may make will be. Another type of preference speci-
ficatiori that has been studied involves preferences among gambles,
or between gambles and "sure things," The general procedure in
such studies is to present the decision maker with a choice, either
between two wagers, or, more typically, between a wager and a sure
thing, and then to adjust either the possible outcomes of the
wager(s) or the probabilities of these outcomes until the decision
maker is indifferent to the alternatives from which he must choose.
By repeating this process a number of times with different wagers,
one can generate the kind of data from which worth functions can
be inferred.
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Typically,'-the wagers that have been used in these studies
are such that one of the possible outcomes,is more desirable than
the other, and the probability of the less desirable outcome is
unity minus the probability of the more desirable one. Slovic,
(1967, 1969), however, has studied preference behavior in so-called
duplex gambles in which the probabilities of "winning" or "losing"
can be varied independently of respective payoffs. In this situa-
tion, the decision 15aker can win and not lose, lose and not win,
win and lose, or neither win nor lose. As Slovic points out, "It
can be argued that this type of gamble is as faithful an abstrac-
tion of real-life decision situations as its more commonly studied
counterpart in which the probability of-losing is equal to unity
minus the probability of winning (p.r. = 1-p.). For example, phe
choice of a particular-job might offer soma probability (pw) of a
promotion and some probability (p L) of a transfer to an undesirable
location, and it is possible that one of these event-. both of 4

them, or .neither of them, will occur" (p.223).

In the first of Slovic's studies, two differerit methods of
indicating the attractiveness/unattractiveness of a' wager were
explored. One method required the subjects to rate strength of
preference directly on a scale ranging from 4-5 (strong preference
for playing) to -5 (strong preference for not playing). The second
required the subject to equate the attractiveness of this gamble
with an amount of monkey such that he would be indifferent to play-
ing the gamble or receiving the stated amount. One third of the
subjects assigned to the second method were required to state the
largest amount they would be willing to pay the experimenter in
order to play each bet, and, for an undesirable bet, the smallest
amount the experimenter would have to pay thembefore they would
p1ay.it. Another third of the subjects were given ownership of a
ticket for each gamble and required to state the least amount of
money for which they would sell the ticket. The subjects in the
final third were required to state a fair price for a given gamble
in the absence of information as to whether they or the experimenter
owned the right to play it.

Slovic demonstrated that subjects did not weight the risk
dimensions in the same way when bidding as when rating. Variation
in the ratings was influenced primarily by variation in-probability
of winning (p )r while variation in bidding was influenced primarily
by variation Yn probability of loping (p L). Also, payoff.dimen-
sions--dollars won ($W) and dollars lost ($L) produced more effect
on bids than on ratings, while probability dimensions produced
more effect on ratings than on bids. Finally, it was found that
when a person in the bidding group considered a bet to be attractive,
his judgment of its degree of attractiveness was determined. pri-
marily by the amount ($W); when he disliked a bet, the primary
determinant of the degree of dislike was ($L). This finding has
particularly important methodological implications, because, as
Slovic points out, no existing prescriptive theory of decision
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making woul4lconsider that response mode should be a determinant ofthe way in which decision makers utilize probabilities and payoffsin making decisions, under risk, and he argues that behavior in suchcircumstances may be strongly influenced by information-processingconsiderations.

9.8' Preference Specification and Training

On first thought, preference specification--among all thetasks associated with decision making--might appear to pose theleast challenge for training research. One might. assumethat if there is an aspect of decision making that comes
naturally, it should be that of sayihg what one's preferences are.Things clearly are not that, simple, however, and the evidence isabundant that people do not always know what their'preferences are,or at least howto specirg-them in an unambiguous and consistentway.

The research reviewed in this report suggests at least fourproblems that relate to training and preference specification.First is the question of how to train people to make judgments ofsubjective probability that are independent of the worths of pos-sible decision outcomes, as the use of subjective expected utilitymodels requires (see Section 2.2. A second and closely relatedquestion is that of how to train people to make worth judgmentsthat are invariant across different measuring techniques.

The development of decomposition methods has been motivatedby an interest in simplifying the process of making preferences,and their bases, explicit. As Kneppreth, Gustafson, Leifer, andJohnson (1974) have pointed out, however, some of these procedures,
particularly those that yield the most quantitative results, areworkable only with relatively sophisticated users. A third challengefor training research, therefore, is to develop methods for pro-viding the necessary training in cost-effective ways.

A fourth problem relates to two aspects of decision making,preference specification and information gathering. In laboratorystudies of choice, the dimensions in terms of which preferencesare to be specified typically are given. In real-world situations,however, the dimensions of choice are often determined by thedecision maker himself; in other words, the factors that are con-sidered in attenipting'to assess the relative merits of the choicealternatives are those that the decision maker happens to thinkabout. Surprisingly little attention has been given by researchersto the' question of how capable people are at enumerating on demandthe factors that they would consider important in any particularchoice situation. It is not even clear whether, when provided witha list of such factors, one can say with confidence whether thelist is complete. Much more research is needed, both to determine
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human limitations and performance characteristics in this regard,
and to explore how training might improve one's ability.to make__
one's worth space explicit vis-a-vis specific,choice problems.
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SECTION ,X

ACTION SELECTION

Selection, or choice, is often thought of as representing theessence of decision making. And obviously, if one has no options,then he has no decisions to make. Paradoxically, however, the actof choosing per se as the least interesting of the aspects of
decision making that are considered in this report. This is be-
cause of the fact that when the other aspects have been realazed----
when information has been obtained, the decision space structured,
hypotheses generated and evaluated, and preferences stated--the
choice may, in effect, have been kaetermined. This is, of course,
as it should be. One's goal in all of these activities is to remove,insofar as possible, doubt about what the choice should be.

In spite of his best' efforts to reduce, uncertainty to a minimum,and thereby to discover what his decision ought to,be, however, the
decision maker may, on occasion, feel very much "left to his own
devices" when forced to make a choice, Ellsberg (1961) rather
graphically' described the sense of frustration that one can feel
when he faces his moment of truth and is not entirely convinced of
the adequacy of the basis on which the choice will have to be made.
"(This) judgment of the ambiguity of one's information of the over-
all credibility of one's composite estimates, of ones confidence
in them, cannot be expressed in terms of relative likelihoods or
events (if it could, it would simply affect the final, compound
probabilities). Any scrap of evidence bearing on relative likeli-
hood should already be represented in those estimates. But having
exploited knowledge, guess, rumor, assumption, advice, to arriveat a final judgment that one event is more likely than another or
that they are equally likely, one can still stand back from this
process and ask: 'How much, in the end, is all this worth? How
much do I really know about the problem? How firm a basis for
choice, for appropriate decision and action, do.I have'?' The
answer, "I don't know very much, and I can't rely on that,: may
sound rather familiar, even in connection with markedly unequal
estimates 'of relative likelihood. If 'completOignorance' is rare
or non-existent, 'considerable' ignorance is surely not" (pp. 20,21).*

Most of the decision situations that we have considered in
this report involve the problem of choosing one from among several

*This statement IA contained within a larger discussion of circum-
stances in which it May be "sensible" to act in conflict with the
prescription of the Savage (1954) axioms (see Section 2.2). The
reader is referred to the full discussion for an interesting anal-
ysis of the problem of ambiguity in choice behavior.
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courses of action. It is important to note, however, that people
sometimes find themselves faced with the task of deciding not what
to do, but when to do it:, The required action may be dictated
by circumstances, or predetermined in one way or' another, but
the individual is left with the job of deciding on the best time
to act. This type of decision problem is nicely illustrated by
the following situation.

Consider a pistol duel in which the duelists are instructed
to turn to face each other on signal and to fire one shot at will.
Suppose that once the men have faced each other, each may walk
toward the other, reducing the distance between them if he wishes.
We may assume.that the accuracy of each duelist improves, although
not necessarily at the same rate, as the distance between them'
decreases. Clearly, each man faces a dilemma: every second that
he. delays firing in crder to decrease the distance between him and
his opponent and to increase his chances of an, accur,te .shot, he
also increases the chances of success'for hisopponent; on the
other hand, if he fires too soon; he risks missing, in which case
his opponent is free to advance on him until his shot will be cer-
tain to findits mark.

This type of situation is representative of what Sidorsky,
Hougeman, and Ferguson (.1964) have characterized as "implementation -
type decision tasks." In.S4dorsky's experiments the duelists were
simulated navy tactical units, bttt the problem was essentially the
same as that of the individual antagonists. The decision maker
had to decide when to fire a missile, knowing that bo.L the proba-
bility of hitting his opponent and the probability of being hit by
him were increasing (but at different rates) in time.

A particularly interesting result from this work is the find-r
ing that subjects urformed less appropriately when operating at
a disadvantage than when operating at an advantage. One of the
conclusions that Sidorsky and his colleagues drew from the results
of a seriestof studies (Sidorsky & Houseman, 1966; Sidorsky, HoAse-
man, & Ferguson, 1964; Sidorsky & Simoneau, 1970) was that "the1
inability to analyze and respond appropriately in disadvantageous

0 .

situations iS a major cause of poor performance in tactical de-
cision making" (Sidorsky &'Simoneau, 1970, p. 57). If this obser-
vation is.generally valid, its implications for tactical decision
making are clearly very significant. The implications for training
are also apparent, namely, the need for extensive decisidn-making
experience in disadvantageous situations.
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SECTION XI

DECISION EVALUATION

The problem of evaluating the performance of decision makers
is a difficult one and it is critically important to the task of
training. Without an evaluation scheme, there is no way of as-
certaining whether training has resulted in an improvement in
decision-making performance. Trainirlq assessment is not the only

ireason for an interest in evaluation of decision-making performance,
howeller. Anyone who finds himself in a position of having to pass
judgment on the performance of a decision maker is in need of a
set of criteria in terms of which that judgment can be made. More-
over, a decision maker himself might wish to evaluate a particular
decision that he has made in terms of a set of objective` criteria.

Unfortunately, a completely satisfactory set of jective
criteria against which performance can be compared has not been
developed. As Kanarick (1969) has pointed out, "unlike other
behaviors, there is no standard dependent variable, such as time-
on-target, trials to criterion, or percent correct." One can, of

, course, choose for study in the laboratory only tasks for which
loerforthance can be objectively evaluated (e.g., probability esti-
m4tion for frequentistic events); however, one runs the risk of
thereby excluding from study a large percentage of the problems of
interest. Certainly, in most real-life decision situations in
which the objectives are comprext the stakes are real, and the
information is incomplete, evaluation is an extremely difficult
task.

11.1 Effectiveness versus Logical Soundness

Of central importance to a discussion of evaluation of de-
cision making is the distinction between effectiveness and logical
soundness. Failure to make this distinction sharply--sometimes
to make it at all--has resulted in much confusion in the litera-
ture. Effectiveness and logical soundness are quite different
things. One might be willingto assume that logically sound de-
cisions will, on the average, tend to be more effective than
decisions that are not logically sound. However, the assumption
that the correspondence will necessarily hold in any particular
instance is manifestly not valid.

A decision is effective to the extent that the result to
which it leads is one which the decision maker desires. Effective-
ness usually is easily determined after the fact. The logical
soundness of.a decision depends on the extent to which the de-
cision maker's choice'of action is consistent with the information
available.to him at the time the decision was made, and with the
decision maker's own preferences and goals. That these are quite
different factors is clear from a simple example. Suppose that
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one it given the option of betting $5 against $20 that the next
roll of a fair die will come up 6, or betting $10 against $12 that
the up face on the next roll will have an odd number of dots. If
he elects to make the first bet and the roll produces a 6, we would
say that the decision was an effective one. However, whether it
could be considered a logically sound one would depend on what the
decision maker's objectives were. If his intent was to maximize
his potential gain, or to minimize his potential loss, the decision
was sound. If his intent was to maximize his expected gain, it
was not.

Decision-making behavior,,should be evaluated in terms of its
logical defensibility and not in terms of its effectiveness, inas-
much as effectiveness is found to be determined in part by factors
beyond a decision maker's control, and usually beyond his knowledge
as well.* It often appears not to work this way in practice, how-
ever. Evaluation of decisions in terms of their outc...mes seems
to be the rule, for example, in the world of finance and business.
Investment counselors are hired and fired on the basis of the con-
sequences of their portfolio recommendations,.and corporate manage-
ments are frequently juggled as a result of unsatisfactory profit
and loss statements. Although the cliche "it's the results that
count" has particularly strong intuitive appeal in this context,
decision outcome is no more justified as the basis for evaluation
of decision making in the financial world than in any other. As
Krolak (1971) asserts in a discussion of portfolio management
evaluation: "The real question to be answered is how well did [I)
do with the information, capital, strategy and ability to assume
risk as compared with others who might possess the same resources?"
(g 235).

That decision-making performance in military-training situations
is not always evaluated in terms of its logicality, has been noted
by Hammell and Mara (1970). In discussing some of the mission

*
Commenting on Fuchida and Okumiya's account of the WWII Battle of

Midway, Admiral Spruance (1955) made the following interesting
observation: "In reading the account of what happened on 4 June,
I am more tharr ever impressed with the part that good or bad for-
`tune sometimes plays in tactical engagements. The authors give us
credit; where no credit is due, for being able to choose the exact
time for our attack on the Japanese carriers when they were at a
great disadvantage--flight decks full of aircraft fueled, armed
and ready to go. All that I can &laim credit for, myself, is a
very keen sense of the urgent need for surprise and a strong
desire to hit the enemy carriers with our full strength as early
as we-could reach them."
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training that*is carried out in ASW tactical training programs,
they point out that performance evaluation is based, in many in-
stances, on the simple effectPfehess indicator of whether or not
the team scores A hit. If it does, performance is judged to be
acceptable. Commenting on specific training exercises that they
observed they note: "If a hit was made, regardless of circumstances,
each team member's performance was usually considered good... In
some instances a hit was scored because the target would make a
predetermined maneuver intd the path of a torpedo which had been
obviously fired in a wrong direction"(p. 9).

It is probably safe to assume that most people in decision-
making positions are more likely to be rewarded, or censured, as
the case may be, on the b9is of the effectiveness of their de-
cisions than on that of their logical quality. This is due in
part perhaps to the fact that society is far more interested in
the results produced by its decision makers than in the reasons
for which decisions were made. It is undoubtedly W.so true, however,
that-it is easier to determine the outcome of a decision than to
determine whether the decision was logically justified at the time
that itwas taken. One wonders how many heroes have been made, not
in spite of, but because of, very pobr decisions which have had -

happy outcomes, and, conversely, how many "bumblers" owe their
reputations not to the illogicality of critical decisions they
have made, but to fortuitous turns of events that have blessed
sound choices with disastrous results.

We may note in passing that even if one wishes to evaluate a
decision in terms of its effectiveness, rather than its logical
soundness, the task may be less than straightforward. Miller and
Starr (1969) make the point that decision objectives are not always
singular. Often, one is attempting to realize several objectives
simultaneously, and seldom is it possible to optimize with respect
to all objectives at the same time. It is difficult in such cases
to evaluate a decision outcome unless its implications with respect
to all the objectives can be combined Into a single figure of merit.

One attempt to develop a procedure for combining performance
scores on various decision-effectiveness criteria into a single
figure of merit was made by Sidorsky (1972), and Sidorsky and his
colleagues (1968, 1970). A set of operational criteria that were
intended to be used to evaluate the decision performance of a
military tactical unit was identified as follows: spatial rela-
tionsh' s (the spatial interface between own and enemy tactical
units , self-concealment (the degree of success in keeping the
ene uninformed concerning,own unit), information generation
(th degree of success in keeping informed concerning enemy
uni , weapon utilization (destLoy or counterattack capability),
and conservation of resources (adequacy of supplied). Such
criteria have been used by Sidorsky to rate the quality of

1
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decisions made during experimental tactical exercises. A
Decision Response Evaluation Matrix was developed which, when
usdd in conjunction with an algorithm for combining scores with
respect to all five operational criteria, permitted the quality
of a decision to be expressed as a single measure.

11.2 Evaluation Criteria

Granted that logical soundness is the appropriate basis on
which to evaluate decisions, the problem then is to translate
that principle into a set of lective criteria against which
decision-making performance can be judged. In view of the huge
literature on decision making, surprisingly little attention
has been given to this problem.

Sidorsky and his colleagues (1964, 1966; 1968, 1970) and
Hammell_andMara (1970) have suggested five behavioral factors in
terms of which an individual decision-maker's performam..e might

'be judged: stereotopy (the tendency of a decision maker to respond
in an unnecessarily predictable way), perservation (the tendency
to persist when persistence is unwarranted)4, timeliness (the
,extent to which the decision-maker's behavior is reasonable in
terms of the time constraints imposed by the situation), It*

completeness (the extent to which all available relevant informa-
tion is used), and series consistency (the consistency of the
decision-maker's behavior within the context of a series of
interrelated actions). The first two factors are liabilities
for a decision maker; the last three are assets. In contrast
with the operational criteria mentioned in the preceding section,
these behavioral criteria are more concerned with the logicality
of'a decision than with its effectiveness.

The conceptualization of the decision-making process that has
provided the structure of this report suggests a number of dimensions
with respect to which the quality of a decision-making activity
might be evaluated: 'the adequacy of the information- gathering
procesp; the sensitivity of data evaluatibn; the appropriateness
of the structure that is given to a decision problem; the facility
with which plausible hypotheses are generated; the optimality of
hypothesis evaluation; the sufficiency with which preferences
specified; the completeness of the set of decision alternativ
that is considered; the timeliness' of action selection and it
consistency with the decision maker's preferepces, objectives, and
infOrmation in hand. The development of techniques for assessing
thee aspe-:ts of decision making quantitatively and unambiguously
represents a challenge to investigators of decision-making behavior.

11.3 'A Methodological Problem

It is worth noting that to determine after a decision ryas been
made whether its basis was logically sound may be a very difficult
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task. People usually can give plausible reasons for choices theyhave made. One may be permitted a certain amount of skepticism,
however, concerning whether reasons that are given after the fact
are the reasons that prevailed at the time of the making of the
choice (Soelberg (1967). This is not to suggest that people neces-

- sarily misrepresent the bases for their decisions intentionally.
It seems nob unlikely, however, that we frequently convince our-
selves, without being conscious of doing so, that choices have
been determined by certain rational considerations, when in factthose considerations were discovered or invented only after thechoice was made. One might argue that even though the alleged
basis of adecision may not have been verbalized, or even consciously
appreciated by the decision maker, it could still have been opera-tive at a subconscious level at decision time. But this is a
difficult, if not impossible, point to confirm or invalidate ex-
perimentally, and for that reason it is not a very useful hypothesis.
Pascal (1910) expressed his skepticism concerning the credibility
of after-the-fact introspective explanations of behavior over three
hundred years ago: "M. de Roannex said: 'Reasons come to me after-
wards, but at first a thing pleases or shocks me without my know-
ing the reason-, and yet it shocks me for the reason which I only
discover afterwards., But I believe, not that it shocked him forthe reasons which were found afterwards, but that these reasons
were only found because it shocks him" (p. 98).
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SECTION' XII

SOME FURTHER COMMENTS ON TRAINING OF.DECISI'ON MAKERS

_ThroughoUt this report we have commented
ical notions and research findihgs that have
to issues of training and training research..
been made within the contexts4of the discussio
pertain. It is not our purpose in this sectio
marine these comments, but rather to turn to s
topics that have not been addressed elsewhere

1

n how the theoret-
een reviewed relate
hese comments have
s.to which they
to review or stem-

me training-related
the, report.

12.1 Performance Deficiencies versus Pe mance Limitation
4 _4,

Some investigators (Hammell & Mara, 1970) have advocated,(,
the approach of identifyirig "behavioral deficiencies" and. A
developing training programs that are designed to ameliorate
them. Similarly, Kanarick (1969) has suggested that Ona.componehaf a training program for decision makers= should be= that of makingi
them, -aware of some of the common reasons for the making of poordeci'ions.

The term "deficiencies" has been used in ctwo ways in the ,

lite ature: to refer to stereotyped ways of behaving suboptimally,
and to refer to basic human limitations. In what follows, we will
refer to the second type of "deficiencies" as limitatiohs., and
use the word -deficiency only to dencit2 suboptimal but presumably
.correctable behaviors. An example of a behavioral deficiency
would be the tendency of humans to be overly conservative in their
application of probabilistic information to the evaluation of hy-
potheses. A possible example of a limitation would beithe in-
ability of most people to weigh more than some small number of
factors, without some procedural help, in arriving at a preference
among choice alternatives.

The distinction etween deficiencies and limitations has
important implications for training. Deficiencies may be "trained
out"; basic limitations must be 'trained around."

The first problem in dealing faith either a putative deficiencyOr a limitation, however, is to verify that it indeed exists,. Itis obviously imperative, when a deficiency or limitation is iden-_tined by a single experimental study, that the finding be cor-roborated by further research. More istTportant, however, and more.-difficult, is the probJem of establishing that the conclusionsdrawn from experimental studies are valid beyond the laboratory.
environments in which the results were obtained. It is exceed-ingly difficult to capture some of the aspectg of many real-worlddecision problems (e.g., very high stakes) in laboratory situa-tions. And what may constitute appropriate behavior in the onesituation may prove to be inappropriate in the other.

(4-
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Assuming, however, that one-is able to identify some examples
of deficient behavior that5m5ear to be fairly universal among
decision makers, the question is how to go about training them out.
One obvious possibility is to expose trainees to decision-making
situations in which a given deficiency is likely to show itself
if it is ever going to do so, and then provide the individual with
some immediate feedback concerning the appropriateness, of his be-
havior. One would probably want to provide numerous opportunities
for the same deficiency to show itself in a variety of contexts,
providing feedback to the trainee each time that the deficiency is
displayed. Probably, too, feedback should be provided for some
time after performance has improved to the point that the deficienCy
is no longer apparent.

When dealing with basic human limitations, the goal should be
to 'educate the decision maker concerning what those limitations
are and to provide him with the means for working around them.
For example, if it is the case that without the help of some ex-
plicit procedure, a decision maker cannot effectively weigh more
than n variables in attempting to optimize his choice of an action
alternative, it may be futile to try to train him to.make effective
use of more variables; however, if that is the case, he should be
made aware of his limitation and be trained to perform within it.

Another approach to dealing with deficiencies.and limitations- -
in addition to training--is that of providing the decision maker
with aide to facilitate variousiaspects of the decision process.
Ae goals of training and of dec3ision aiding are not viewed by the
writers as mutually exclusive, but rather as complementary, ap-
proaches to the improvement of decision making. Moreover, the
fact that decision aids are being developed has implications for
training, a point to which we will return in Section XIII.

12.2 Simulation as an A proach to Trainin

A common approach to the problem of training decision makers
is that of simulation (Bellman, Clark, Malcolm, Craft, &
Ricciardi, 1957; Cohen & Rehman, 1961). The idea is to place
the decision maker in contrived situations that are similar
in certain critical respects with the decision-making situations
that they are likely to encounter in the real-world. The approach
has been used in efforts to train business executives (Martin,
1959) prospective hig'r-school principals (Alexander, 1967),
iesearch and development project managers (Dillman & Cook, 1969),
military strategists and Aacticians (Carr, Pyrwes, Bursky, Linzen,
& Hull, 1970; Paxson, 1963), high-school history and science
teachers (Abt, 1970), vocational-education leaders (Rice & Meckley,
1970), and government planners (Abt, 1970).
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Most business colleges and graduate schools today make some
use of simulation and gaming' teChhiques to teach management and
decision-making skills. Also, as a result of early efforts by the
American Management Association to develop & decision-making
course, corporations such as General Electric, Pillsbury, Westing-
house, and Standard Oil, of New Jersey have devised in-house training
programs that make use of simulation techniques.

Two different forms'of management-training games are discussed
by Cohen and Rhenfian (1961) in their survey of the present and fu-
ture roles of such games in education and research. The first
form--the "general-management" game--attempts to provide experience
in the making of business decisions at a top-executive level, while
the second form--the "functional" business came-- focuses on specific
decision situations within a limited _functional level of the organ-
ization. Because oftthe complexity of interactions among organi-
zational entities and the multidimensionality of the (4,,licision envi-
ronment simulated in the general-management games, the possibility
of defining and utilizing optimal strategies has not yet been
demonstrated. The functional gaMe situations,'.on the other hand,
which are typically lower in complexity, allow for the specification
and application of optimal or "best" strategies.

A variety of views have been expressed concerning the strengths
and weaknesses of simulation as an approach to training. Kibbee
(1959)-suggests the following advantages:

"1) It (simulation) can provide a dynamic opportunity for
learning such management skills as organization, planning,
control, appraisal, and communication.

2) Simulation can provide an executive with an appreciation
of overall company operations and the interaction between man,
money and materials. It helps make a generalist out of a
specialist who has never had the opportunity of reviewing his
decisions as they affect the organization as a whole.

3) Simulation can provide executives with practice, insight
and improvement of their main function: making decisions.
Faced with realistic decisions about typical business problems,
they can experience years of business activity in a matter of
hours, in an environment similar to that they face in everyday
life.

4) Simulation can exhibit what Dr. Forrester of M.I.T.
the 'dynamic, ever-changing forces which shape the destiny of
a company.' The general business principles that are illus-
trated can be studied and understood by the participants"
(p. 8).
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Similar themes are expressed by Abt (1970) concerning the efficacy
of management games:

"Games are effective teaching and training devices for stu-
dents of all ages and in many situations becausd they are
,highly motivating, and because they communicate very effi-
ciently the concepts and facts of many subjects. They create
dramatic representatives of the real problem being studied.
The players assume' realistic roles, face problems, formulate
strategies, make decisions, and get fast feedback on the
consequences of their action.

In short, serious games offer .us a rich fie'd for a risk-free,
active exploration\of serious intellectual and social problems"
(p 13)

Simulation,- as a general approach to'training of decision
makers is-not without its critics, however. Martin (1959), who
generally endorses the approach, volunteers several caveats. He
points out, for example;, that many of the qualitative dimensions
of a situation, such as.personnel quality and morale in an organi-
zation being modelled, are difficult to reflect in a game. Further,
in order to make a game administratively manageable, it may be
necessary to limit the degrees of freedom one has with respect to
innovation, which is an unfortunate constraint. Finally, he points
out thatit is not always clear exactly what students are learning
in a-simulation situation. ."There is no doubt that the simulation
technique is a powerful teaching device, and therefore is poten-
tially dangerous unless we are relatively, sure of what is being
taught."

One wonders, in connection with the last point, if definition
of what should be taught and learned can really be expected prior
to development of an adequate prescriptive theory of management
decision making. Moreover, it seems clear that so long as decisions
are evaluated in terms of effectiveness rather than in terms of
logical soundness, the answer to the queStion of whether any train-
ing program is teaching individuals to make optimal decisions will
.remain a matter of conjecture. Apropos the point of .how to insure
that simulations have some realism, Freedy, May, Weisbrod, and
4eltman (174) have proposed a technique for generating decision- -

task scenarios that utilize expert judgments concerning state
variables and transformations in much the same way that a Bayesian
aggregator Would make use of expert judgments of conditional pro-
babilities.

We would summarize our own attitude toward simulation training
in the following way. The approach has many advantages. The stu-dent can be exposed to a variety of decision situations. Situa-tion parameters can be varied systematically, thus permitting the
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study of their effects on decision-making performance. The conse-
quences of incorrect decisions are not catastrophic, as they could
be in some real-life situations of interest. The student's per-
formance can be evaluated and immediate feedback can be provided
to him, thus, presumably, improving his chances of learning.

On the negative side of the ledger, there is first the diffi-
culty of the task of deciding what aspects of a situation to simulate.
Any simulition is a simplification, and if one wishes tc assure
transfer of what is learned in the simulated 'situation to real-life
situations, it is imperative that the simulation preserve those
aspects of the real-life situation that are relevant to the skill
that is being trained. Moreover, the difficulty of assuring the
veridicality of a simulation is likely to increase greatly with
the complexity of the situation that is being simulated. 'Sedond,
there is the problem of generality. Situations are specific. One
want's the student to carry away from training se,ssions skills which,
will be applicable in a variety of contexts. Simulation itself
does not guarantee that that will occur. In fact, one might guess
that there would be the danger of focusing on specific aspects of
particular situations which could have a tendency to impair the
learning of general principles.

12.3 On the Idea of a General-Purpose Training System for
Decision Makers

A training system for decision makers that has a reasonable
degree of general,ity is bound to be a relatively complex system.
Moreover, given the current level of understanding of decision
processes, it is unlikely that anyone would be able to design a
system that would be certain to be satisfactory. The approach
that seems to us most likely to produce a useful system is an
explicitly evolutionary one, and one that involves potential users
of the system iu its development from the earliest stages. What
one needs to do is build a working system that represents one's
best guess concerning what capabilities such a system should have,
and then elaborate, extend, and improve the system in accordance
with the insights that are gained through attempts to make use of

The idea that many complex systems are best developed through
an evolutionary process is not a new one. Benington (1964) has
argued strongly for such an approach in the development of command -
and- control systems. Commenting on the fact that many systems be-
come obsolete even before they are operational, he notes that "The
principal cause of this situation is the fact that until recently
the proposed users of these systems did not take many interim steps
that would have helped them; instead, they waited for the grand
solution. When the development of these command-and-control systems
was undertaken, it-was thought that the design team could analyze
present operations, project changes over many years, design a system
for the far-off future, and then implement. Now most agree that
this process just won't work" (p. 16).
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SECTION XIII

DECISION AIDS

The recognition thatwhether because of behavioral defi-
ciencies or basic limitationsmen often do not perform optimally
as decision makers has motivated the development of numerous de-
cision-aiding procedures and techniques. The existence of deci-,
sion aids has two somewhat opposing implications for the training
of decision makers: On the one hand, insofar as ah aid succeeds
in simplifying or otherwise facilitating the performance of some
specific task, its existence may lessen the training demands vis-
a-vis that tpsk; on the other hand, users of decision aids must
be trained to use those aids. It does not follow from, the fact
that some training may be required before an aid can be used
effectively that the aid is therefore a failure; if a trained
user'of,an aid can make better decisions than a trained decision
maker who does not use that aid, then the aid May be sa.Ld to be
an effective one.-e,

Given the view of' decision making as comprised of a variety
of tasks,and processes, it seems reasonable to expect that initial
decision-aiding techniques will be more successfully applied to
some of these tasks than to others. The goal should be, not to
deVelop the grand aid for the decision hake', .but, rather, to
develop Tiiariety of aids to facilitate performahce of the various
tasks. Together, a.group such aids might be thought of aS-a
"decision support system" (Levit, Alden, Erickson,. & Heaton, 174
Meadow & Ness, 1975; Morton,, 1973), but the iridividual aids, and
not the system,"are probably the more rasonabld'objectives toward
which to work initially.

Another factor that some researchers have argued is highly
relevant to the design of decision aids is that of individual dif-
ferences. One group of investigators, for example, has character-
ized "decision styles" in terms of three dimensions with respect
to which individuals are assumed to vary: abstract-concrete,
logical-intuitive, active-passive (Henke, Alden, & Levit, 1972;
Levit, Alden, Erickson, & Heaton, 1974). All possible combinations
of the extremes of these dimensions are viewed as eight "pure
decision styles" that and representative of the types of individual-
ized apprbaches to decision making that decision-aiding systems
must take into account. The point that these investigators make
is that decision aids or decision support complexes, should be
designed with particular users, or user types, in mind. Systems
designed for one type of decision style, they claim, may degrade
the performance of a user who operates according to a different
style.
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Decision aids run the.gamut from /the types of heuristic
principles discussed by Polya.(1957) to explicit paper and pencil
procedures for working through some aspect of a decision problem,
to interactive computer-based techniques. In this section, we
Consider only a few of the many 4ids to decision making that have
been developed. The intent is not to provide an exhaustive review
but a representative sampling of what has been done in this regard.

13.1 Linear Programming

Linear programming is a mathematical technique for determi-
ning a set of deciSion* parameter values that maximizes or minimizes
specified functions within certain linear constraints. The tech-
nique is particularly.uSeful in solving such problems as resource
allocation, production mix and ,industrial cost contn.l. It is
best illustrated by a simple example.

Suppose a manufacturer produces three products. We will
designate the monthly quantities of these products as xl, x2 and
x3. The ,products have different unit production costs, say,
al, a2, and al, and different unit sale prices, say, b1, b2, and .

b3. To keep the illustration simple, we ignore the problem of
inventories. Raw material limitations restrict the number of units
of products 1 and 3 that can be produced per month to cl and c3,
respectively, The total number of man-hours available fo the
producer is n per month,. and it requires d1, d2, and d3 man-hours'
to produce one unit of,products 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The
problem is to determine the, number of units of each4pZoduct that
the manuf.acturer should produce permonth,in ordet to maximize
his profit.

Linear programming is a technique for solving such problems,
when solutions exist. The technique involves expressing the con-1
straints'as a set of simultaneous linear equations, ana-ERn..?

1",
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searching within the ranges of the values of the independent
variables that satisfy the equations for those values that op-
timize the desired function. In thd case of our example, the
function to be optimized in this case, maximized) would be the
profit function, i.e,

(b
1
-a

1
)x

1
+ .(b2 -a2)x2 + (b

3
-a

3
5x

3
.

When the problem involves only two or three decision vari-
ab1es, a geometrical model of the situation can give the decition
maker an intuitively meaningful representation of the significance
of the various factors and, in pa4ticular, of the sensitivitof
the decision outcome to a less than optimal selection of values
for the decision variables. When certain boundary conditions are
met, the set of parameter values that satisfies the 3inear con-
straints within which the decision must be made is reprsented
by convex polygons or polyhedra (in the two- and three-variable
cases, respectively), and the solution to the optimization problem
invariably is .(or at least contains) one of the fi?ure's vertices.
The same principle holds in cases of more than three /ariables,
but, of course, the geometrical model is no longer helpful.

One of the limitations of linear programming is the fact
that it is applicable only to-situations in which the decision
seace has been fully represented numerically and the outcomes of
all of the admissible decisions are known. Another is the fact
that it can be used only when the effects of the individual deci-
sion variables combine in an additive (linear) fashion. One can
imagine real-life decision situations in which the effect of a
change in the value of one decision variable depends in some way
on the value of another variable. For example, how much impor-
tince one Would attach to a difference in salary between two jabs
might depenl on whether the jobs also differed significantly in
terms of the extent to which they placed one's life in .danger.
As has already been noted in SeCtion IX of this report, however,
several investigators of decision making have argued that the
assumption of additivity Appears to be a reasonable one in many,
if not most, real-life situations. Probably the more difficult
requirement to satisfy in order to use linear programmingoech-
niques is that of adequately struceuring the decision spa and
quantifying the salient variables. When the necessary conditions
can be met, however, there can be no doubt of the effectiveness
of the technique.

13.2 Decision Trees and Flow Diagrams

Sometimes it it possible to convert an apparently complex
set of written or verbal instructions concerning a problem-solving
procedure into a decision tree or flow diagram. When such a con-
version can be accomplished, it is often found that the desired
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procedure is more easily and efficiently followed with the aid of
the diagram than with the original set of instructions (Blaines,
1973; Raiffa,1968; Wason, 1968; Wright, 1971) .

The following distinction between decision trees and flow
diagrams is made by Triggs (1973): "A decision tree is an assembly
of individual patht in a-structure organized so that no path ever
returns or proceeds to another part of the diagram. A decision
flow diagram may, on the other hand, contain paths that return
to early parts of the diagram or feed to other common elements.
A decisibn flow diagram can be more operationally directive in its
structure,, and less concerned with the explicit details of the
decision process. In a tree structure, at every node of the tree,
the user of the diagram can exactly state by what set of chance
events and decisions one arrived there. The flow diagram structure
is not always 6rganized so that each such path can be uniquely
specified" (p. 3).

The clarity and efficiency gained by representing procedures
requiring sequentialAdecisiont in diagrammatic form have been
recognized for some time. In, such fields, as computer programmingand systems analysis, graphic techniques-have been employed in
the teaching and Conduct of specific programming, debugging, main-
tenance, and troubleshooting tasks. Only recently, however, have
formal attempts been made to assess the benefitsto be derived. In
an entertaining article by Davies (1970) the results of a relevant
experiment by B. N. Lewis are discussed. The latter investigator
presented a series of six problems nVolving a tax regulation toeach of 60 subjects. One third of the subjects worked with the
original (prose) statement of the regulation, a second third worked
with a simplified (prose) statement, and the final third worked
with an algor±thmic ( decision tree) form. The mean time required
by the original prose group to solve all six problems was 23.4
minutes, compared.to 11.8 minutes required by the simplified prose
group and 9.2 minutes required by the algorithm group. Mean errors
in problem solution followed a similar pattern: 29%, 10%, and 8%
for the respective groups.

More recently, Blaiwes.(1973) compared ti-0 performance of
decision makers who had been given instructions concerning the )
construction and use of decision trees with that of decision
makers who had hot been so instructed. Only one of the ten subjects
in the uninstructed group-gave evidence of using a decision-tree
approach to the 'solution of the four experimental tasks, whereas
all -,,h of the instructed subjects used it. Subjects using the
decision-tree approach initially required more time than
uninstructed subjects; but their performance improved as they
gained facility with the approach. Most importantly, subjectsin the instructed group performed at a higher level of
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accuracy than subjects in the uninstructed group. Although the
possible effects due to practice cannot be separated from those
due to problem difficulty because of the.particular design used
by Blaines, we regard the experiment as a demonstration of the
ease with which the decision-tree.approach can be taught to
individuals who have not previously encountered it.

A review of numerous attempts to apply decision trees and
flow diagrams, to the solution of decision problems (e.g., Baker,
1967; Clarkson, 1963; Dutton & Starbuck, 1971; Horabin, 1972;
Howard, Matheson, & North, 1972; Rousseau & Zambra, 1972; Tudden-
ham, a968) has been prepared by Triggs (1973). He points out
that the degree to which such aids can be useful to a decision
maker will depend o4 the nature of the problem that is faced.
They tend to be most useful for situations that are easily struc-
tured, perhaps by means of decomposition techniques advocated
by Raiffa (1968). Triggs cautions againat the temptation "to make
a complex problem tractable by forcing it into a conceptual repre-
sentation.witfi which one knows how 'to cope," at the.expense of
ignoring or eliminating critical aspects of the real problem.
He also points out that'the task of. imposing the type of structure
on a decision picblem that is necessary if decision trees or flow
diagrams are to be used,to advantage, may be sufficiently time-
consuming and expensive to assure Ets*impracticality in some dy-
namic situations in which the time for analysis is limitee. More-
0,117e, forcing the decision make to think about his problem in
terms of a specific structure may inhibit his use of cognitive
skills that he otherwise might bring to the task. Triggs concludes,

0 however, that on balance these cautions do not negate the efficacy
of the approach. Citing Zadeh's (1973) work, he notes that "even
in systems that are too complex or too ill-defined to admit of

. precise guantitative analysis, 'fuzzy' algorithms and diagrams
havethepotential of being useful to the human decision maker"
(P. 171.

A lucid tutorial treatment of deciSion trees and their use
' is presented by Peterson, Kelly, Barclay, Hazard, and Brown (1973)

in Chapters 2 and 3 of a Handbook for Decision Analysis. The
handbook has been prepared for the express purpose of aiding the
individual who is faced with substantive decision problems to
apply concepts and procedures of decislon theory to the solution
of those problems.

6

13.3 Delphi, an Aid to Group Decision Making

e

The decision maker of most prescriptive models of decision
making could be an individual, a committee, a corporation, or a
machine, inasmuch as such mode,ls are concerned with the decision
making process and are indifferent to the nature of its embodiment.
11Pst empirical stud'ies of decision making, however, have focused
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on the behavior of individuals. Relatively little attention has
been given to the question of how decisions are, or should be,
made bytn-person groups. There are; of course, large liter-
atures dealing with related topics such as the effects of group
orgargzation and communication channels on problem solving, and
the effects of grout) pressures on individual behavior.

One generalization that it seems safe to make is that the
decision-making perfdrmance of groups may bejnfluenced by a
number of factors that are not obviously telated.to decision
quality in any straightforward way. Especially'is this true-ulfen
group-members are required to resolve problems about which there
exist conflicting views. As Helmer (1967) puts it:

"Round-table discussions for such purposes have certain.
psychological drawbacks in that the outcomg is apt to be a
compromise between divergent views, arrived at ail too often
under the undue influence of certain fqtors inherent in thy'
face-to-face situation. T1-4se may include such things as
the purely specious persuasion of others by the member with
the greatest supposed authority Jor even merely the loudest
voice, an unwillingness to abandon publicly expressed
opinions, and the bandwagon effect of majority opinion" (p.19).

As one.leans of remedying these types of problems, and of
provicling a rationale by which to combine "expert" opinions, the
Delphi method, was created .(Brown, 1968; Dalkey & Helmer, 1963;
Helmer, 1967; Rescher, 1969). This technique requires each member
of the group to write down his independent assessment of the prob-
lem or solution under study. The set of assessments is then
revealed to all members but without identification of which parti-
cular assessment was made by which. member. The pros and cons of
each response are then openly debated and each member files a
second assessment. Following n repetitions of this procedure,
the median assessment is then adopted.

The Delphi procedure-is reputed to be usable:

"1) To detprmine what the operative values of a group are,
what relative weight they have, what sorts of possible trade-
offs obtain among them, and the like.

2) To explore the sphere of value crite-riologv, clarifying
by what criteria the values of a group come to be brought to
bear upon actual c4hVs.

3) To discover divergences of value posture within a group
and the existence of subgroups with aberrant value structures.
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4) To serve as a tool for seeking` out areas of value
consensus--or agreement as to actions and preferences--
that may exist even when there are conflicts of value.

5) To provide a tool for the third-party evaluation of
conflicts of interest.

6) To assess the correctness of value ascriptions to given
groups.

7) To assess the correctness of value judgments in the area
of 'Mans-values" (Rescher,-1969, p. 17).

The use of a modifi4d version of the Delphi technique is
illustrated in a recent effort by 'O'Connor (1972) to apply expert
judgment to the scaling of water quality. The problem was to
assess the quality of water to be used (1)' as a public Lupply,
and (2) for the maintenance of a fishband wildlife population.

r.

Eight experts made iterative judgments as to the parametersto
included, the relative importance weights to be assigned, and the
'rules for combination- of indices.' Good consensus was- obtained
with respect to sets of judgment parameters and Combination rules,
but there was considerable disagreement on weightings.. O'Connor
found, however, that this'disagreement was not critical in the
development of the final indices.

An important
,

feature of the Delphi technique is the fact that
it provides a means for,achieving group consensus wIhout the need
for the face-to-face discussion of issues'which typifies most
group problem-solving methods. This characteristic was exploited
in the O'Connor study, where the experts were geographically widely
separated and were never in direct cOmmunication with eac,h other.

,13.4 Computer -Based Decision Aids y'

, ,

The potential, advantages to be gained from car/plying the /
general computational capabilities of digital computers to deci-
,ion problems have been recognized for some time. Severa writers
have made very convino.i,h'' arguments to the effect that bo men
and computers have something to offer to the decisionl-maki g
process, and that the nled is for the development of (Recision
systems that assure a symdlOtic coupling of the capabili ties of
man and machine (Briggs AfSchum, 1965; Wards, )965b; Li4klider,
1961; Shuford, 1965;. Yntema & Klem, 19,6-

'
Yntpma'& Torgerpon, 1961).

'1

t4.1It is not diffiCult t% imagineS,,,computer system being used
to aid a decision maker irk the perfoim-alice of essentially all of
the aspects of decision making that we have considered in fore-
going sections of this eport. Such a system might provide th,F
dec4ion maker wittl,A 4 to base of ,facts or obsehlations t. at
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relevant to his decision problem. It could serve as an extensions
of his own memory by keeping a record of factors that he had in- 1.

dicated he ought to "keep in mind" in making a decision. It could
help him generate hypotheses, and to structure and present the
decis:;nn space. It could help him discover what his preferences
are and to express them in a quantitative way. It cold provide

'graphical representations of the deciSion situation. It might
(assuming d.v4lid model of the decision problem) project the prob-
able consequences of various action selections. It might serve
as an interface between two Or more decision makers' collaborating
on the same problem and facilitate the application of group deci-
sion, techniques. It could do whatever computation was required.
It could prod the decision maker to consider aspects of the problem
that he otherwise plight overlook. It could suggest approaches or
strategies that have been found to be useful in similar problem
situations. It could make explicit to the decision maker (either

'byj0.nference or by questioning of the decision maker himself) some
aspects of the .situation or the decision maker's thinking that
otherwise would only be implicit. And so on.

It is in fact So easy to imagine ways in which the computer
could be,used as an aid for decision making that one can be seduced
to Oinking that the implementation of such capabilities is a
straightforward thing. In,some instances this is perhaps the case;
in others, it,assuredly is not. The important point is, however,
that computer -based decision alas are being, developed and quite

No trai 'ng program for Ocision makers can afford to ignore this
sophist'` aced are likely to be operational in the near future.

fact. \

k1

Ina preceding section of this report some commen ts were'made
Concerning simulation as an-approach to training. Given the avail-
ability of coniputer:systems to decision makers, another way that
simulation may be used to advantage is as an operational decision
aid. In this case the effects, or probable effects, of selecting
speckiic action alternativgis can be explored by 'the decision' maker
befor he actually makes hjis choice (Ferguson & Jones, 1969). The
projections or predictions of the aid will only be as good, of
course, as is the model, of the situation that produces them, and
it is not necessaTily the case that-the use of such predictive ,

aids will invariably lead-to imioroved performance (Sidorsky & Mara,
.1968Y. The potential for this type of simulation is, great, however,

and deServes-more attention that it'has rebspived to date. At the
very least, such an aid can be 'used to helpfd9;termine what is
po'ssib1 and what isinot, giving an accurate representation of the
current state of affairs. The point is- illustrated by an experi-
mental decision aid' designed to monitor andtti maritpe
traffics(Elmal , Prywes, & Gu tafemo, 967.) . The system was com-
posed ci A a for atte data base,_ a se of-, "worker programs" whi=ch
operate k) on the da base, and a quo y language which allowed the

0 NN.--P
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user to interact with the ,data base on line. Information that
could beextracted from thd data base on request included"'"(1)
past, present, or future locations of ships, (2) the number, type,
or names of ships in any geographic area of the North Atlantic
at a past,, present, or future time, and (3) how far is a ship
from some particular place'and if ordered to change course when
can it get there?" (p. 206). The system could provide information
on sets of. ships satisfying some class description; for example,

-it could provide the distances of all ships of a given type,, from
a given destination,,and the time required to reach that detina-
tion, assuming the necessary, change in course. The System 'illus-
trates a nice allocation of function between man and Machine.
The computer does the bookkeeping and arcthmeticr the man exer-
ceses judgment and makes choice's._ Hopefully, the choices tpat._
the man makes will be the better because of the bookkeeping and 1,

arithmetic that the machine does.
I

Two of the more prominent problem areas for which computer-.
based decision aids have been developed oar planned are medicine
and military tactics.

13.4.1 Computer-Based Aids for Medical Decision Making

Among the' first investigators to attempt to apply modern
decision theory to medical decision making were Ledley and,Lusted
(1959). During the subsequent fifteen years, many such applica-
tions of decision theoretic techniques were proposed and tried;
and within the past ten years, several experimental computer-based
systems have been developed for the purpose of facilitating
various aspects of decision making in the medical context. Ap-
plications that have been explored include initial patient inter-
viewing ar4 symptom identification (Griest, Klein, & VanCura, 1973;
Whitehead & Castleman, 1974), analysis organization and presenta-
tion of'the results of laboratory tests (Button & Gambino, 1973),
personality analysis (Kleinmuntz, 1968; Lusted, 1965), storage and
retrieval of individual-patient data (Collen, 1970; Greene, 1969),
on-derdand provision to practitiohers of clinical information
tSiegel CStrom, 1972), automated and computer-aided diagnosis of
medical problems JCumberbatch & Heaps, 1973; Fisher, Fox, & Newman,
1973; Fleiss, Spitler, Cohen, & Endicott, 1972; Gledhill, Mathews

',& Mackay, 1972; Horrocks & deDombal, 1973; Jacquez, 1972; Locwick,
1965; Lusted, 1965; McGirr, 1969; Yeh, Betyae, & Hon, 1972).
management and graphical representations of data to aid research
in pharmacology and medicinal chemistry' (Castleman, RusSell, Webb,
Hollister, Siegel, Zdonik,,& Fram, 1974), modelling"of physiological
systems and exploration via simulation of the effects of alternative
courses of treatment (Seigel & Farrell, 1973), and training
(Feurzeigc 1964; Feurzeig, Minter, Swets, & Breen, 1964).
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The results of one recent study of computer-assisted diagnosis
are particularly relevant to the question of when expert judgment
should or should not be used in the decision process. Leaperj11972,
1975) compared two methods of computer- a =ssisted diagnosis of dis-
orders for which_ abdominal pain wasa priMary sympto, (e,g., appen-
dicitis, diverticulitis, perforated ulcer). Comput r ided Bayesiandiagnose were petforme0 using estimates of-probab: 'es that were
either (a) ingarred from frequency data collected frdm 600 patients
'or, (b) produced' by,,a group of, clinicians. The diagnoes that resulted
from, the computer-aided method that used"-ihe clinicians' proba- . .

bility' estimates were'marginally more accurate than those produced
byunaided clinicians (82% versus 80%). The method that made use
of probabilities inferred from incidence data, however,savessig-..
nificantly more accurate results (91%). A secondary result of '

this study that' is of some interest is the fact''thap mosf'ilinicians
.

, insisted on retaining their own pr4bability estimates, even when.
those estimates were greatly different from the,survey data and,r they had been informed of this; fact.

/.e.-7.

`N:s. These'regults strongly suggest that relative frequericy data
should 1.e used) s a basis for probability estimates in preference
to expert opini.atns, if such date are available. The principle
'should not be"applied,-of dcurse, withoutadue re4ard for such fac-

0 'tors as the size and repres ativenegg,of th6 samples from whiph
/

the relative frequency data re obtained': As a general rule, the
most defensible strategy inbestimating robabilities would seem
to be: use expert judgments only if a ore objective method is not
feasible, as would be the case when es mating the probabilities
of very low-frequency events or events that are not reasonably
thought of as "frequentistic" in nature.

,

13.4.2 Computer-Based Aids for Tactical Decision Making
)

Much has been written about the use of computer-based aids
.7- to facilitate decision making in the context of tactical operations

Widen, Levit, & Henke, 1973; Baker, 1970; Bennett, Degah, & Spiegel,
1964; Bowen, Feehrer, Nickerson, & Triggs, 1975; Bowen, Feehrer,
Nickerson, Spooner, & Triggs, 1971; Bowen, Halpin, Long, 4,ukasi
Mull rkey, & Briggs, 1973; Freedy, Weisbrod, May, Schwartz, & Wett-\man, 973; Gagliardi,'Hussey, Kaplan, & Matten, 1965;.Hanes & Gebhard,
1966; Levit, Alden, & Henke, 1973; Levit, Alden, Erickson, & Heaton,
1974; Sidorsky & Simoneau, 1970). The extent to which such systems
andt-aid,:s have led to improved decision making is probably impdssible
to determine. Xt(is easy to be critical of this iaork, however,
beCause-progresS has certainly not ple9a..spectacular. And it may

some of the decision-aidimg efforts have been poorlybe thcdrIceived.

But tacticar decision making is complicated and not
b,,t

thoroughly understood. It is not surprising that there would bp
some false starts before significant progress i made on this
problem. EVen faAse stares can provide usetul insights, into a

Y

f.
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. . .... ..
problem, however; if pothing.more, tlhey should help to clarify ---
what the Wimensionsof thq problem are and to provide some clues

}`° concerning tbe requirements for a solution. '.

-Bowen, Nickerson, Spooner, and-Triggse(1Z70) have despi.ibed
- several computer-basbd system6 that have. been,. or, are being, de-

veloped by the military services td aid the decision- making process
in tactical situations. Among the systems that were revIewed.are:

., the Army's ZactlicalOperations.Systems(TOS)--in particular, TOS-
7th Army-,--and Tactical Fire-Direction System (TACFIRE), the Air
Force and Marine COrps' Tactical Information Processing and Inter-

',-pretation System (TIPI),"the Air Torce'.24ntelIigence Data Hand-
ling 'SystemifiDHS), and the Navy's integrated Optional Intel-
ligence SysteM (IOIS) . These systems' are intended to, improve -

tactical deciSion making by.facilitating data managementand mani-
puFation, message routing, display, generation, report preparation-
fire control, plannThg, resource allocation, and other-tasks and
functions that fall within the ,purview of tactical dpgrations.

There are two motivations for bringing siCh system into the
tactical situation. One is to unburden the deSsiorf make; of tasks
that are just as well performed by machines,.and thereby make it
posgible for him to devote more time to those aspects of decision
making'that require hanan judgment.and expertise. The other is

'to upgrade the quality and adequacy' of the ihfoxmation on.wh4ich
'decisions are based. This involvesinot,only the problem ofpp3ces-
sing and integrating large amounts of information, but also that.
of packagingand presenting information in ways that ar. well-

.

:suited to the information-processing..capabilities of the human '

being who.must make use of it. Hbid effectively existing or con-
teMplated.systems realize these objectives is difficult to,deter-
mine with much prpciSion.

.
It is not the purpose of this review to describe particular-

.; systems in detail. We will, however,..coOider briefly two systems
as illustrative of those that have been developed, one intended
for/operational use, and one for {Ise as a. training instrument.

13.4.2.1 AESOP

An intensive program to develop an on-linsinformation:-,control
.

system of'value to military decision makers i!nthe planning of
-tactical and gtrhtegic resource allocations was begun by the Mitre
Corporation in 1964. On completion in 1969, the prototype, called
"An Evolutionary System for On-line Plannifig.(AES0p) to emphasize
its.incremental approach to the gpneTation of-computer-based/
management and planning assistance, made available to system usets
a range of techniques which could aid in such diverse activities

,as data acquisition, aggregation, plan assessment and report
pr,eparation, *
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The AESOP,system.consIsts of4tWb major parts. One of .these
is a-set of capabilities for storing, modifying, retrieving, and
displaying dat4, and for performing various sorts of symbolic and_
arithmetic mfnipulations with the aid of a,flexible disPlay-
oriented user language, a light pen, typewriter and,push-buttOns.
Details olq these aspects are covered in a variety of program pub-
lications, the most informative of which, are. Bennett, Hains, and
Summers (1965) and Summers .and Bennett (1967). ,

The second part of the system consists of g'sset of simulated
strategic and tactical military applications which provide a ' *

context for exercising the capabilities mento ed above. One of
the moreNsigniflaNh,,t of these is that of a The al Air Control.
Center (TAZt41 in which the resource allocation to kd of a Fighter
Sectiop/Current Plans Division are simulated. Since this parti-
cular application alsg served as a testbed for the formal.test and
evaluation of AESOP principles*, it provides'tbe most -omprehensive
pi,:ture of the strengthssand'weaknesses of the system. The.remain-
der.df our current summary, will relate to this applic'ati'on and to
the results df evaluation studies. More detailed treatments of
the simulation and evaluation can be found in Doughty (167),
Doughty and Feehrer (1969), and Doughty, Feehrer, Bachand and
Green (1969).

I
As'simulated :1-1 the AESO program,,the basic task ofLa Fighter

Section revolves about the allo tion (on request by higher head-
quarters) of tactical aircraft to each of three mission calegolies:
(1) oh-call bloge air. support, (2) preplanned close air-support/

circumstances the total number of ready aircra t in near proximity
and (3) preplanned counter -air And interdictis Under "normal"

% to prescribed,Earget areas is less'than,the slumber of aircraft ,.
requested, soYthe planner is forced to make tradeoffs relating to

%' such factors as sortie rate, flying time, time over target, and
probable degree of target destruction. The cumulative consequences
of these tradeoffs are: (1) that some requeqts for support fail to
be satisfied atall, (2) some requests fail to be satisfied on a
timely basis., and.(3)(,some requests, though satisfied on a timely
basis,lare not satisgied at the required level. .

csI,,n this contest, the tactical version of AESOP has two d
'interrelated- goals: (1)* the elimination Of much of the laborivand
inaccuracy assoia,ted with manual computation and display af'readyi
resources, portie rates, flying times and weapons' effects, and
with the preparation Of formal orderq (Fragmentary Orders) to
squadrons implicated in a planned allocation, and (2) facilitation
of the problein-dolving activity of decision makers, that is, ofIthe
judicious selection of squadrons, aircraft tpes,"weapons categories,
and so on. -

For purposed of evaluation, the actual resources allocations
produced by planners using the AESOP system 'A-re compared with

1
4)*
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those .produced by,planners'using a sim ated version of the,stan-
'dard system in an-integrated series of tactical exercises depicting
the military-maneuvers of loyalists and insurgents during a ten-
day*limited war. Experimental seSt'ions began with briefings re-
liting to orders' of battle, political and military activity, and
Joint Task Force requests for support of loyalist objectives.
AESOP and Manua. Planning teams -then adjourned to commence allo-
cation activities i'n response to the simulated JTF requests. The
experirttent ended each day with the (automated or manual) produc-
tion of squadron Fragmentary Orders.

Each planner, whetheloperating the manual or AESOP system,
ed, in his ,

ed in de-
wAs required to. generate an allocation which repres
judgment, .the best tradeoff among four criteria (lis
creasing order of importance):

1. Sdsfaction of requested level of damage.

2. SatisfacticE of requested time over target

3.' N1i imization of use of recycled aircraft
(i.e., of sortie rate)

. (

1.4. minimizatiOir of (total) flying time.
f I ..1

The results Oi the evalu ation study contained few surprises.
In those,aspects of planning activity'for which-AESOP providgd

,direct assistance, performance of those usirk the system was su-
perior. In :those aspects ,,for which assistance was not rovided,
'planners'in the two systems performed at approximately equal levelt.
The net performance of AESOP planners was superior to, that of
'manual planners with respect to plan quality Rd production ef-
ficiency,'a findinethat must be assessed in light of the fact
that the larger portion of 'the task was fairly routine and required
little creative abpity.

I is important to note that the AESOP system provided ho
formal procedural aids to the decision"'maker such as decision al-
gqFithmp, linear prograwing solutions, etch. ,What benefits accrued
to user of. the ,Sylstem duing the more creative phases of their
task seemed to result from a combination of:..indirect factors. It
appeared to be the case, for example, that planners could more
easily comprehend the4extent to:Which resources would be "strained"
and, thefeby, develop a better "feel" for the nominal form of their
plan prior to its production. This appreciation for the difficulty
of the prqblem with which they' were faced on a particular day was
materially aided by the concise nature of theJdisplays provlded

' by thepsysettl. Planners who used the system were in a muqii better
,position to monitor their own progress while solving the problem
'than were those whose appreciation, of the demands of the situation
had to be assembled from groups of formal documents.

)

I
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It 'appeared also to be the case t, hat., since the system per::: 1.,

-formed routine aspects'automa i6ally, more time was-avaiil le fors/
creative - activities and for rel. ration Of'plans. ,On several
occasions AESOP planners attempted successfully to produce series
.of,allocations of progressively greater meritand stopped only 1

when they were totally satisfied with their efforts*

,
11

)3.4.2..2 TACTRAIN

;ThesTactical Training (ENCTRAIV),facility was developed...;1y
the Electric 5qat 5Eirsion of GeneralDynamics, partly as a
demonstration that a modest computer with a CRT display could
be employedin thtraining'of decision-makingskills and partly
es-an experimental tool for evaluation of alternative tactical
display/interrogation formats. Details regarding computer and
display equipment, software and tactical prqblem parameters used
in the system and a*,specificconfiguration-employed iarheystem
evaluation are discussed by Si4Orsky and Simoneau (1973). The
summary' presentation below draws heavily on their discussion:

The TACTRAIN system provides an opportUnity for the deAsiOn
maker to take on the role of:a commanding officer of a submarine
on an ASW search-avad-,destroy mission. His specific .task is to
maneuver- in such a way that, he siMbltaneously, maximizes the prob-
ability of destroying a simulated enemy ship and minimizes the
prqbability that the enemy'ship will destroy him. 'HeIp.hooses a
maneuver by selecting a speed,' a depth, a firingirange, and a
quantity of terpedoes, each froM amongaive alternatives. The
choices are donstrained to be consistent with the operating
characteristicS of own and enemy ships, thd parameters ofav6
ship's weapons complement, and specific souftchannel, topo-
graphic and bathythermal conditions. The maneuver implied by
the alternatives that are chosen is then evaluated with respect,
to each Of four Criter,ia: (1) the probability that own ship would
be able to detect'the enemy ship, (2) thp probability that the
enemy ship would be able, to detect own ship, (3) the probability
that own ship would be .able tcmdestroy the enemy ship, gi.Oon the
maneuver and weapon characteristics, and (4).the probability that
the enemy..ship, would Wable to destroy own ship.

While solving,a particular tactical Problem, the officer
can retrieve inforMation Oared in the systwiby interrogating
the display with a light gen. Appropriate interrogations lead

.*A quasi-lin
wAs later de
activity.

ar program to aid this strategy at a.forinal level
,

loped by Feehres, (1968) f'cir the AESOP viqc planriing
,
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to one of two categories o displaw (1) prior to d "command de-
.
cLsion," graphic displays of the "tactical effectiveness" asso-
ciated with theohoice of'a particular alternative on each tac- ''
ticai,dimepsio (speed, range, etc.) with.respect to each of the

5K1a/21
four ciitef.' -=available prior to a c and decision, and (?),
alphanum c displays revealing the, outcome. of the,maneuver; the-
number of (quality) points to be,assigned to the outcome, ,and
the Cumulative number of points acquired as of the end of the .
experimental. trial i4 question--avaiiable following a command
decision.cisibm.

,
.

-

.
.

/ \ . ,

,Theideveiopers of TACTRAIN see it
, .

making at least two valvgbie
fnput.§ to the learning process:x4.the deci-sion maker. First,-it
)rovic s immediateknowledge of. the conselquencg Ofs. a decision.
The de

i
ision maker discovers very quickly whether he destroyed

the enemy ship and whether his own ship was destroyed in the
iprocess. Moreover, he is provided with an a .ithmetic..leasure,
however arbitrarily derived, of his pumulati e 'performance. #

'15.6:,.-"e ecis 4ion,maker is provided, viaithe-4SP1,
with_a graphic* rtra:yal of the interactions bdtween tAFtical and
environmental ariables and their re] ationship to tactical ef-
fectiveness as relpresenedidetection/connter detection and
hit/miss outcomes. 221d, inasmuch as_thd-tactical problem unfold
over time, the decision' maker also gains an appreciation for the
changing.cpmplexities of"these interaotions and for the need
for timeliness in hiss' decision.'

, ,

1-'3%4.3 Ccimputer-Based Decidon Aids and Training
. . .

I , 4.

. -

It seems highly probable that Many attempts to develop com-,
puter-based decision aids' wil`l fail in the sense that the aids,
that are produced will not measurd up to the expectations of
their developers,. This is `not neCessarilylailure in. a larger
view, hbwever, if these attempts.leadto a better understanding
.of the decision-making processas ond Might reasonably IThpe that .

they will. To the extent t'hat these efforts-,ao lead to new
insights into various aspects of theAecision-making process, they
will have direct impac on,training curricula.

4D..the extent tha't specific systems proye to be effective ,r
aids in operational situations, they will constitute new tc,,ls
laith which decision makers wilq have to work. TIZus,/their.
existence will represent a nertraining need,' namely the need
to train the users of-these aids.

Perhaps the most challenging way in which the development of
.

increasingly Sophisticated Computer-based systems relates to
training is An the potential that these 'systems represent for
providing training for their users. Critics of the'idea of

184
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of
1

computev-AsdAted instruction can correctly point out ,that"
.

results of endeavors in this area have not measured tw to title 'is
expectations that were fostered by many of the early enthusiasts,

. fO.,.r this use of computei. Very real progress in the area .is
.being made, however, and it may proxie to be the case that the

'

early enthusiasts erred only in failing t2 appreciate the ' "
difficulty of some of the probiems.that had to be solmed 'and the
time that would be equired.to solve them. There is no4Restion
but that. computer ustems that are intended to be used by people-
interactively on_complex problem-solVing tasks can ,be given. the

$,capability-to providemuchfof the, trainirig..that-rE required, .

both to initiate users and.to-bring users froth nehyte to expert ystatus. The potentialfgains td berealized,by_bdilding such
,/training capabilities into operational systems sugge6t that this

'possibility is worth far more attention than it has yet received,
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